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ABSTRACT

Loss-free Architectures in Optical Burst Switched Networks for a Reliable and

Dynamic Optical Layer

Thomas Coutelen, Ph.D.

Concordia University

Télécom SudParis, 2010

For the last three decades, the optical fiber has been a quite systematic response to dimensioning

issues in the Internet. Originally restricted to long haul networks, the optical network has gradually

descended the network hierarchy to discard the bottlenecks. In the 90's, metropolitan networks

became optical. Today, optical fibers are deployed in access networks and reach the users.

In a near future, besides wireless access and local area networks, all networks in the network hier-

archy may be made of fibers, in order to support current services (HDTV) and the emergence of new

applications (3D-TV newly commercialized in USA). The deployment of such greedy applications

will initiate an upward upgrade. The first step may be the Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs),

not only because of the traffic growth, but also because of the \'ariety of sensed applications, each

with a specific traffic profile.

The current optical layer is of mitigated efficiency, dealing with unforeseen events. The lack of

reactivity is mainly due to the slow switching devices: any on-line decision of the optical layer is

delayed by the configuration of the devices. When the optical network has been extended in the

MANs, a lot of efforts has been deployed to impro\-e the reactivity of the optical layer. The Optical

Circuit Switching paradigm (OCS) has been improved but it ultimately relies on off-line configuration

of the optical devices. Optical Burst Switching (OBS) can be viewed as a highly flexible evolution of

OCS, that operates five order of magnitude faster. Within this architecture, the loss-free guaranty
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can be abandoned in order to improve the reactivity of the optical layer. Indeed, reliability and

reactivity appear as antagonists properties and getting closer to either of them mitigates the other.

This thesis aims at proposing a solution to achieve reliable transmission over a dynamic optical

layer. Focusing on OBS networks, our objective is to solve the contention issue without mitigating

the reactivity. After the consideration of contention avoidance mechanisms with routing constraints

similar as in OCS networks, we investigate the reactive solutions that intend to solve the contentions.

None of the available contention resolution scheme can ensure the 100% efficiency that leads to loss-

free transmission. An attractive solution is the recourse to electrical buffering, but it is notoriously

disregarded because (1) it may highly impact the delays and (2) loss can occur due to buffer overflows.

The efficiency of translucent architectures thus highly depends on the buffer availability, that can

be improved by reducing the time spent in the buffers and the contention rate.

We show that traffic grooming can highly reduce the emission delay, and consequently the buffer

occupancy. In a first architecture, traffic grooming is enabled by a translucent core node architecture,

capable to re-aggregate incoming bursts. The re-aggregation is mandatory to "de-groom" the bursts

in the core network (i.e., to demultiplex the content of a burst). On the one hand, the re-aggregation

highly reduces the loss probability, but on the other hand, it absorbs the benefits of traffic grooming.

Finally, dynamic access to re-aggregation for contention resolution, despite the significant reduction

of the contention rate, dramatically impacts the end-to-end delay and the memory requirement.

We thus propose a second architecture, called CAROBS, that exploits traffic grooming in the

optical domain. This framework is fully dynamic and can be used jointly with our translucent archi-

tecture that performs re-aggregation. As the (de)grooming operations do not involve re-aggregation,

the translucent module can be restricted to contention resolution. As a result, the volume of data

submitted to re-aggregation is drastically reduced and loss-free transmission can be reached with

the same reactivity, end-to-end delay and memory requirement as a native OBS network.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Research Objectives

1.1.1 General Concerns

With the progressive expansion of the Internet and the upgrade of the data rate, the Internet

is assigned an increasing position in common life and a crucial role in the global economy. The

hierarchical deployment of the network allows gradual upgrades and considerably simplifies the

management, both in administrative and technical points of view. Each level of the hierarchy can be

seen as a transit network that transmits data from the lower level to the upper one. The choice of the

equipment and technologies belongs to the organization in command and is ruled by, e.g., the type of

applications, the volume of traffic and its profile and the radius of the network. A classical description

of a hierarchy discloses four levels: Local Area Networks (LAN), access networks, Metropolitan Area

Networks (MAN) and finally long haul backbones (Wide Area Networks, WAN). An access network

connects several LANs to a MAN, that supplies an aggregate of the traffic to a backbone. At

each le\'el, the dimensions of the networks increase. The radius is typically enlarged and the traffic

involved - an aggregate of an increasing number of connection - keeps on growing.

At the top level - the backbone - , transmissions involve very high data rate over long distances.

The optical fiber is particularly well suited to carry such a traffic and has become the medium of
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choice in long haul networks.

In the 90's, the progressive increase of the number of users and of the data rates highlighted the

discontinuity between the copper MANs and the optical WANs: the vast transport capacity at the

top level was not exploited. This situation urged the operators to extend the optical medium to

the MANs, pushing the discontinuity to the lower hierarchical level. Nowadays, this discontinuity

between the access networks and the AiANs is highlighted by the sudden increase of the penetration

rates and the convergence of communication services through the Internet. Common communication

services such as telephony or TV broadcast used to be handled by dedicated networks, but it is only

a matter of time before they completely migrate on the Internet because of the significant resulting

enhancement. For instance, with VoIP systems, a user is not identified physically, but can be reached

on any connected device. Similarly, on the Internet, TV broadcast is only limited by the creativity

of the users ... and the transport capacity. Once again, optical fibers have been elected to replace

copper links. The deployment of optical fibers in the "first few miles" (referred to as FTTx) is

well ad\'anced in Asia and in European and North American metropolises where Internet Service

Providers (ISPs) propose domestic solutions reaching up to 10 Gbps, i.e., largely enough for the

future domestic applications as, e.g., HDTV, VoD, teleconferencing.

To reduce the capital (CAPEX) and the operational expenditure (OPEX) related to FTTx,

passive equipment have been favored. With such architectures, the traffic profile is preserved through

the access up to the MAN. Thus, with FTTx, MANs should be more loaded with variable and

heterogeneous traffic (resulting from the wide variety of services) .

In addition, some services have stringent quality of service constraints. Real time applications are

delay constrained, whereas the connection-oriented applications are more impacted by loss rates. In

addition, some applications require a strict availability (e-business, tele-work, cloud computing, etc.).

The availability seems to gain in significance because of the colossal economical stake raised from

the democratization of the network. For instance, the social networking site FaceBook might earn

around 1 BillionS from advertisement next year according to the "emarketer.com"; this amounts to

100,000$ each hour. Again according to the "emarketer.com", 22 B$ have been spent for advertising
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on the Internet in 2009 and this amount is expected to grow up to 34B$ until 2014. In this context,

sendee perturbation can severely affect the e-market and the global economy.

1.1.2 The Optical Medium

In the 80's, the optical fiber reached the status of de-facto standard to support mass data transfer

in long haul networks. In addition to attractwe physical characteristics, it offers a huge transport

capacity. During the past 30 years, a lot of effort has been deployed to exploit this tremendous

transport capacity, in spite of physical constraints imposed by the optical medium.

The first concern relies on the discontinuity between the electrical domain and the optical domain:

The data rate is limited by the performances of the end-systems, which operate in electrical domain.

The overall data rate is increased with Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM): Several

flows are simultaneously emitted in the fiber, each of them on a dedicated wavelength. DWDM thus

defines independent transmission channels, whose transport capacity depends on the performance of

the end-systems. A key advantage is that the transport capacity can be increased from end-systems

without laying of new fibers; thus saving civil engineering expenses. Another asset lies in the

fact that the wavelengths can be demultiplexed and switched in the optical domain, with mirrors.

Those optical switches preserve the characteristics of the signal but are slow to configure, and,

consequently, they impose circuit oriented transmission. Nowadays, DWDM systems can involve

160 independent channels in a single optical fiber. The transport capacity of a wavelength is related

to the number of wavelengths, but systems at 40 Gbps are available. Overall, DWDM systems can

transmit up to terabits per seconds within a single fiber. Though DWDM reduces the transport

granularity, it remains several times larger than the data rate requested by a flow. Nowadays,

this granularity issue is solved with Time Domain Multiplexing (TDM) over DWDM, managed in

electrical domain by SONET/SDH. With recent enhancements, SONET/SDH completely solves the

problem of granularity, but it relies on specific equipments that must be installed cautiously.

Nevertheless, a more critical concern is related to the circuit establishment latency that severely

compromises the reactivity of OCS networks. This poor flexibility has been addressed in WANs for
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fault management: Extra resources are reserved, possibly pre-configured so that in case of failure, the

transmission instantaneously switches on the backup path. This solution avoids service interruption

at the cost of extra capacity reservation.

When MANs were enlightened in the 90's, significant effort was deployed to improve the flexibility

of the optical layer to deal with the variability of the traffic. In particular, the Link Capacity

Adjustment Scheme (LCAS) can renegotiate the capacity of a channel, but it does not avoid re-

routing, which may severely affect the service in OCS networks.

With the deployment of FTTx, the reactivity of the optical layer is of utmost importance. Packet

oriented transmission is a legitimate alternative: Processing and configuration is done on demand.

The resulting reactivity and flexibility is of precious help to deal with failures or traffic variations

without redundancy. Optical Packet Switching (OPS) attracted a significant interest in the 90's.

Extending classical protocols used in electrical domains toward the optical domain is a challenging

task. The main obstacle is the lack of optical memory, required at each node to store the payload

during routing procedures. In [DH04], Dr. Hau demonstrates the feasibility of optical memory, but

it may take decades to exploit those revolutionary results and deploy commercial optical buffers.

Another promising solution can be envisioned with the optical processing. In spite of intensive

research, this solution remains far from maturity. Finally, the most advanced prototypes rely on

Fiber Delay Lines to delay the packet in the optical domain. However, such an architecture raises

several issues, in particular, the dimensioning of FDLs is a crucial and complex task and restricts

the flexibility of the traffic engineering.

In the late 90's, Optical Burst. Switching has been proposed as a viable alternative to OPS. It is

discussed in the next section.

1.1.3 Optical Burst Switching for a Dynamic and Reliable Optical Layer?

In OPS networks, buffering is required between the data arrival and the switch configuration. In

Optical Burst Switched networks (OBS), the switches are configured prior the data arrival and core

buffering is no more required.
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Pre-configuration of the switches is initiated by a header sent prior the data. The header carries

the information about the destination, the arrival time and the duration of the packet. At the

header arrival, the node looks for the appropriate output port and is scheduled to switch to the

corresponding configuration prior the data arrival. This way, the data eut through the nodes ail-

optically, provided they are preceded by their header. As only the header is delayed in core nodes,

it is assigned a processing budget called Offset Time (OT). The OT is the gap between the header

emission and the data emission. It has to be larger than the overall header processing time up to

the destination, but it should be minimized in order to improve the reactivity of the network. Thus,

the data are usually sent without acknowledgment from the control plane.

To reduce the transmission and processing overhead on the control plane, the data are aggregated

into so-called bursts. Edge nodes manage several queues among which the ingress traffic is sorted

using various criteria. The packets that belong to the same queue are identical from the core network

point of view. They will be served the same way. Thus, the data are usually sorted according to

their destination, and, possibly their class of service.

After a significant academic infatuation following the birth of OBS, a large part of the community

went back to OCS. It may be due to the reluctance of the industry, or from a technical point of

view, to the difficulty to exploit the reactivity of OBS while providing transfer guarantees: As the

resource reservation is not acknowledged, contentions can occur if an output port is requested by

two or more bursts for overlapping periods of time. In the electrical domain, this issue is solved by

managing queues, but without buffering, "store and forward" is prohibited and achieving loss-less

transfers is the most critical step toward OBS maturity.

Hybrid devices combining slow and fast switching fabrics have been envisioned to support circuit

and burst switching. Slow devices are cheaper and preserve the signal, but they severely compromise

the reactivity. On the other hand, the fast devices enable a significant degree of reactivity, but they

increase the CAPEX and damage the signal. With such hybrid devices, circuit and burst switching

can cohabit to provide either reactive or guaranteed transmission, depending on the application to be

served. Clearly, the dimensioning of the switching fabrics is critical since it dictates the capability of
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burst and circuit switching, while influencing the CAPEX of the network. An alternative to provide

polymorphism exploits the high flexibility of OBS. OBS does not impose strict restriction on the size

of the bursts or even the signaling protocol. As a result, the control plane deployed in OCS networks

can be deployed in OBS networks as well, without discarding burst switching. Thus, loss-less can be

guaranteed pro-actively in OBS networks by using loss-less routing configurations of OCS networks.

Our objective in this thesis is to envision a dynamic and reliable optical layer. A worthwhile

solution must reach at least the same loss-less throughput as current architectures in stable scenarios,

and be only just or not sensitive to traffic variations. It is worth to discuss the reactivity of the loss-

free OBS architectures derived from OCS to evaluate the direct benefits of deploying fast switching

devices. However, with those solutions, the transfer guarantee depends on routing restriction that

mitigate the dynamism of OBS. An ideal solution should ensure loss-free transmission via reactive

mechanisms, as independent as possible from off-line decisions and static configurations.

1.2 Contributions and Organization of the Thesis

During this PhD research, we considered two approaches. First, we used routing restrictions inspired

from OCS networks. In [CHJ09a], we transpose the classical Routing and Wavelength Assignment

problem (RWA) from OCS to OBS networks. The so-called RWA-OBS problem takes advantage of

OBS specificities to improve the loss-free multiplexing and, as a consequence, the loss-free throughput

of the network. The problem is solved via an ILP model that can be adjusted to describe either

an OBS network or advanced OCS architectures. It outputs routing, wa\'elength and offset time

(if relevant) assignment for the granted connections. In [CJH09b], the model is described with a

column generation formulation to improve the scalability and the resolution time. Our experiments

demonstrate the benefits of using fast switching devices and OBS transmission. This architecture

increases the number of granted connections as compared with the most advanced all-optical OCS

solutions.

In practical deployment, the optical networks are not "all-optical". The multiplexing potential

of OCS is improved by SONET/SDH. which enables sub-wavelength switching. Multiplexing is
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operated in electrical domain to ensure a collision-free convergence of several flows. In other words,

in opposition to all-optical architectures, flow convergence is allowed in SONET/SDH networks.

The converging flows are re-emitted from electrical domain so as to avoid contentions. In [CHJ09c],

we proposed a translucent architecture for OBS networks, designed to perform similar tasks. The

bursts of conflicting flows are converted into electrical domain and their re-emission is scheduled

so as to prevent contention. The shortcoming of translucent architectures lies in their impact on

the end-to-end delay and on the resulting processing overhead. The proposed architecture thwarts

those effects by exploiting traffic grooming. In [CJH09a], we show that the traffic grooming enabled

by our translucent architecture can compensate the increase of the delay caused by the electrical

processing.

Thus, the architecture proposed in [CHJ09c] and [CJH09a] can significantly reduce the loss

probability without increasing the end-to-end delay. Nevertheless, the access to electrical buffers is

set at the emission and the electrical buffering is not a reactive solution to contention. In [CJHlOa],

we propose the CAROBS transmission scheme that enables dynamic traffic grooming in optical

domain. With the resulting reduction of the delay and contention rate, the translucent architecture

can be used as a reactive contention resolution mechanism without imposing additional delay or

electrical buffering requirements. The framework is further improved in [CJHlOb], where loss-less

transmission is achieved with basic OBS equipment and with no impact on the end-to-end delay.

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the current optical network and discusses

the possible impact of the deployment of FTTx. Its conclusions address the need for a dynamic

optical layer. Chapter 3 overviews the OCS architecture and confirms the limited flexibility of

OCS networks. Chapter 4 describes the fundamentals of OBS and the relevant contributions. In

particular, the loss-less solutions for OBS are attentively considered, but all of them compromise the

reactivity. In Chapter 5, the RWA-OBS problem is presented and used to compare loss-less OBS

networks with the most advanced all-optical OCS architectures. The theoretical observation of OBS

core and edge nodes proposed in Chapter 6 motivates the study of traffic grooming in OBS networks.

In Chapter 7, we discuss the traffic grooming with translucent architectures and propose to involve
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the aggregation process in the demultiplexing operations. Experiments confirm the conclusions of

Chapter 6. In Chapter 8, we further exploit traffic grooming with CAROBS, which enables all-optical

and dynamic traffic grooming. We then trade the benefits of CAROBS with electrical buffering,

accessed on demand by the contending bursts. We show that, in translucent mode, CAROBS meets

the objectives of the thesis since it preserves the reactivity of OBS, and attains a sufficient reliability

without extra expense. Conclusions and further works are finally proposed in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2

Background and Motivation

The optical fiber becomes the medium of choice all over the Internet. After its deployment in

long haul national backbones and metropolitan networks, operators are currently reaching the users

with this medium in order to provide various services, including common ones such as telephony

and HDTV, to a large number of users.

In this Chapter, we present the optical network as expected in the near future. First, we draw an

overview of optical components and of fundamental multiplexing techniques. Then, we describe the

traffic to highlight its evolution toward heterogeneity, both in terms of profiles and requirements.

The presentation of a typical optical network hierarchy leads to a discussion of the possible impact

of the enlightenment of the access networks. Those conclusions pledge for the necessity of a dynamic

optical layer. Optical switching is then discussed. We highlight the limitations of the current

technology in dynamic scenarios and describe the potential of alternate paradigms. A qualitative

comparison of optical switching paradigms finally leads to the explicit definition of the objectives of

this thesis.
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2.1 Optical Network Basics

2.1.1 Optical Fibers

The optical fiber won recognition as the best medium to carry high speed connections over long

distances. In the optical domain, the information is coded by the signal strength of a time-slot: The

light-wave is segmented in "slots", the length of which depends on the transceiver clock. Intensity

multiplexing is performed at each "slot", e.g., if four levels of intensity can be distinguished, then

two bits are coded by each time-slot. The upgrade of end-systems can increase the degree of multi-

plexing and consequently increase the transport capacity of a fiber without additional cost for civil

engineering.

The optical fibers are either single-mode or multi-mode. In multi-mode fibers, the signal propa-

gates through different paths at different velocities. The difference of velocities, called multi-mode

dispersion, limits the effective transmission length and regenerators have to be installed every few-

tens of kilometers. Multi-mode fibers have been deployed in early telecommunications. They allow

the use of cheaper amplifiers, but the multi-mode dispersion and the fact that they operate at low

bit-rate (up to 140 Mbps [KarOO]) restrict their deployment to small areas such as buildings or

schools.

Single-mode fibers (SMF) only have a single propagation mode and thus eliminate the multi-

mode dispersion. The transmission length is thus significantly increased and single-mode fibers

can operate at 40 Gbps or more and up to several hundreds of kilometers without regeneration

[KarOO]. According to [OMKB09], the chromatic dispersion - the main impacting phenomenon - is

significantly reduced by Non Zero Dispersion Shifted Fibers (NZDSF). To further reduce chromatic

dispersion, compensation modules can be installed along some fibers.

In [OMKB09], the quality of the signal is evaluated with regard to various equipment and physical

phenomena. Figure 2.1 shows the quality of the signal versus the distance it traveled, both without

(Figure 2.1(a)) and with (Figure 2.1(b)) chromatic compensation modules.

Operators quickly agreed to deploy the optical fiber in the backbone and then closer and closer
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Figure 2.1: Signal Impairment (taken from [OMKB09])

to the user. Such deployment favored the emergence of bandwidth hungry applications, resulting in

a considerable increase of load of each flow. Nevertheless, this load remains far from the transport

capacity. This addresses the need for multiplexing.

2.1.2 Multiplexing in Optical Fibers

The total capacity of a fiber is most likely much higher than the need of a connection between two

nodes. So the way the available bit-rate is allocated is an important issue, and this introduces the

concept of "granularity": The minimum amount of bandwidth which can be allocated to a single

connection. In optical networks, making use of circuit switching paradigm, the granularity results

from the way the different flows are multiplexed. This is performed in time domain (Time Division

Multiplexing - TDM) and in spectral domain (Wavelength Division Multiplexing - WDM) .

Wavelength Division Multiplexing

Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) splits the bandwidth of a fiber among numerous

independent wavelengths. The number of wavelength depends on the precision of the emitters and

receivers and on the distance to travel: Increasing the number of wavelengths decreases their signal

strength and thus their distance range (according to [Bat02], systems providing 82 wavelengths at
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40Gbps cannot reach more than 300km) .

74 THz of bandwidth can theoretically be used for multiplexing, but only a restricted range is

used in practice: The C-band (4 THz wide: Prom 1530 nm to 1565 nm) has been favored since it

offers the lowest attenuation ratio (between 0.\7dB.km~l and 0AdB.km~l at 2.5 Gbps). Such low

attenuation ratio provides a large distance range limited by the receiver precision: They must be

able to differentiate the slot intensity levels. This task is harder as the signal strength decreases.

Consequently, increasing the time-slot capacity decreases the maximum distance reached by the

signal (according to [SS06a], information on a single wavelength at 2.5Gbps (resp. lOGbps, resp.

40Gbps) reaches 4000fcm (resp. 3000fcm, resp. 2000fcm) without repeater).

Today, commercial solutions can differentiate up to 160 wavelengths, whereas a wavelength typ-

ically operates at 2.5, 10 or 40 Gbps, for an overall fiber capacity close to terabits per seconds.

SONET and Time Division Multiplexing

With WDM, the transport granularity is reduced to the level of the wavelength capacity. It however

remains pretty coarse and WDM is typically combined with Time Division Multiplexing (TDM).

TDM is the most intuitive multiplexing flavor. It has been widely used in most operator networks

during the past 30 years: The payload is segmented in constant-size blocks, sent at regular intervals.

The major concerns are the framing of the payload and synchronization of the blocks. In the context

of optical networks, TDM is constrained by the "electro-optical discontinuity": The signal carries

the aggregate of multiple clients and the nodes must operate at the aggregate data rate, which

must be kept lower than electronic emitting, receiving and processing technology. This is a major

concern that led to the standardization of the Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH). SDH has been

defined by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and is used worldwide

but in North America, where the Synchronous Optical Networking (SONET, American National

Standards Institute) is used. SONET has been defined soon before SDH, but the worldwide market

penetration of SDH promotes it as the standard.

The synchronous transport signal level-1 (STS-I) is the basic building block (51.85 Mbps) and a
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SDH Frame Format SONET Frame Format Optical Signal Bit Rate (Mbps)
STM-O STS-I OC-I 51.84
STM-I STS-3 OC-3 155.52
STM-3 STS-9 OC-9 466.56
STM-4 STS-12 OC-12 622.08
STM-6 STS-18 OC-18 933.12
STM-8 STS-24 OC-24 1244.16
STM-9 STS-36 OC-36 1866.24
STM-16 STS-48 OC-48 2488.32
STM-64 STS-192 OC-192 9953.28

Table 1: SONET Hierarchy

higher-level signal in the hierarchy is obtained by combining signals from the lower-level component

signals. It uses the term tributary to refer to the component streams that are multiplexed together.

Table 1 shows the SONET hierarchy and Figure 2.2 shows how a SONET multiplexer can handle

a wide range of tributary types. A slow-speed mapping function allows DSl, DS2, and CEPT-I

signals to be combined into an STS-I signal. Mapping of ATM streams, DS-3 and CEPT-4 has also

been defined. Once all incoming streams are mapped into STS-n signals, they can be combined into

a higher-order STS-n' signal.

Although SONET considerably reduces the transport granularity, it still imposes a fairly coarse

granularity. The latter can be further reduced with the Virtual Concatenation (VCAT [M. 02]).

VCAT breaks the bandwidth into smaller individual containers grouped logically in a channel. It

can create custom-sized SONET channels composed of STS-I (51.84 Mbps), VT-Lo (1.6 Mbps) or

VT-2 (2.176 Mbps). The virtual tributary rate is designated by STS-m-nv, defining a rate of ?

STS-m. Lower order virtual concatenations are designated similarly by VT-m-nv. Members of a

channel are routed transparently through the network and all the intelligence regarding the virtual

concatenation is located at the endpoints of the connection. Thus, VCAT can be deployed on the

existing SONET/SDH infrastructure with a simple upgrade of the endpoints and each connection is

assigned the right amount of bandwidth, and the effect of the coarse granularity of circuit switching

is decreased.
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2.1.3 Basic Equipment

Transmitters

The optical signal is emitted by laser emitters, that translate an electrical information to an optical

signal. Emitters can be either static (they are built to emit on a specific wavelength) or tunable

(the wavelength can be arbitrarily chosen among a given set).

At the receiver side, photo-detectors perform the opposite function: They convert the optical

signal to electrical domain.

Wavelength Multiplexer/Demultiplexer

A wavelength multiplexer combines different wavelengths into a composite signal. On the opposite,

wavelength demultiplexers split a composite signal into its channel constituents. Multiplexers and

demultiplexers can be seen as similar devices operating in opposite directions. They are build by

combining couplers and optical filters.

A coupler can combine several signals into a single fiber (combiner), or inversely split a signal

among several fibers (splitter). A 2x2 coupler is composed of a 1x2 splitter and a 2x1 combiner.
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Figure 2.3: A SONET Add/drop Multiplexer

Active couplers achieve their task via O/E/O regenerators whereas passive ones are all-optical.

Optical filters can select a specified wave-band by absorbing several specified wave-bands. They

are either static or tunable. In the latter case, they can operate on variable wave-bands. In that

case, important characteristics are the tuning time (wavelength processing time) and tuning range

(the wavelength range the filter can access).

Some demultiplexers are able to extract a group of adjacent wavelengths. The resulting waveband

switching is very attractive to reduce the cost of the switching devices. Nevertheless, grouping

the wavelengths in the switching process affects the flexibility and the provisioning capacity (see

[GWM02] for more details).

2.1.4 Switching Equipment

Optical Add/Drop Multiplexers

OADMs are used to discard wavelengths that terminate in a node (drop) or to insert wavelengths

that start in a node (add), whereas other wavelengths only transit through the node. The OADMs

can either be static (meaning that the add and drop operations are set once and for all) or they can

rely on tunable equipment to be reconfigurable (ROADM, [Nor06]).

Add/drop multiplexers operate at the wavelength level, but they can be combined with an

electrical module in order to process the signal at the SONET level. Figure 2.3 illustrates a SONET

add/drop multiplexer: The signal is converted into electrical domain and tributaries can be removed

or inserted.
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Optical Cross-Connect

In complex mesh topologies, (R)OADMs are replaced with more flexible equipment: The Optical

Cross Connects (OxC).

In OxCs, the signal is switched at the wavelength level: The wavelengths are demultiplexed,

directed from input ports to output ports by a set of mirrors (Micro-Electro Mechanical Systems

- MEMS), and then multiplexed in the outgoing fiber. The use of mirrors preserves the signal

characteristics, but the mechanical nature of the system slows the re-configuration (50 ins according

to [JV05]).

Such an architecture is transparent since the signal travels all optically to its destination. This

approach possibly mitigates the resource utilization because of the gap between request granularity

and wavelength transport capacity: If a request does not fill a wavelength, then part of its capacity is

wasted. Switching at a sub-wavelength granularity is mandatory to fill the gap between user request

granularity and wavelength granularity by grooming several requests onto a single wavelength. Such

multiplexing uses TDM and imposes the signal to be switched at a bit or packet level. Such treat-

ment must be done in the electrical domain. For this flexibility, opaque architectures are attractive,

but highly mitigating the optical transmission benefits.

Current networks are called translucent since opaque operations are performed if and only if sub-

wavelength switching operations are required, while transparent switching is performed for wave-

length (or higher) granularity.

Multi Service Provisioning Platform (MSPP)

The optical layer is independent of the data carried by the signal. A wavelength can transport

several connections, typically multiplexed in TDM with SONET/SDH. Manipulating SONET/SDH

streams mandates electrical treatments and is usually achieved via MSPPs [HJJ06]: The incoming

signals are demultiplexed and a sub-set of wavelengths can cut-through the OxC, whereas the other

wavelengths are converted to electrical domain. At that point, a connection can be inserted in the

stream ("add") or extracted from the stream ("drop").
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Figure 2.4: MEMS Switches (taken from [JV05])

The cost of an MSPP is mainly imposed by the number of wavelengths connected to the grooming

fabric and network design with such devices typically aims to minimize it.

Light-trail Access Unit

Under some circumstances, traffic grooming can be done in optical domain. This scheme is referred

to as light-trails [GC03a]. A Light-trail Access Unit (LAU) has a similar function as an add/drop

multiplexer, except that the incoming signal can "drop and continue". A possible architecture is

described in [VBMS] and represented in Figure 2.5. A fraction of the signal power is deflected to

the local node, whereas the remaining signal cuts through the node or can be blocked, depending

on the configuration of a traversed shutter. The LAU can also emit a signal on the medium, under

the condition that it is free.

Due to the transparency of this architecture, it has a lower impact on the network cost as

compared with opaque modules.
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Semiconductor-Optical Amplifier (SOA) Switches

A basic SOA switch is illustrated in Figure 2.6. An input port is connected to every output port

through a tree of couplers. The signal is broadcast towards each output port, and a SOA is placed

after each coupler. SOAs act as gates that can block the signal, or let it go. Such an architecture

can switch configuration as fast, as in one nano-second and enables multi-cast. A possible limitation

is that the couplers reduce the strength of the signal.

2.2 Traffic Profile

High speed solutions progressively changed the relationship between the users and the network. A

user can now access various content and services from a single device via the network. The e-mail
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has replaced postal services ; websites supplant news-papers ; TV broadcast channels recourse to live

streaming in order to increase the persistence and the diffusion of their content ; and the Internet

provides a wide potential to improve the telephony.

In [EGH+09], the authors report the observation of the traffic of 100K users between 2001 and

2008. The most significant applications on the overall traffic are the web browsing, the web streaming

and the peer-to-peer file sharing. The report confirms the overall increase of the traffic between 2001

and 2008.

The traffic profile - the emission process - and the user expectations are specific to each service.

The heterogeneity of the traffic addresses a serious challenge to the operators, which are obligated

to fulfill various requirements to meet the expectations of their customers.

In this section, we describe the variety of service requirements and the heterogeneousness of the

traffic involved by the multiplication of services.

2.2.1 Quality of Service Parameters

Most experts believe that the volume of traffic should evolve according to a kind of Moore's curve,

firstly because of the number of users, secondly because of the increasing requirements of the ap-

plications. Besides this, each service requires a specific support: The success of a session is indeed

conditional to the fulfillment of several constraints enumerated in the Service Level Agreement (SLA)

between users and operators. The SLA mainly relies to the following parameters:

1. Loss Rate: Each application has its own sensibility to loss. For example, multimedia connection

may allow a certain probability of loss. The session can either deduce the missing data or

degrade the quality before being interrupted if the loss rate exceeds a threshold.

2. Delay: Some applications are not sensitive to delay (up to a point). For example, the delay-

encountered by a file transfer must be minimized, but has no impact on the success of the

transfer. On the contrary, for real time applications, the delay is critical. For instance, large

delay in voice communications could imply talking overlaps, leading to misunderstandings.

Real-time applications usually assign a delay budget to data transfer and the data are assumed
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to be lost once the delay expires, with the same impact as loss on the quality of the service.

3. Jitter: In the case of multimedia connections, the signal, if segmented into packets, must

be easily reconstructed; out of order packets and large inter-packet delay variations must be

minimized or even avoided to simplify the re-construction process. If the data arrive too late,

it may not be included in the resulting signal, with the same consequences as packet loss from

the user point of view.

4. Availability: The availability is the ability to satisfy the SLA over the time. Some applications

may not tolerate any interruption (telemedecine, telework) while others may accommodate

short duration interruption. For example, a VoIP connection is assumed to be more availability

constrained than a file transfer. Note, however, that service perturbation of best effort sessions

may highly impact businesses although it is not specifically included in the SLA.

2.2.2 Traffic Model

From the user point of view, a flow denotes the traffic the currently used applications emits. It

is common to use simultaneously multiple services, e.g., file sharing, web browsing and VoIP. Each

application has its own way to supply traffic. The traffic as seen in the network is a super-imposition

of user flows, that can be aggregated at some points.

In this section, we will first describe the traffic from the application point of view, i.e., as emitted

by the end user. Then, we will describe the impact of flow super-imposition and flow aggregation.

Application Traffic

The traffic emitted by an application can be characterized by many parameters including the data

rate, the size of the packets and their emission distribution, and the duration of the connection.

Depending on the application, it is relevant to consider either the average, minimum, or peak (i.e.,

maximum) data-rate. The gap between the peak and the average rate suggests traffic variability.

The variability can be caused by the emission process of the application, or by external events

related, e.g., to congestion controllers or hardware malfunctions. ON/OFF processes can be used to
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model such a variability. An ON/OFF source alternates between active and idle states. We denote

a and ß the average durations of active periods and idle periods. At any instant, the probability for

a source to be active is A = -*§—¦ in which case it emits traffic at a rate a. Otherwise, the sourceß+a · '

is idle. The average data-rate of the source is a = â ? A- The burstiness factor, which reflects the

variability of the traffic, can be defined by B = a/a = \/A G [1, +00 [.

Flow Traffic

From the network point of view, the flow between two nodes is an aggregate of a number of connec-

tions. Therein, the traffic profile is defined by the joint activity of all involved connections.

An important factor is the aggregation degree of the flow, defined as the number of connections

it multiplexes. If a small number of applications are multiplexed, then the behavior of each of them

significantly impacts the profile of the overall traffic. Increasing the aggregation degree masks the

behavior of individual flows. The variation of the aggregation degree is ruled by the duration of the

sessions, which, in turn, depends on the type of applications involved. For instance, peer-to-peer

transfers have a long life-time whereas streaming or web services are more sporadic. Thus, a flow

can be modeled by a super-imposition of ON/OFF processes, active during the life-time of a their

session.

Finally, the traffic can be modeled in different time-scales by similar processes. This property,

called "self-similarity" [GS08], is largely observed in the network. For instance, the network is

stressed during business hours (though the peak is reached around 8 PM [MFPA09]) and reflects

the activity of a population over a day. Monitoring the traffic on a lower time-scale reveals sim-

ilar variations reflecting the behavior of a set of multiplexed sessions, each handling a number of

applications.

A much simpler model follows the Poisson distribution. A Poisson process describes the traffic

emitted by a theoretical system composed of an infinity of sources, each having an infinitesimal

contribution. Though that can reflect fairly accurately some real systems ([WMOO], [CCL+02]), such

a model is often used because it drastically simplifies theoretical approaches, or when the specific
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behavior of the applications is neglected.

2.2.3 Heterogeneity Illustration

Let us illustrate the heterogeneity of the traffic through the description found in [Mai08] of two

antagonist applications which become increasingly popular: Online gaming and peer-to-peer file

exchanges.

Online Gaming

Popular online games operate in client-sever mode, where a server keeps a global view of the state

of the game and periodically broadcasts this "picture" to the clients. Between broadcasts, the

clients notify the server of the actions of the user so that the server keeps a consistent state of the

game. The fluidity of the game calls for a low latency and a minimum loss probability. The user

tolerance to state refresh frequency (30 updates per second would ensure visual fluidity) imposes

periodical update every 50 to 100 ms (10 to 20 frames per second). This constraint dictates the use of

small packets in order to avoid aggregation latency (nearly constant packet of 40 bytes downstream

and more variable packets between 0 and 300 bytes upstream) and forbids retransmissions (and

consequently data drop). Finally, the service requires high reliability since, in some cases, even short

interruption - few seconds - may irreversibly impact the outcome of the game.

Peer-to-peer File Sharing

As opposed to online gaming, peer-to-peer file sharing (P2P) involves high data-rate of nearly con-

stant traffic. With peer-to-peer applications, the content is duplicated and shared by several users.

The protocols first discover "servente" that share the requested file. Then, each of them transfers

part of the file to the servent that requests the file.

P2P is used to transfer large files, the transfer can take hours, or even days. As a result, it

entails long duration transfers of high-data rate, independent of the time or weekday. P2P transfers

often im'olve nearby peers, because popular requests are largely duplicated, and because people

from the same area - for cultural or linguistic reasons - are more likely to share similar contents.
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Here, the only performance metric is the duration of the transfer, which should be minimized, but

is not critical. Lost packets can thus be retransmitted and, in case of interruption, the transfer can

continue from reachable hosts, or, in the worst case, it can resume once the service is restored.

Traffic Taxonomy

A traffic taxonomy describes the traffic of applications via a set of characteristics. Table 2.2.3 reports

a possible taxonomy for online gaming, VoIP and file transfer. In practice, handling each service

specifically would considerably complicate the network architecture and management. Therefore,

operators rely on service taxonomies to define a reduced number of classes of service and to map

the applications to the most appropriate class. Classes of service definition raised many and long

debates. It is a widely open and a complex issue far away from the scope of this study.

We will mainly focus on the loss probability and consider the end-to-end delay as a secondary

metric. Indeed, data losses have a similar impact as delay (or jitter) violations. In delay sensitive

applications, late (or out of order) data are usually considered as lost, whereas a dropped packet

cannot be retransmitted and fulfill delay and jitter requirements. Thus, delay sensitive applications

are also loss sensitive (with a. given tolerance).

The service availability is also an important metric. The network must employ failure manage-

ment mechanisms, not only to ensure the service of constrained applications such as telework or

online gaming, but also because link failures may entail significant side-effects and cause congestion,

jeopardizing the service for a large number of users.

Application I Burstiness Latency I Real-time I Loss Tolerance I Persistence Impact of Interruptioi

Online gaming

File Transfer

High

High

Very low

High Negleagible

Table 2: An Example of Application Taxonomy

2.2.4 Conclusion on the Traffic Profile

The characterization of the traffic in the network is a difficult task, and it is getting more complicated

with the increased number of applications. The flow, as seen by the network, is composed of traffic
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of the Optical Network Hierarchy (taken from [Mai08])

generated by numerous applications, each with different emission process and service requirements.

The variability of the traine increases when a flow multiplexes such heterogeneous processes, but

this behavior is reduced when the number of multiplexed processes increases.

The number of processes multiplexed in a given flow can widely fluctuate depending on the

location of the flow and the type of applications. Nevertheless, at some places in the network,

several flows can be aggregated, i.e., re-arranged (in electrical domain) and re-emitted as a single flow.

This resulting flow has a completely redefined profile, only slightly linked with the original profile,

but rather defined by the emission process after aggregation. The network is composed of many

interconnected sub-networks, independent from each other and aggregation is usually performed

in interconnection nodes in order to fit in each sub-network architecture. Thus, the traffic goes

through several aggregation processes. In the next section, we describe the hierarchical structure of

the network and the evolution of the traffic at each level.

2.3 Optical Network Hierarchy

Communication networks are managed independently by numerous of organizations. Nodal equip-

ment, transport medium, topology and protocol stack are the operator's decisions, but those decisions

are ruled by several parameters such as the types of service supported, the volume of traffic involved,

its repartition, and geographical and economical issues, to name a few.

Long-haul Backbone Networks

Core Ring

Edge Rvn

DSL/FTTX/PON/GbE/RoF Networks
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The networks are hierarchically interconnected. This architecture is motivated by various rea-

sons. From a technical point of view, it reduces the management complexity (e.g., the size of the

routing tables) and improves the robustness of the network. In addition, technological migrations

or updates can be done gradually, drastically reducing the probability of collapse. Finally, from an

administrative point of view, it avoids interference between governments or operators.

At each level, the traffic is an aggregate of traffic from several lower level networks. The opti-

cal fiber was first deployed in long haul backbone networks to accommodate the massive capacity

requirement emanating from successive aggregation of traffic. However, the discontinuity between

copper and optical networks is a clear bottleneck that limits the access to optical networks. Over

the past 20 years, the operators progressively pushed this discontinuity toward users and, from now

on, the optical fiber is progressively deployed in the access networks and is reasonably expected to

reach a large number of users in the near future. The resulting topology is illustrated in Figure 2.7:

A user emits its traffic on optical fibers up to the MAN, where several connections are aggregated

and transmitted to the backbone, so as to reach another MAN, on to the end users. Let us describe

each level of the hierarchy.

2.3.1 Optical Access Networks

The access network represents the first few miles of the transmission (FTTx). It links up to hundreds

of users' to the MAN. The access network is probably the most heterogeneous part of the network.

Currently, Digital Subscriber Lines (DSL) and cable modems are still used, but they are unable

to handle the next generation of services such as HDTV. Indeed, access networks slow down the

complete migration of some services and limit the access to the optical network.

This bottleneck is progressively removed by the deployment of optical fibers between the MAN

and the user. To reduce the deployment cost, passive components are preferred to prevent the

access from sophisticated switching procedures and often implies a tree based topology. This is the

current solution and the assumption for our work. Note that mainly three options are available to

the providers, based on Ethernet (EPON), ATM (BPON), or circuits (WDM-PON). The last option
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appears as the most promising in the near future, mainly because of the transparency of the data

plane that avoids processing in the end nodes.

As the access network does not involve more than hundreds of users per access point, the traffic

profile is marked by the behavior of each user. Thus, the traffic injected in the access networks is

expected to become more and more heterogeneous and variable. Because of the passive nature of

the optical access networks, this heterogeneity may be preserved along the access networks, up to

the MANs.

2.3.2 Metropolitan Area Networks

Current MANs have been deployed as collect networks to feed WANs with the traffic of the access

networks. However, some of the emerging applications may use MANs as top level networks. For

example, local news or local advertising in the case of IPTV, local phone calls in the case of VoIP, etc.,

do not need backbone resources. Despite the democratization of the communication, the social ring

of people remains in a limited radius, leading to balance the utilization of the MANs between collect

networks and top level networks. The part of this "local" traffic depends on several parameters,

mostly the considered applications and size of MANs.

Although the ring topology has first been favored, it suffers from several shortcomings. First, it

is unable to recover from several simultaneous failures. Second, it mandates all nodes to be upgraded

simultaneously. In addition, the MANs currently need more bandwidth, more flexibility and an "any

to any" connectivity. Consequently, alternate topologies have been considered. As the MAN radius

is relatively small, civil engineering costs for redesigning the topology, though significant, remain

affordable. The RINGOSTAR architecture [HM06] appears as particularly attractive: Some nodes

of the ring are upgraded and interconnected by a star subnetwork. '

A MAN may serve tens of thousand of users and consequently, the traffic is more aggregated

than in an access network. Nevertheless, it may remain bursty and dynamic because of its proximity

to the users. This is more likely the case with a passive optical access network since, as discussed in

the previous section, the first few miles do not mix the sessions. In addition, it reflects the human
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activity (working hours, sleep hours and days off can be identified in the MAN) and thus follows

daily patterns. Another particularity of the MANs is the fact that, since they operate as collect

networks, their WAN access nodes are expected to be more loaded than the other nodes.

2.3.3 Backbone Networks

The optical fiber was initially restricted to long haul transmission of large volumes. The deployment

and upgrade is expensive because of the civil engineering costs and thus, the dimensioning is crucial.

Radius and transport capacity are large and must be designed carefully. Newest technologies are

quickly included in the WAN to continuously increase the transport capacity (up to 150 OC-48

wavelengths, or 40 OC-192 wavelengths). The role of the WAN is to interconnect MANs over a

country or a continent and thus an irregular mesh topology is preferable.

The aggregation degree is very large in the WAN since it serves a large number of users, whose

contribution to the overall traffic is low. In such a context, the human activity is less representative

of the traffic profile. Stability over different time frames is expected (low burstiness, low dynamism)

and long term planning strategies are relevant is this context.

2.3.4 Conclusion on Hierarchical Optical Network

As described in this thesis, network upgrades appear to be performed sequentially and independently.

At each step of this evolution, the bottleneck hierarchical level of the network is enlightened and

moved toward adjacent levels. In the 90's, the optical network has been extended in MANs and

today, the bottleneck is located in the access networks. The current deployment of Passive Optical

Network (PON) between the user and the MAN provides a tremendous capacity to each user, so that

its connection can support various applications with specific requirements. With passive equipment,

the first few miles will supply a non aggregated traffic to the MAN. This traffic will be a super-

imposition of heterogeneous emission processes, each constrained by specific QoS criteria.

The need for a dynamic optical layer in the MAN has already been raised a decade ago, following

observations that the resource utilization was strongly limited by the dynamism of MANs. In
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retrospect, despite the low resource utilization, the enlightenment of the MANs was appropriate.

But the load was limited by the access networks, the traffic was somehow shaped, less services

were involved and MANs were highly over-dimensioned. The current deployment of passive optical

access networks will reduce the traffic shaping, while the multiplication of the services will increase

the variability of the native traffic and the overall load. Within this context, the deployment of a

dynamic optical layer appears more critical than 15 years ago.

In the next section, we briefly describe three optical switching paradigms and their potential in

dynamic scenarios.

2.4 Optical Switching

Concluding remarks of the previous section justified the design of a dynamic optical layer, at least

for the MANs, where the dynamism will highly increase with the massh'e deployment of FTTx. In

this section, we will describe the fundamentals of the Optical Circuit Switching and highlight its

limitations in dynamic scenarios. Following the description of two alternate switching paradigms

(Optical Burst Switching and Optical Packet Switching), a qualitative comparison of the three

paradigms will argue in favor of OBS for the design of a dynamic optical layer.

2.4.1 Optical Circuit Switching

Fundamentals

In Optical Circuit Switched networks (OCS), the resources are reserved to serve a whole connection,

i.e., they are reserved from source to destination for the whole duration of the transfer. For multiple

reasons, the light-path is not all-optical from the source to the destination, but is rather composed

by a sequence of optical segments (OLSP) defined by a tuple (?, R), where ? is a wavelength and

R is a set of connected links. The signal remains in the optical domain along an optical segment.

It is switched at the wavelength level. As processing and switch configuration is performed off-line,

no real-time processing actions or decision are required. Consequently, the network can be deployed
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with slow reconfiguration MEMS-based devices as, e.g., OxCs.

Because a single flow hardly exploits a whole wavelength, WDM is combined with TDM to allow

several slow flows to share a high-speed wavelength. Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) has

been standardized in 1989. It took five years to design this protocol so that it can carry multiple

various flows within a single structure. Flows are groomed/degroomed in electrical domain, between

two optical segments. The flows are re-arranged and the signal, composed of multiple flows, is re-

generated on a pre-defined output port (the wavelength continuity is relaxed between two segments) .

With SONET, the grooming improves the provisioning flexibility, the resource utilization and the

throughput.

Such functionality is offered by SONET add/drop multiplexers, or by MSPPs that interface

various protocols. Those equipment significantly increase the capital expenditure (CAPEX) and

they should be installed carefully so as to reduce their number. Then, once installed, they should be

economically accessed in order to limit the impact of electrical processing on the end-to-end delay.

A widely investigated problem is the design of SONET networks with the objective to reduce the

number of translucent devices for a given traffic matrix (e.g., [JJ05]).

The main advantage of OCS comes from the pre-configuration of the network. As everything is

done off-line, it can operate with slow switches. The typical equipment (OxC) are based on MEMS

and are configured in milliseconds. In addition, the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) is

designed to avoid conflicts and OCS can respect stringent loss and delay constraints.

Limitations

However, off-line configuration also entails the main shortcomings of OCS. In OCS networks, any

variation of a given configuration imposes transport and processing overhead and re-configuration

is subject to a non-negligible latency. For example, establishing a connection takes at least the

round-trip delay and the milliseconds required for the configuration of the switches, not taking into

account the route computation. Thus, on demand configurations should be avoided. To ensure the

stability of the service, the operator must over-provision. Two classical scenarios must be considered:
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Traffic variation and failure recovery.

In case of failure, a reactive approach, consisting in re-routing the connections touched by the fail-

ure, does not ensure the service survivability and also perturbs the service during the re-configuration

phase. A more reliable technique consists in pre-allocating backup resources so that an alternative

light-path can ensure the service instantaneously when the failure occurs. This solution relies on

provisioning redundancy and a wide set of contributions can be found to ensure full protection with

a minimum redundancy.

The reconfiguration may also be requested in case of dynamic scenarios, to establish a light-path

between two end-nodes that were not logically connected. In practice, however, this task usually

boils down to re-negotiating the capacity of an existing light-path. Link Capacity Adjustment

(LCAS,[LCA06]) has been designed to be integrated in the SONET frames to allow this task to be

achieved transparently with a limited impact on the services. However, it entails a non-negligible

latency that makes the technique inefficient for fast traffic variation. In that case, the connections

should be served at their peak rate, though doing so limits the resource utilization.

A promising alternative, the light-trails, has been proposed in [GC03a]. The light-trails are

similar to light-paths: They are established exactly the same way. However, they differ in the access

to the medium. Whereas SONET defines carriers between two nodes, whose access is determined by

a synchronous access to dedicated time-slots, a light-trail can be accessed by any of its nodes, and

the signal can be received by any downstream node. Thus, the establishment of a light-trail logically

connects all its nodes to all their respective downstream nodes. The connections time share the

resources asynchronously. As a result, any node can emit on the medium as long as it is free. This

architecture can handle traffic variations without any type of reconfigurations, as long as light-trail

establishment is not required. The only limitations rely on the medium access control that must

avoid contentions and light-trail establishment latency. The main restriction of light-trails is that

only local "add" ports can insert a signal on a transiting flow. Consequently, merging two signals

in transit still involves SONET, but with an appropriate routing strategy, the number of electrical

devices and conversion can be drastically reduced, as well as the network cost (e.g., [SCD+07, RS07]).
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2.4.2 Optical Packet Switching

Optical Packet Switching (OPS) is in a sense the extreme opposite case of OCS. Whereas OCS

relies on off-line configuration, in OPS, processing and switch configurations are done at the payload

arrival. The data are arranged in packets sent independently with a control header that contains

relevant information on the packet. Typically, the header will contain the size of the packet, its

destination and possibly its class of service. The packets are routed from one node to the next

towards their destination. When receiving a packet, an intermediate router retrieves information

from the header so as to compute the appropriate output port and the packet is forwarded on this

port. To extract the information from the header, the router must convert the optical signal into

electrical domain. Experiments suggest that optical processing of the header may become effective

in the future. In [DHL+ 03], the header can be optically extracted from the payload and its contents

can be used to configure a 1 ? 2 switch. In [MLC+07] a label can be read to perform label switching.

Those results are encouraging but still, the prototypes are far from maturity.

Without optical processing, the header processing time is significant and the main challenge of

OPS architectures is the storage of the payload during the routing procedure. On the one hand, the

entire conversion of the packet is not reasonable, because it would overload the electrical plane. On

the other hand, there are currently no reliable alternatives in the optical domain. Optical buffering

with the same level of flexibility as electrical RAM is only hypothetical. Optical buffering has been

achieved by Dr. Hau ([DH04]) in laboratory, but it is not reasonable to expect commercial solutions

for optical memory before several decades from now. Nowadays, prototypes (e.g., [MZV+02]) use

Fiber Delay Lines (FDL) in order to delay the payload during the header treatment. A FDL is a

looping optical fiber used to increase the distance traveled by the signal. FDLs simulate optical

memory, but they can store the data for a fixed amount of time. The critical issue is thus the length

of the FDL: It must be long enough to cover the routing procedure, but its length is limited by space

and temperature constraints. With this solution, the optical infrastructure lacks flexibility since a

FDL is linked to header processing time and packet length.

OPS has earned a significant interest in the 90's, when optical fibers began to be used in dynamic
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contexts. It has been seen as a credible solution to build a dynamic optical layer because of its fine

granularity and the absence of signaling. Those characteristics highly increase the reactivity of the

optical layer as compared with OCS.

2.4.3 Optical Burst Switching

Optical Burst Switching (OBS) appeared in the late 90's ([QY99]). The idea behind this paradigm is

to offer the same granularity and reactivity as OPS, but, similarly to OCS, to rely on edge memory

to side step the lack of memory in core networks. Instead of using FDLs to delay the payload during

control plane operations, the overall amount of processing time is spent at the edge. In other words,

the payload, grouped in so-called bursts is sent some time after the header. The interval between the

header departure and the burst departure is called offset time. This is a processing budget allocated

to the header. The purpose of the header is to signal the burst by providing its arrival time and

duration so that each intermediate node can set the switch appropriately just before its arrival

and for its exact duration. The burst thus cuts through ail-optically, progressively catching up the

header, that is delayed at each node for conversion and processing issues. To reduce the emission

latency, OBS is usually combined with a one-way signalling protocol (e.g., JET). This signaling,

combined with the good granularity of OBS, offers a good reactivity.

Nevertheless, OBS faces several difficulties. From a feasibility point of view, OBS requires fast

switching equipment because ea.ch burst must be separated by the switch reconfiguration time.

Recourse to OxC (1 ms to reconfigure) is thus prohibited. A viable solution is the use of combined

Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers. With such equipment, the reconfiguration time is reduced to

few nanoseconds. The problem with those equipment is that they impair the signal strength, and

accentuate the problem of signal impairment inherent in optical transmissions. Now, in terms of

performance, the contention problem is commonly seen as the most important issue in OBS: The one-

way signaling cannot guarantee the resource availability and contention can occur, leading to payload

loss. To combat the contention, proactive mechanisms (namely, flow control and load balancing) and

reactive mechanisms (namely, Deflection routing, FDL, wavelength conversion) have been considered.
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Although those mechanisms can be combined to increase the throughput, no guarantee can be given

on the loss rate. Consequently, OBS performance for QoS constrained services cannot "a-priori"

outperform circuit switching.

Loss-less solutions either simulate circuit switching or rely on acknowledged signaling scheme.

Both those approaches mitigate the reactivity of OBS. In [QWL06], a framework (PATON) is pro-

posed to switch circuits transparently at a wavelength or a sub-wavelength level with OBS technology.

Switching transparently at the sub-wavelength level is particularly attractive. Bandwidth is shared

with Time Division Multiplexing (TDM), but several issues must be addressed. In PATON, a header

can reserve resources for several periodic bursts, thus providing circuit oriented transfer at a sub

wavelength granularity. To allow the sharing of several circuits on a common wavelength, the bursts

of a given connection must be successfully inserted between busy time slots. In [QWL06], there

is a particularly interesting direction where the authors envision the possibility to provide circuit

oriented and packet oriented transfers transparently with a single equipment set. Several questions

remain open, especially regarding to the sub-wavelength circuit switching: Investigations must be

made on the size of the bursts and their inter-arrival times in order to maximize the grade of services

; scheduling and routing must be designed to increase the use of resources let idle by previous TDM

connections.

OBS attracted wide research interest at its birth. A wide community addressed several issues,

but the interest appears to have been reduced in the last few years, mainly because of the contention

problem. Recently, the OBS experiences a second wave of interest with the announcement of the

deployment of a real-size MAN OBS network in Ireland [INTlO].

2.4.4 Qualitative Comparison of Optical Switching Paradigms

The conceptual comparison of the optical switching paradigms boils down to the opposition between

packets (OBS and OPS) and circuits (OCS). Generally speaking, the circuits are simpler to manage

and they offer strict service guarantees at the cost of set-up latency that reduces the reactivity.

At the other extreme, packet switching provides fine granularity, robustness, flexibility and efficient
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resource utilization ; but the delay and the loss probability cannot be guaranteed. The assets of

circuit and packet switching have been largely discussed in the 70's (resulting in the de-facto standard

Internet Protocol, IP). The choice of either of packet or circuit is driven by the compromise between

the reliability and the reactivity of the network.

This compromise has been re-addressed in the 90's in the context of optical MANs. The efficiency

of circuit switching was threatened by the variability of the traffic. Part of the community focused

on improving the reactivity of OCS (see LCAS+VCAT and light-trails). An alternative approach

was the migration towards optical packet switching. OPS has been widely investigated, in spite of

the challenging question of storage capability in the core network, mandatory during the routing

procedures.

OBS appeared in this context as an intermediate solution between packet and circuit switching.

As in OPS, the payload is emitted in "small" autonomous units (bursts, in this context), each

requesting for its necessary resources. The switches are re-configured between any two successive

bursts. The main advantage of OBS over OPS is that instead of requiring buffering in core nodes

- to store the payload during the routing procedures -, the payload is buffered at the edge of the

network. Each burst is signaled "in-advance" so that the switching devices are configured prior to its

arrival, similarly to OCS networks. The route of successive bursts that belong to a given connection

is computed in advance and the transfer conforms to a virtual circuit mode. Nevertheless, nothing

prevents any core node from pre-empting the decision of the edge nodes, in particular, the route

may be changed dynamically, e.g., to solve a contention on the pre-computed route. In that case,

the transfer switches to a connectionless mode.

As compared with OCS, OBS presents two fundamental differences. Firstly, as core nodes are

reconfigured between two successive bursts, fast switching devices are mandatory. Such equipment

are more expensive than MEMS based switches, but they are required to reduce the transport

granularity. Secondly, the circuit set-up latency of OCS, which prevents fast reconfiguration, is

reduced in OBS by discarding signaling acknowledgement. The counter-part is that such "one-

way" signaling raises the problem of contentions and prevents transmission guarantee. Finally, the
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improvement of the reactivity sacrifices the transmission guarantee, and vice-versa. As a result,

OBS and OCS are not evaluated according to the same metrics and it is complicated to propose a

fair comparison between OBS with OCS.

Instead of focusing on performance comparison, a fairly recent tendency consists in taking ad-

vantage of OBS and OCS assets. Indeed, the antagonism of OBS and OCS assets suggests that they

are not suited for the same scenarios. This observation has motivated a number of proposals for

hybrid architectures. A first set of solutions completely relies on the OBS framework and enables

circuit switching from the control plane (PATÓN [QWL06]).' This architecture is highly dynamic

and flexible since the number of circuits can be adjusted on demand. In order to reduce the equip-

ment cost, hybrid hardware has been envisioned, combining cheap and slow MEMS with fast and

more expensive SOAs. The R-IEMS part is assigned to circuit switching and the SOA part handles

OBS traffic. The shortcoming of this solution is that the OBS switching Capacity is statically set

by the equipment dimensioning, whereas in pure OBS architecture, the switching capacity is spread

arbitrarily between circuits and bursts.

A promising alternative consists of transmitting bursts over an OCS framework (light-trails).

With light-trails the routing is OCS-based, whereas the access to the resources is done in OBS

fashion. This transforms a light-path into a directed bus. Though the rigidity of OCS persists at

the routing level (optical switching device configurations) , the granularity and reactivity issues are

solved. This solution is less flexible than a pure OBS network, but it presents attractive advantages.

Firstly, the equipment cost is reduced. Secondly, the contention problem is seriously simplified due

to OCS routing restrictions. In [GC03b], experiments report that the loss probability is lower with

light-trails than with OBS. Nevertheless, whatever the performance achieved with light-trails, it can

be achieved with OBS, assuming it is subject to the same routing restrictions. A fair comparison

should, at similar performance, discuss the flexibility issue, critical while, e.g., dealing with failures.
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Switching

Paradigm

Transport

Granularity Latency

Equipment

Bottleneck

Switch Configurata Failure

Recovery

Control Processing

Low (aggregation) Data storage in

the core nodes

On-demand

Medium (aggregation

+ signaling)

Fast switching

devices

In-advance In-advance

Mandates SONET

VCAT and LCAS

High (routing process

+ establishment)

SONET

Light-trails Medium (aggregation

-I- signaling)

SONET

processing

In-advance

Table 3: OCS, OBS and OPS comparison

2.5 Objectives of the Thesis

The current optical network and the traffic expected in the near future clearly suggest increasing

dynamism. Various applications with distinct requirements will cohabit. As the recent deployment

of passive optical access networks will have a very limited impact on the traffic, the heterogeneous

and variable nature of the traffic emitted by the users should be preserved up to the MANs. With

such traffic, the current OCS optical layer is seriously penalized by its poor reactivity. As a result,

the integrity of the MANs is seriously compromised and the reactivity of the optical layer becomes

an utmost concern, mandatory in order to improve the resource utilization.

The need for a reactive optical layer suggests the consideration of alternate paradigms. Currently,

OBS appears as a natural evolution in order to build a reactive optical layer since it is viable with

current technologies. It has several assets in terms of reactivity, but it also addresses the critical issue

of contention. As for today, the architectures that preserve OBS reactivity cannot provide delivery

a guarantee, as opposed to OCS solutions that can guarantee the transmissions but sacrifices the

reactivity.

The antagonism of OBS and OCS assets led to the proposal of hybrid architectures where the

traffic benefits from either the reactivity of OBS or the reliability of OCS. This thesis aims at

breaking the compromise between reliability and reactivity ; it aims at proposing a reliable and

reactive solution for the optical layer. Whereas part of the community focuses on the improvement

of the reactivity of loss-less OCS solutions, we propose here to start from reactive OBS solutions and
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endow them with mechanisms that sidestep or solve the contention issue. OBS loss-less architectures

will be evaluated with regard to their reactivity, our goal being to preserve the asynchronism, the

low latency and the dynamism of OBS.

Our loss-less OBS solutions will be qualitatively compared with OCS solutions in terms of reactiv-

ity, in order to evaluate their meaningfulness. A fair comparison in terms of performance mandates

a wide set of experiments and is out of the scope of this thesis. However, the proposal of loss-less

OBS solutions is a crucial step toward a fair comparison since it allows performance evaluation with

similar service (loss-free).
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Chapter 3

Optical Circuit Switching (OCS)

In the previous chapter, we described the baseline of the Optical Circuit Switching. In this

chapter, we review the basics of OCS and provide a survey of the topical issues in OCS networks. OCS

is the current technology used in MANs and backbone networks. It relies on the pre-configuration

of the switching equipment to avoid conflicts in the data plane.

3.1 OCS Basics: Illustration in an All-Optical Network

3.1.1 Fundamentals

In OCS, processing and switch configurations are still mostly performed off-line. The switching

devices are configured from the source to the destination for the entire duration of the connec-

tion. Usual equipment for optical switching is based on MEMS that are placed between wavelength

demultiplexers and multiplexers to operate at the wavelength level.

Such a transport granularity is too coarse and sub-wavelength granularity is required to use the

transport capacity of the optical fibers efficiently. In the example depicted in Figure 3.1, all optical

provisioning requires one wavelength for each connection, though they may only request a fraction of

the transport capacity. With current technology, the capacity of a single wavelength ranges between

2.5 Gbps and 10 Gbps in the MAN and between 10 Gbps and 40 Gbps in the WAN. As a connection

rarely requests beyond OC-3 (155 Mbps), assigning a single request to each wavelength entails a
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waste of transport capacity. Switching at sub-wavelength granularity is crucial because of the gap

between the requested bandwidths and the wavelength capacity.

T -T\?&5.? KB

?

Figure 3.1: An Illustrative Scenario

3.1.2 Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA)

The RWA problem is defined on OCS networks in all-optical mode. Optical switches operate at

the wavelength level and. as TDM (implemented with SONET/SDH, see Section 3.2) cannot be

deployed in all-optical networks, no two connections can share a wavelength in a fiber. The request

granularity may be far from the transport capacity of a wavelength, in which case, the resources in

all-optical networks would not be efficient used. Thus, all-optical OCS networks are only theoretical

fields of investigation. Nevertheless, the related contributions are worth to be mentioned because

they are baselines for more elaborated models that include grooming, failure or signal impairment.

In the static scenario, the traffic matrix is constant over time and the problem can be formulated

as an integer linear model ([BMOOa, JMY06b, JMT06, JMT07b, JMT09, TMP02]). The design flavor

of RWA aims to minimize the infrastructure costs, i.e., the number of ports (or wavelengths) to be

used to grant a given matrix of traffic (e.g., [Agg94, BH94]). The provisioning variant maximizes

the grade of service (i.e., the ratio of granted connections) for a fixed number of wavelengths, see,

e.g., [JMY06b, RS95].

3.2 SONET/SDH over WDM

3.2.1 Overview

Currently, multiplexing several flows within a single wavelength is performed by SONET/SDH that

combines TDM with WDM. SONET/SDH is built around a signal hierarchy. Various protocols
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Figure 3.2: Provisioning Scenario of Figure 3.1 with SONET

are interfaced with the STS-I signal, that can be combined in STS-n streams. The SONET/SDH

hierarchy (reported in Table 1 in Section 2.1.2) defines the granularities that can be handled by

combining several STS-n streams. The resulting signal is emitted in the WDM network where

optical switching at the wavelength level is achieved. The transmission remains all-optical as long as

no multiplexing or demultiplexing operation is required. Those operations consist adding or dropping

STS-n streams to/from the wavelength. Thus, the SONET/SDH hierarchy encapsulates traffic to

facilitate the grooming procedures. However, manipulating sub-wavelength streams must be done in

electrical domain. In a SONET over WDM network, a light-path is composed by a sequence of optical

segments (OLSP), defined by a tuple (?, R), where ? is a wavelength and R is a set of connected

links. The data are sent and travel all optically along each optical hop, with switches (typically OxC

or OADM) operating at a wavelength level, the fiber level or in between (wave-band level). The

node that interconnects OLSPs combines two switching fabrics. The OxC is used by wavelengths

that do not require sub-wavelength manipulation, whereas those that must be manipulated at the

SONET level are handled by a DxC, in electrical domain. Thus, the transmission is all-optical along

each OLSP and grooming operations are performed between each OLSP in electrical domain.

In the example shown in Figure 3.2, node C can multiplex all the connections and emit all the

traffic on a single wavelength (assuming it offers enough transport capacity). Then, the signal is

converted into the electrical domain in node E that can demultiplex the connections and re-emit

each of them on the appropriate output port.

The granularity handled by the SONET/SDH hierarchy however remains too coarse for an effi-

cient resource utilization [M. 02]. Virtual Concatenation (VCAT, [VCA02]) breaks the STS signals

into smaller individual containers grouped logically in a channel. A range of granularities is proposed

to better reflect the connection granularity. Members of a channel are routed independently through
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the network and all the intelligence regarding the virtual concatenation is located at the endpoints

of the connection. Thus. VCAT can be deployed on the existing SONET/SDH infrastructure with

a simple upgrade of the endpoints and the capacity assigned to each connection better maps its

data-rate and the over-provisioning due to transport granularity is reduced.

3.2.2 Grooming, Routing and Wavelength Assignment (GRWA)

With grooming facilities, the design problem is much more challenging. In that case, a light-path

is composed of several optical segments with grooming devices at the end-points. The grooming

devices must be carefully placed in order to minimize their impact on the CAPEX. In addition,

they should be economically accessed to reduce the impact of O/E/O conversions on the end-to-end

delay.

The static version of the problem is adapted in WAN networks since it is assumed that the

traffic, does not change drastically over time. It can be solved through integer linear programming

([ZM02b, RCR05) in mesh networks, [JJ05] in ring networks) for small networks. Approximate

solutions ([VJV09, HL04, JBCB07]) and heuristics ([HJS05]) are considered for larger instances.

In [HL04, JBCB07], the problem is solved in two steps. First the grooming problem is a design

formulation that optimizes the virtual topology (i.e., the logical connectivity in the network). The

virtual topology depends on the definition of the OLSPs, itself determined by the placement of

the SONET-ADMs. Once the grooming problem is solved, the RWA problem is solved on the

virtual topology. The sequential resolution of the two problems highly improves the scalability

(large instances - up to 30 nodes and thousands of requests - are solved in [JBCB07]) but no

optimality is guaranteed.

3.3 Light-trails

A light-trail is similar to a light-path, in the sense that it also relies on the off-line establishment

of a transmission channel between two nodes. How-ever, the signal can be transmitted between any

two nodes of the light-trail, transparently and without any optical switching operation. In other
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Figure 3.3: Provisioning Scenario of Figure 3.1 with Light-trails

words, light-trails open the possibility for optical traffic grooming. In this section, we describe the

fundamentals of light-trail architectures. Then, we will discuss the Medium Access Control, and

finally, we will provide an overview of provisioning techniques.

3.3.1 Principle

With light-trails, switch configurations are performed off-line. From the optical switch point of view,

there is no difference between light-paths and light-trails. They are set up and torn down in the

same way. The difference lies in the access to the medium. Whereas SONET imposes a synchronous

transmission between the two end-nodes of the OLSP, a light-trail defines a unidirectional bus that

can be accessed by any node to communicate with any downstream node (see Figure 3.4). Returning

to the example of Figure 3.1, instead of establishing one OLSP for each source-destination pair, a

single light-trail is established that provides a full logical connectivity with downstream nodes (Figure

3.3). All those connections time share the bus to improve its utilization.

3.3.2 Equipment

The optical switching of a light-trail can be supported by MEMS based devices. Those devices are

configured at the light-trail establishment and this setup will persist for the whole life-time of the

light-trail.

Prior to the optical switching fabric, the signal is treated by the Light-trail Access Unit (LAU)

described in [VBMS] and reported in the previous chapter and Figure 2.5. The LAU is the key

component to provide multi-point to multi-point connectivity within the light-trail: It transmits

part of the power of the signal to the local node and can either block or transmit the remaining of

the signal to the MEMS. If the shutter is closed (it blocks the signal), then the local node can use
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the bus and emit its own signal.

© ®t 4

Figure 3.4: Logical Connectivity with Light-trails (taken from [FHS04])

3.3.3 Medium Access Control in Light-trails

Once the light-trail is established, its nodes can transmit to their downstream nodes with no need

for optical reconfiguration. However, access to the bus must be controlled to avoid simultaneous

accesses, possibly resulting in data loss.

Light-bus Access

The first approach, proposed in [FVS04] consists in observing the incoming signal to identify free

time-slots, i.e., periods during which the light-trail is free and emission is allowed. The deflected

part of the signal informs the nodes on the activity of the light-trail: If a given node does not receive

any signal, it deduces that it can use the light-trail.

To let the node synchronize the emission with the free time-slot, the incoming signal is delayed

by a fixed amount of time in a FDL [FVS04] (see Figure 3.5). The "duration" of the FDL should at

least be equal to the maximum frame size. This architecture is reminiscent of OPS, where the data

packets are also delayed to let the node process the headers. However, with light-trails, no routing

procedure is run and much shorter FDLs are required.

The main drawback of this architecture is that an intermediate node on the light-trail cannot

block the optical signal, though it may be the final destination. Thus, any data emitted on the

light-trail will be transmitted up to the destination. As a result, the last links will be highly loaded

with unnecessary traffic.
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Figure 3.5: Void Detection Based MAC (taken from [Bou07])

"OBS" Light-trails

Connection signaling appears unavoidable to sidestep the shortcoming of light-bus. The approach

described in [GC03a] is highly inspired by the signaling in optical burst switching. The sender emits

a control packet (out-of-band) to request the bus. A node that receives this packet interrupts its

emission (if it was actually emitting) and opens the shutter, unless it is the last destination, in which

case it blocks the signal.

The control packet must be converted toward electrical domain to let the node read its content.

For the payload to cut through the switches ail-optically, it is emitted some time units after the

control packet, to guarantee that all nodes are configured properly at its arrival. With such an

"in-advance" signaling, a contention occurs in the control plane while the ingress traffic is still in the

electrical domain. As a result, it can be rescheduled on a future available time-slot.

This protocol is not contention-free but as the traffic in transit preempts the resources over the

ingress traffic, any contention can be resolved by rescheduling the emission of the ingress traffic. The

counter-part of preemption is that some resources may be unnecessarily reserved and downstream

nodes have a better access to the bus [VBMS].

To overcome those shortcomings, an alternative has been envisioned in [GC03a|. It is proposed

to break the transmission of the transit traffic in the contention node and to re-emit it from there,
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once the bus becomes available. This way, a node can actually decide which signal should be served

and it will reschedule the other one. This scheme improves the medium access process and can

adjust the fairness. The drawback that arrises when the transit signal in stored and forwarded is

that it wastes some Offset Time and experiences additional delay.

3.3.4 Provisioning with Light-trails

Light-trails open the possibility of multiplexing several connections in time domain. The multiplexing

is determined by the light-trail configuration. The light-trail configuration is a crucial concern: As

the set-up of the carrier imposes a large delay, the configuration must be carefully designed' in order

to minimize the reconfiguration. It is also important to avoid bottlenecks in the network, because

highly loaded links could severely increase the delay.

The objective of the ILP model proposed in [FHS04] is to minimize the total number of required

light-trails to serve a given matrix of traffic. This objective tends to prioritize long light-trails. It

has been previously considered in [GKC03] (in the case of clustered light-trails - CLT) as a way to

reduce the number of required wavelength (and consequently to reduce the network costs) , but also

because long light-trails can support simultaneous transmissions of non-overlapping connections.

In [ZXTT05], the routing problem is considered in a dynamic context, with and without pro-

tection. Comparison with light-paths shows, in both cases, a better grade of service with a lower

wavelength requirement when light-trails are used.

3.3.5 Clustered Light-trails

A light-trail traditionally describes a path between two nodes. In that case, an input port is con-

nected to one output port and the signal either goes to the output port or is dropped at the local

node, or both. The "drop and continue" capability enables multi-casting among a set of downstream

nodes.

An extension has been envisioned to increase the multiplexing and the multi-cast potential. A

clustered light-trail defines a tree: At each node, only one optical input port is involved, but the
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Figure 3.6: Provisioning Scenario of Figure 3.1 with Clustered Light-trails

signal can be split and transmitted among several output ports. Thus a clustered light-trail connects

a larger number of nodes and can reduce the overall number of light-trails to be deployed. Figure

3.6 illustrates the enhancement on the scenario depicted by Figure 3.1: Although the destination of

Cz and C4 are not on the same path, they can be carried by the same light-trail and node E will

switch the signal either toward node F or node G, according to the information previously supplied

by the control plane.

This architecture requires a much more complex switch architecture that cannot rely on clas-

sical OCS equipment (MEMS). Figure 3.7 represents a node of connectivity 4. Each input port

is connected to each output port and, at a control packet arrival, the corresponding input port is

connected to a set of output ports. With this architecture, the number of required blockers required

is highly increased (N2, but it can be reduced to N\og2{N) with a tree arrangement). The splitters

and the blockers completely define the internal connectivity of the switch, thus replacing the MEMS.

Therefore, the switch configuration time is reduced from few milliseconds to few micro-seconds, or

even nanoseconds with Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (SOAs), and off-line configuration is no

more required. In the next chapter, we present Optical Burst Switching, that is based on similar

equipment and signaling protocol. Indeed, the architecture presented here should definitely be la-

beled as an OBS solution. This will be further discussed in the next chapter, after the description

of the OBS architecture.

3.4 Fault Management

Considering the huge data rate offered by optical fibers, and taking into account the failure cut

probability and the average time to repair [ZM04a], a failure leads to the loss of a large volume of
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Figure 3.7: A Light-trail Node Architecture for Mesh Networks (taken from [GC03b])

data [SSSOl] and is a critical issue in optical networks. In case of failure, several connections must

be re-routed and the objective is to minimize the latency before the service is restored. In OCS

networks, restoration mechanisms sequentially notify the failure, look for available resources and

establish a new channel. Those reactive mechanisms cannot guarantee the availability of backup

resources and impose a non-negligible recovery time.

Protection mechanisms can ensure survivability and reduce the recovery time by reserving backup

resources at the connection establishment. If the backup path is dedicated to a single working path

(1+1 protection), the signal can be sent simultaneously on both paths to remove the recovery-

latency. However, such solutions allocate a large capacity to protection and consequently reduce

the provisioning potential of the network. The resource redundancy can be reduced with shared

protection: several connections share some backup capacity. The trade off is that the recovery time

increases due to the notification delay and the possible configuration of some switches along the

backup path.

To balance the recovery time and the resource redundancy, the protection can be designed at

different levels: Link, path or segment ([WSM02]). With link protection, each link is assigned
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a backup path. The notification is instantaneous, but the redundancy is high, though it can be

reduced by resource sharing [SR04].

Path-oriented schemes reserve a complete alternative path from the source to the destination. The

notification delay increases, but the redundancy is usually reduced as compared with link protection.

The segment-oriented schemes are in between path and link protection and balance their advantages

and shortcomings. The path is divided into a number of segments to be protected independently.

Thus the restoration time is shorter than with the path protection and redundancy is reduced as

compared with link protection [PHNL06, HHK06].

Nowadays, the p-cycles appears as the most promising solution [GS98]. It extends classical

Bi-directional Line Switched Ring protection (BLSR) to mesh networks. The backup capacity is

deployed on cycles. The switches can be pre-configured and the cycle protects any segment between

any two of its nodes. In case of failure, the two end-nodes just have to deflect their traffic on the cycle.

The high sharing degree of the backup capacity leads to a significant reduction of the redundancy.

The problem has first been approached with heuristics (e.g., [DHGY03]), but recently, Sebbah et

al. proposed a column generation formulation that provides near optimal solutions as fast as in

few seconds [SJ09]. Then, they extended the p-cycles to so-called p-structures, where protection is

not restricted to cycles. This is currently the most efficient mechanism, with a redundancy ranging

around 40%.

Although the major part of the literature considers single link failure, an emerging concern is

the recovery in more challenging scenario such as natural disasters or bombing, which may affect

a large area. The most important concern in that case is the survivability of the network, before

considering the service perturbation. The protection/restoration is designed for Shared Risk Link

Groups (SRLGs) composed of links likely to be affected simultaneously in the considered scenario.

3.5 OCS for a Dynamic Optical Layer

The lack of reactivity of OCS has been addressed in the 90's, when optical MANs were deployed. As

discussed in Section 2.2, this issue becomes critical due to the deployment of FTTx. How to handle
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the traffic variations depends on the amplitude and the persistence of the variations. In some cases,

the variation can be handled by adjusting the transport capacity of existing light-paths. In case

of large and persistent variations, it may be preferable (or mandatory) to establish new ligth-paths

or/and to re-route existing ones. On the opposite, the negotiation may be inefficient to deal with

burstiness (i.e., fast traffic \^ariations).

In this section, we will discuss the potential of OCS to deal with those situations.

a.5.1 Light-trails versus SONET/SDH

With VCAT, each flow is allocated more or less the appropriate data-rate to improve the multiplexing

and the resource utilization. The allocation consists of the assignment of a set of time slots that can

be used exclusively by the considered flow. Restriction to a single flow allows the destination node

to easily discriminate between the streams.

The problem appears in case of traffic variation. If the data-rate of a stream decreases, then

the time-slots not filled by the stream are wasted, even if another stream experiences the opposite

variation: a stream whose data-rate exceeds the transport capacity will see its data buffered so as

to conform to the data-rate negotiated at the channel establishment.

With light-trails, TDM is exploited asynchronoxisly: each flow uses the wavelength on demand,

as soon as it is available. Consequently, if the load of a flow decreases, the resource availability

instantaneously increases for the other flows, whereas with SONET, the idle time-slot cannot be

used by other flows. As a result, traffic variations can be efficiently and transparently handled by

light-trails [GKC03].

However, if the variation is persistent, the transport capacity of the channel can be re-negotiated

with the Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme (LCAS). LCAS has been designed to re-negotiate the

capacity of a channel "on the fly". The source sends a message embedded in the SONET/SDH

overhead that a virtual tributary is about to be added or remove. Then, a synchronization message

is transmitted to give notice of the time the change will occur. As only end-systems manage the

multiplexing, the intermediate nodes are not concerned by this modification.
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With larger variations, the requested capacity may not be granted, in which case, re-routing or

ligth-path establishment may be required. In the next section, we discuss the dynamic provisioning.

3.5.2 Dynamic Provisioning

It could happen that large traffic demands cannot be served by existing light-trails or OLSPs, in

which case, new carrier establishment or existing carrier re-routing are required. As we already

discussed, re-routing entails significant perturbation of the service (and involves a large number of

connections). This is a challenging issue since some applications do not tolerate service perturbation.

Then, though other applications may be fairly tolerant to short term interruptions, the perturbations

should be avoided as much as possible.

Thus, a dynamic provisioning process must quickly propose a set of actions that allows the

service of the new traffic with a minimum number of re-configurations. The configuration should also

anticipate future requests. This problem has been intensively treated by the community (as reflected

by the survey carried out in [HD07]). To speed up the computation time, dynamic provisioning is

mostly solved by heuristics. Few ILP formulations have been proposed (e.g., in [XWCL05L·]) and

used on small topologies (5 nodes). The poor scalability of exact resolution scheme restrict their use

to heuristic evaluation and configuration (e.g., in [XWCL05a]). The heuristics can then be used for

larger networks. The objective in dynamic scenarios is to grant the largest number of connections by

re-routing the minimum number of connections, without any assumption on next connection arrival.

Dynamic provisioning with grooming devices mainly consists in choosing between the use of

existing light-paths and the creation of new light-paths, see, e.g., [SSS06, CZB04. YR04b, WHLW03].

The provisioning is computed on a virtual topology that describes the logical connectivity. To reduce

the size of the virtual topology, an incremental approach is proposed in [HL05]: Only nodes on

shortest paths are considered and their neighbors are added sequentially until a solution is found or

all nodes have been added. In [???+05, TBZ+07], the resource utilization is improved by taking

into account the remaining holding time of the connections in place.

Note that efficient solutions of the static problem (e.g., [JBCB07]) can be be helpful for periodical
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re-configurations as in [GM03], where re-routing is performed periodically to achieve load balancing.

Thus, the computation time is not critical because it is processed off-line. The objective is to

minimize the utilization of the most congested link. The idea is to tear down under utilized light-

paths by re-routing their connections through existing OLSPs. Then, a new light-path is established

to reroute the largest connection of the most congested light-paths. This strategy reduces the

provisioning delay of the future requests.

In [YR04c], the authors propose to re-route connections instead of light-paths. At the connection

level, the computation is more complex, but the operator has a finer control. Especially, a re-routed

connection may use an existing light-path, with the objective to balance the load on the virtual

topology. In that case, the service perturbation is reduced. On the other side, if a connection is

rerouted on a new lightpath, then the connectivity of the virtual topology is increased, and this may

help to serve future connections.

The capability to serve a new request without carrier set-up is highly related to the transport

capacity and the connectivity of the virtual topology. The limitation of SONET systems is that the

virtual topology is less flexible than the one involving light-trails. The first reason is that light-trails

improve the connectivity of the virtual topology (OLSP only connects the end-nodes whereas a light-

trail connects each node with all the downstream ones). The second reason is that the light-trail

establishment is not subject to any design issue, whereas the definition of the OLSPs is determined

by the location of the electrical modules. The flexibility of the grooming operations leads to a better

provisioning with light-trails in dynamic scenario ([SCD+07, Bou07]).

3.5.3 Dynamic Fault Management

Provisioning becomes more complex in a dynamic scenario since request arrivals are not known in

advance. A promising approach is the deployment of a protection envelop. Instead of defining a

backup path jointly with the working path, a backup network is set-up off-line, and provisioning

is done accordingly. In other words, the backup network defines a protected network on which the

provisioning can be done on demand.
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In [LNJ+05], the ant algorithm is modified to look for a population of cycles instead of paths. A
cycle includes both primary and backup paths and can be used by several requests. The population

of cycles so generated is then improved by a genetic algorithm In [RZG06], dynamic provisioning

with protection is addressed with regard to the signaling overhead and the blocking probability.

3.6 Conclusion

The rigidity of the current optical layer is largely attributable to the slow configuration of the

switches. It imposes off-line and long-term resource reservation, which complicates sub-wavelength

multiplexing and disables fast reconfiguration to react to unforeseen events.

Nowadays, the shortcomings of the circuit granularity are sidestepped with SONET/SDH, that

operates multiplexing/demultiplexing in time domain. Flows are manipulated in electrical domain

so as to be emitted on a pre-established set of time slots. The source and the destination must

however exchange synchronization information so that the source can transmit "packets" over the

light-path and the destination can discriminate each flow without any signaling or overhead, but

only based on its location in the stream (i.e., time slot). Thus, SONET/SDH systems still relies on

pre-planned transfers, and the resource allocation remains static. However, the resource allocation

within the SONET stream only concerns the end node and it is managed in electrical domain. Thus,

it can be modified without involving the optical layer (LCAS).

To avoid pre-configuration and synchronization, the source node must provide an alternate way

to discriminate the flows. With light-trails, the payload is signaled in advance by an out-of-band

header. This way, every node can be set to forward the data, except the destination node that

retrieves the signal. Thanks to the in-advance signaling, any node along the light-trail can emit

data, provided the light-trail is free. Thus, light-trail opens a large multiplexing potential and can

efficiently deal with traffic variations.

Nevertheless, both light-trails and SONET/SDH intend to improve the reactivity over an estab-

lished light-path, but those mechanisms are still subject to the service perturbation is case of optical

switch reconfiguration. Re-routing is typically initiated to recover from a failure or for provisioning
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purpose.

The failure recovery received lot of attention, resulting in quite competitive mechanisms that

enable fast recovery with a reduced redundancy (p-structures, see [SJ09]). The redundancy might

prevent from online, circuit establishment, but there is no way to sidestep online establishment

requested by an unexpected connection.

Enabling fast and dynamic re-configuration of the optical layer requires a reduction of the switch

configuration time. In Section 3.3.5, fast switches are considered to extend light-trails from linear

structures to trees and enhance the multiplexing and the resource utilization. Nevertheless, in order

to achieve loss-less transmission, the routing is determined by several constraints that impose off-line

configuration computation. Though clustered light-trails are derived from an OCS architecture, they

are based on similar equipment and protocols as Optical Burst Switched networks (OBS), previously

proposed in [YQ99] as an alternative to OCS, and presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Optical Burst Switching (OBS)

The lack of reactivity of OCS is due to the slow configuration of the switching equipment. The

unfortunate consequence is that on-line resource allocation entails latency and service perturbation.

Online allocation can be prevented at the expense of extra capacity allocation, either to deal with

failure or to handle bursty traffic. Burstiness can also be handled quite naturally by light-trails.

In that context, redundancy can be reduced. The provisioning redundancy reduces the resource

utilization and cannot completely avoid online re-configuration in the case of dynamic traffic.

The need for optical reactivity has been seriously considered at the time the MANs were enlight-

ened (i.e., at the time the optical medium was deployed in the MANs). Optical Packet Switching

attracted serious attention because of its fine transport granularity and the short emission latency it

is subject to. The major limitation to OPS deployment is the lack of a reliable solution for the data

plane buffering. A storage solution is mandatory at each node and for each packet during the setup

of the switch. Optical Burst Switching (OBS) proposes a solution to sidestep data-plane buffering

in core networks, based on the appropriate setup of the switching equipment for each burst, prior to

its arrival. OBS preserves the packet-oriented nature of OPS (and consequently, has fine transport

granularity) but the pre-configuration of the switching equipment is closer to OCS and imposes

emission latency, that compromises the reactivity. The emission latency is reduced by neglecting

resource reservation acknowledgment. Such a "one-way" signaling protocol improves the reactivity
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of the network, but also raises the problem of contention: The data are sent without guarantee that

resources are available up to the destination and data losses can occur.

In this chapter, we provide an overview of OBS fundamentals (equipment, the aggregation pro-

cess, the signaling protocols) in Section 4.1. Then, the contention problem is presented and loss

approximation models are discussed in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 presents the major contributions re-

lated to the contention problem. The contributions that achieve loss-less transfers are presented in

Section 4.4, where their impact on the reactivity of OBS is discussed. Finally, Section 4.6 concludes

this chapter.

4.1 Fundamentals of OBS

Optical Burst Switching (OBS) was first proposed in [YQ99] as a solution for all-optical, packet-

oriented communication. This section overviews the fundamentals of OBS. For a more detailed

description of OBS basics, the reader is referred to [JV05].

4.1.1 OBS Signaling

The signaling in OBS accommodates the lack of optical memory. Buffering in the core network is

the major obstacle to packet-oriented transmission since it is required to delay the data plane during

control plane operations. In OBS networks, the overall duration of control plane operation - i.e.,

the overall delay to be imposed to the data plane for routing purposes - is spent at the edge node

and switches are configured appropriately for each burst, prior its arrival.

In the original proposal, OBS was signaled with the Just Enough Time (JET, [QY99]) protocol

illustrated in Figure 4.1. A control header is sent ahead, on a wavelength dedicated to the control

plane, followed by the burst. The gap between the header and the burst is called Offset Time (OT).

At each node, the control header is converted toward electrical domain and supplies the infor-

mation on the burst. The information includes the arrival time of the burst, its duration and its

destination. The router then determines the appropriate switch configuration to handle the burst,

updates the header and forwards it to the next node. Thus, at each node, the header is delayed (the
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Figure 4.1: OBS-JET Signaling

duration of the header processing is denoted by d), whereas the burst is not.

As a result, the gap between the header and the burst is reduced by d at each node. To ensure

that each switch is configured appropriately at the burst arrival, the bust must always be preceded

by the header, which boils down to maintaining a non-negative OT. Thus, the OT must be larger

or equal to the overall processing time from the source to the destination. Formally, at each node

v, the OT must satisfy:

OT > ???d (1)

where iv is the number of nodes between ? and the destination of the burst and d is the processing

time of the header at each switch (assuming it is the same processing time at each node).

The JET protocol proposes to set the switch just before the burst arrival. In that situation,

the resources are reserved for the exact duration of the burst. Several variations of JET have been

proposed. For instance, with Just In Time (JIT, [WMOO]) the switch is configured as soon as the

header is processed. This alternative simplifies the processing but reduces the resource utilization

since the resources cannot be used between the header and the burst. Alore sophisticated protocols

have then been designed for particular purposes. Those of interest for our project will be presented

later in this chapter.
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4.1.2 Equipment

Figure 4.2 depicts the architecture of an OBS core router. Over the W wavelengths multiplexed in

a fiber, N are dedicated to the control plane. The N control channels are directed to the control

packet processor and the (W - N) data channels are connected to the optical switch fabric. On

the control plane, the header is converted toward electrical domain and its information on the as-

sociated burst are used for the routing procedure. The data channel scheduler keeps the resulting

configuration in memory and the header is updated, then converted back to the optical domain and

forwarded toward the next node. Just before the burst arrival, the optical switch scheduler sets the

appropriate configuration so that the burst is switched properly in the optical domain.

With this architecture, a wavelength can transport several bursts from different connections, i.e.,

to be switched differently. The resulting statistical multiplexing is expected to improve the resource

utilization. Nevertheless, the switching fabric must be reconfigured between two successive bursts,

thus, they must be separated by a guard time, equal to the reconfiguration time of the switch (òs).

This last constraint somehow drives the design of the switches and the length of the bursts: The

switching technology must be fast and the bursts must be orders of magnitude longer than <5S to

absorb the guard time and impròve the resource utilization.

Thus, MEMS is not suited because of their slow switching time (around 5-10 ms according to

[JV05]). The best potential architecture is based on Semi-conductor Optical Amplifiers (SOAs). The

signal is broadcast to multiple SOAs by an optical coupler. At each SOA, the signal either transits

toward the output port, or is blocked. The SOA can be switched from a state to the other as fast

as in nanoseconds ([JV05]). According to [OMPR03], a realistic switching time is upper bounded

by 100 ns. Note that this architecture offers a natural multiplexing capability: In the extreme case,

the signal reaches all output, ports if all SOAs are open. Note that splitting the signal results in a

reduction of the signal power. This aspect can limit the distance traveled by the signal. On the

architecture presented on Figure 4.2, the signal is boosted after being switched.
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Figure 4.2: Architecture of OBS Core Router (taken from [JV05])

4.1.3 Burst Aggregation

To reduce the fragmentation of the resource and the signaling overhead, several packets are aggre-

gated into a burst, and are signaled by a single header. Thus, from the core network point of view,

the packets of a given burst are identical and will be handled the same way. Therefore, in the edge

nodes, ingress packets are assigned a label, defined by the operator according to, e.g., their destina-

tion or/and their class of service. Packets with the same label are stored in a common aggregation

queue (AQ) and sent together as a burst at the occurrence of a triggering criterion. The triggering

criterion is usually either time-driven (the burst is triggered after a given aggregation duration) or

size-driven (the burst is triggered once it reaches a given size). The shortcoming of both criteria is

reflected with low loaded AQs: The time criterion may trigger small bursts, whereas the data may

spend more time in the AQ before the size criterion is met. The former mitigates the benefits of

aggregation, whereas the latter reduces the reactivity.

A hybrid solution is presented in [CLCQ02], where both criteria are considered: The burst is

triggered once the timer expires or the burst reaches the required size. This way, the assembly

process time is bounded by the time criterion and reduced in the case of highly loaded AQ by the

size criterion.

The burst, grooming is an alternative to avoid small bursts. In [FZJ05], the burst triggered by

a timer-criterion is complemented with the payload of other AQs. The resulting burst contains
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several sub-bursts, separated somewhere along the path to the destination. Demultiplexing the sub-

bursts involves electrical processing and thus mandates signal conversion. In [LQ04], a burst can be

triggered in order to follow another burst to be handled the same way in a number of nodes. This

can be viewed as traffic grooming from the data plane perspective. In that case, demultiplexing can

be achieved in optical domain. The traffic grooming offers additional benefits and will be described

in more detail in Chapter 7.

4.2 Contention in OBS Networks

The reactivity of OBS relies on the "one-way" signaling. The expense of this reactivity is that the

burst is sent with no explicit guarantee to reach the destination. In this section, we describe the

contention and present an overview of pro-active and reactive mechanisms that have been proposed

to face this issue.

4.2.1 Contention Definition

In this section, a flow denotes the traffic between an input port and an output port of a core node. It

is composed of bursts from various connections, potentially with different sources and destinations.

For instance, on the scenario depicted in Figure 4.3, assuming each link has only one wavelength,

in node C, the flow from A to D is composed of burst of connection C3 and connection C4, though

they have different destinations.

0 «?m
I

Figure 4.3: Contention Illustration

A contention is observed when two headers request for the same output port (i.e., in WDM

networks, the same wavelength on a given link), for overlapping periods of time. Back on the

example of Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4 represents the traffic transit through node C and node E. In
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node C, three flows compete for the same output port and contention occurs if two or more bursts

overlap. In that case, only one burst is served and the others are lost.

The resulting traffic on link C —> D is an incoming flow of node D. The bursts of this flow

did not overlap while exiting node C and, as they travel at the same speed, they do not overlap

while reaching node D. As no other flow request the same output port, the traversal of node D

is contention-free. In node E, the incoming flow is divided into three flows, each forwarded to a

different output port. As each output port is requested by only one flow node E is contention free

as well.

Based on these observations, a contention only occurs between bursts arriving from different

input ports and sent toward the same output port (node C in our example).
ADD

TE

e
G

DROP

Figure 4.4: Flow Interaction

4.2.2 Loss Approximation

The loss probability is among the most important performance metric of a network. The loss

probability highly impact the revenue of the operators and it is a key aspect in network planing

and dimensioning. In that case, it is important to predict the loss probability obtained with a given

configuration in order to setup an efficient network (network design, load balancing). Nevertheless,

ijn general, networks are too complex and involve too many protocols and parameters to characterize

exactly. To get a estimation of the loss probability with reasonable computational effort, the loss

process is described in the simplified model of the network. The quality of the approximation depends

on the accuracy of the model. Sophisticated models result in a better description of the system,

but strongly complicate the analysis and lead to computation-greedy mechanisms. The models are
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usually limited to the description of the traffic arrival and of the server behavior.

Poisson Systems

The Poisson assumption has been widely used in many situations. Under the Poisson assumption,

a source of load A is described as an infinity of sources of infinitesimal load, summing to A. With

Poisson distributed arrivals, the loss probability can be approximated with the Erlang-B formula

expressed as follows:

Aw/W\ErlB = -^ , (2)
t=0

where A is the overall offered incoming load in Erlang and W is the total number of wavelengths

(servers).

The Poisson distribution is very popular, and, though it is relevant in some situations, it is often

used as the default distribution because it simplifies the analysis, and because the Erlang-B formula

can be easily integrated in online heuristics (e.g., for routing computation, as in [YR06]).

Unfortunately, the Poisson assumption is irrelevant in an OBS core network. In Section 4.2.1. we

illustrated the fact that bursts of the same flow cannot contend. A Poisson traffic does not conform

to this property. Indeed, since an OBS core node multiplexes a finite (and usually small) number of

flows, the Poisson assumption does not hold. It must be replaced by models that take advantage of

the finite number of source such as the Engset scheme [FH04, Sys86].

Engset Systems

The Engset distribution is derived from the binomial distribution. It describes a system with a

limited number of sources that switch between the state "idle" and the state "busy". Only the

sources in state "idle" can submit a client. If the client is served, the source switchs to state "busy"

during the service and then switches back to the state "idle". Thus, a source can submit only one

client at a time. The client is rejected if its arrival occurs while all servers are busy. In that case,

the corresponding source immediately switches to the "idle" state. The blocking probability can be
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expressed with (3).

r, ,? ??? C(S,W).MWEn9(A, S, W) = w ? ' — (3)
E (C(S, X).M*)

X=I

C(S, W) is the number of possible assignments of S bursts to W wavelength.

A = total offered intensity in Erlang.

S = number of incoming streams,

W = number of wavelength,

Pi, = blocking probability

M — s_Af1_p \ represents the average load of a source that are free to ask for a server.

In OBS networks, the Engset model may be accurate in the edge nodes since a rejected burst

is immediately rescheduled. Nevertheless, it is not the case in the core network because a dropped

burst cannot be resubmitted locally, and the next burst, as it travels on the same wavelength,

cannot overlap. In other words, the behavior of an input port in a core node is independent of

the performance of the node (in [CHJ09b], we called this behavior the Loss Independent Arrival -

LIA). As a result, the input port should remain in state "busy" for the whole duration of the burst,

regardless if it is served or dropped.

The Streamline Effect

The streamline effect has been disclosed in [PCG+Oo]. It reflects the LIA and the fact that bursts

of the same flow cannot contend. In [PSCG06], a loss approximation is proposed. The idea is to

consider incoming flows as Poisson on one side (Figure 4.5-A), and the super-imposition of all flows

on the other side (Figure 4.5-B). The approximation - expressed by (4) - is obtained by removing

the loss probability of each flow in system A from the overall loss probability of system B (each time,

the loss probability is estimated with the Erlang-B formula).
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Figure 4.5: Two Models of Input Ports in an OBS Core Node

The formula however assumes Poisson arrivals and quickly converges toward the Erlang-B formula

when the number flow increases. Though this behavior is relevant, the convergence is too fast and

the accuracy of the formula is reduced for a moderate number of flows (see Section 6.1.4).

4.2.3 The Offset Time Priority

All the models presented in this section describe the behavior of the data plane. They provide

the contention probability of a system, which can be directly translated to the loss probability.

Nevertheless, in OBS, the contention is noted in the control plane, at the arrival of the header of the

contending burst. In case of contention, the burst that survives the contention is the first signaled

one, regardless of the actual arrival time of the burst. Consequently, the OT has a strong influence

on the dropping process, as disclosed in [YJQ98].

Illustration of the Phenomenon

A contention reveals a conflict between two bursts in the data plane. Nevertheless, it is detected

on the control plane. More precisely, a contention is detected when a header requests for resources

that have already been reserved by a previous header. Hence, the burst associated with the latest

header will be dropped and the first signaled burst will survive. Thus, the offset time (OT) plays a

crucial role in the dropping process as illustrated in Figure 4.6. Two bursts B1 and B2 (of respective
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duration O1 and b2, signaled at t\ and I2 by headers H1 and H2) compete for the same output port

in node v. OTi denotes the OT assigned to burst Bi.

We denote by OT? the remaining OT of burst Bi at node v. For given bursts Bi and Bj, the

difference of their OT is defined by ?*\, = OT? - OTJ. We define if (resp. if) as the earliest (resp.
latest) arrival date of H2 at node ?, so that B2 contends with B\ . We have:

if.= tl + OT? - b2 - OT2"

t\ = ij + OT? + Oi - OT%

(5)

(6)

Hi *(A)
H2 ^(B)

Time
Dropping Window

Drop

.4 - ?4 .
*¦

«-T ?bi

Figure 4.6: OT Priority
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A contention occurs if tß <t2 < tL, so the length of the contention window is CW = ti, — tg =

61 + b2. -Bi is dropped if H2 arrives before H1 within the contention window, i.e., ts < t2 < t\

and the length of the "Bj dropping window" is CW1 = b2 - A\2, which decreases when A\¡2

increases. Conversely, B2 is dropped if t\ < t2 < íl and the length of the "B2 dropping window" is

CW2 = 61 4- ???2.

In case of contention, one of the bursts is dropped. The ratio CWi/CW is the probability that

burst Bi is the latest signaled, while a contention occurs. The expression of the contention windows

reflects that the burst with the largest OT has higher chance to survive, and this probability increases

if the difference of the OT increases. Based on those observations, we derived the Offset Time Aware
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(OTA) loss repartition adjustment OTA^1 T2 between ? and ri considering bursts of size 6:

OTAiU
??t

(7)
otherwise.

We denote by pci.c,- the contention probability of a burst of connection C¿ with a burst of
connection Cj. This probability is given by any appropriate model taking account of the specific

behavior of OBS traffic (e.g., (3) or (4)). Those formulas reflect the behavior of the data plane.

Thus, í>c¡,c3 is the probability that a burst S¿ (of connection C¿) contends with an earlier burst Bj
(of connection Cj). From the contention probability on the data plane, the OTA loss adjustment

(7), derived from the relative size of the dropping windows, can be used the evaluate the probability

lossrir2 that a burst on T1 is dropped due to a burst on ri, taking into account the impact of the

offset time:

pCilc3 ? OTA^ ifA£Tr. >0
lossri,ri = < (8)

[PCi1C, +Pc31Ci x OTAU ifAr%<0.
Let us evaluate the OTA approximation on the simple example. In a given node ?, two connec-

tions Ci and Ci, having the same destination, compete for a link £. Node ? is the merging node of

routes r\ and ri. In this illustration, we choose, arbitrarily b\ = bi = 5 ? 5. All bursts have the

same basic OT, but the bursts of Ci are assigned an extra offset time a2- Figure 4.7 presents the

loss probability for each connection using: (i) simulation, (ii) the streamline formula of [PCG+05]

(see Section 4.2.2) and (Hi) the streamline formula with the OTA correction. The x-axis represents

The streamline effect formula accurately approximates the global.loss rate of the simulated system

(see Section 8.4 for details on the measurement procedure and precision), but it does not reflect the

impact of the OT. According to the simulation results, when the OT of Ci increases, the global
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Figure 4.7: Impact of the OT on the Loss Repartition

loss rate remains constant, but the loss probability of C-¿ reduces. In other words, the bursts of C^

are less likely dropped in case of contention, reflecting the reduction of C% dropping window. The

OTA, applied to the streamline formula, reflects this behavior: It preserves the same overall loss

rate, but spreads it among the two connections, leading to the same loss repartition as measured

by simulation. Note that with c*2 < 55, i.e., AOT > bj, each contention entails the loss of Bi, and

consequently, no burst of connection Ci is dropped. This configuration is described in the next

section.

Exploiting of the OT Priority

The OT priority [YQ99] can be exploited to protect a connection from the burst of another connec-

tion. If ?" 2 > &2- then in case of contention occurs, Bj is necessarily signaled first and cannot be

dropped because of B^- Inversely, if H\ arrives after Hi, then the two bursts cannot contend (see

Figure 4.8). In [YQ99], this configuration is exploited to achieve classes of service differentiation:

The bursts with high priority are assigned an extra OT to get priority on resource reservation.

OTA(Cl) -^
OTA (C2) -X--

Streamline (C1 C2) O
Simu(C1) —B
Simu(C2) --B

'·'§-.·
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Figure 4.8: OT Isolation

Disabling the OT priority

In [LQXX04], Li et al. investigated the impact of the OT and the size of the bursts on the contention

probability. The study disclosed the negative impact of OT priority on the worst case performance

of on-ljne scheduling policies. The authors recommend to reduce the variance of the size and OT of

the bursts. This is somehow intuitive since the OT decreases along its journey and the bursts that

are close to their destination are more likely to be dropped.

The Virtual Fixed Offset Time (VFO, [LQXX04]) protocol is proposed to remove the effect of

offset time. In classical OBS-JET, the resources are reserved as soon as the header supplies the burst

information. With VFO, the routing is processed and the header is forwarded to the next node, but

the resources are reserved F time units before the burst arrival. This way, the resource reservation is

always done F time units before the burst arrival, regardless of the OT of the burst. In [BS05], the

OT priority is disabled in a similar way, but the implementation relies on a dual header: The first

header initiates the routing procedures whereas the second one actually requests for the resources.

4.3 Resolving Contention

Significant effort has been dedicated in the last decade to deal with burst contentions. In this section,

we present an overview of the proposed approaches. Resolving contention has been considered from

two points of views: Proactive mechanisms have been proposed to avoid the contention, whereas

reactive mechanisms intend to solve the contention once it occurs.
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4.3.1 Reactive Mechanisms

Reactive mechanisms tend to solve the contention by unbinding the bursts either in space, spectral

or time domain.

Deflection Routing

Deflection routing solves the contention in the space domain. In case of contention, the requested

output channel is not available. The deflection routing consists in deviating the burst to an available

output channel on an alternate link. This solution can be implemented with basic OBS equipment,

but faces an OT decision problem: If the deflection path is longer than the one originally assumed

at the source, the burst may run out of OT and reach an intermediate node before being signaled

(IOT). The OT decision is a crucial compromise: If it is too short, the alternate paths are rare, but

if it is too large, a burst may use more resources and contributes to congestion. Adaptive solutions

have been proposed in, e.g., [CEJ05a, BH07].

The second issue is the choice of the alternate route. In [Met05], several deflection criteria have

been compared. Selecting the shortest path before any other criterion gives the best performance.

Firstly, this is due to the fact that shortest paths use fewer resources. Secondly, longer paths may

involve IOT loss. In [WH97], the authors proposed to deflect on the link that provides the largest

number of shortest paths. Their study is limited to Manhattan networks and is within the context

of OPS networks, but ma}' be adapted to OBS constraints.

The efficiency of 'deflection routing is limited under congested scenarios. In that case, contending

bursts will likely be deflected on longer paths and consequently, the deflection routing accentuates

the congestion and is counter-efficient.

Fiber Delay Lines (FDLs)

If light signals cannot be stored (yet) , an FDL aims to delay them by extending their journey. A

FDL is an optical fiber looping inside a node ([KKK02]) until the output port becomes available.

Indeed, FDLs can be seen as deflection routing inside a node. With such equipment however, the
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travel of the header is not extended and the IOT problem is sidestepped. Moreover, delaying the

burst increases the OT.

FDLs offer a sort of optical buffering since the signal can be delayed. However, they are much

less flexible than electrical buffering because the signal can only be delayed by a fixed amount of

time equal to the time it takes to traverse the FDL. The design of the node is thus crucial and

depends on the range of the size of the bursts. Thus, the main problem with this solution is that it

relies on hardware installations that must be physically designed for a specific traffic configuration

and limit the flexibility of further traffic engineering. In addition, the relevance of FDLs is mitigated

by physical shortcomings (overheating, space, signal attenuation).

Wavelength Conversion

The wide multiplexing capability offered by DWDM can be used for contention resolution. With

DWDM, an optical fiber can be accessed by many output ports, each emitting on a different wave-

length. Thus, if the output port requested for a burst is not available, wavelength converters allow

the use of an alternate output port on the requested fiber.

From a hardware point of view, three techniques are available: Signal re-emission (via opto-

electro-optical - 0/E/O - conversion), cross-gain modulation or four-wave mixing. Note that 0/?/0

conversion is the simplest solution, but its efficiency is compromised by the loss of transparency. For

details on all optical techniques and their limitation, the reader can refer to Section 2.2.3 of [JV05].

Once the wavelength converters are installed, an interesting issue is the selection of one wave-

length among the available ones. Several strategies are compared in [XQLX03], leading to the

conclusion that the wavelength conversion should minimize the void inter\-al between the converted

burst and- the preceding one on the chosen wavelength. Although wavelength converters highly

improve the throughput of OBS networks, they are rarely considered due to their cost and the

prototype state of all-optical wavelength converters.
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Electrical Buffering

"Store and forward" can indeed be done in the electrical domain after signal conversion. The

converted bursts can then be re-emitted on any wavelength at any time. This approach is clearly the

most reliable, but it is often disregarded since it can dramatically impact the delay of transmission,

and it may require a tremendous buffering capacity to handle the contention: Bursts may be dropped

in case of buffer overflow. The loss probability here is directly related to the buffer size. If signal

conversion is performed, the loss only occurs when a burst contends while the buffers are full (buffer

overflow). Those limitations are pointed out in [SR09], where the authors propose to balance the

effects of translucence with wavelength converters.

Conclusion on Contention Resolution

Contention resolution mechanisms operate on demand once the contention occurs. As they do

not rely on pre-configuration, they preserve the reactivity of OBS. Unfortunately, none of them

can guarantee 100% of contention resolution. In addition, each of them presents pros and cons.

Deflection routing can be implemented without additional equipment, but it addresses the OT

decision problem [CEJM05] and it is of limited efficiency in a congested state [CEJM05]. FDLs

and wavelength converters increase the cost of the network and rely on experimental equipment.

Burst segmentation [VJ03] reduces the volume of payload involved in the contention resolution by-

chopping the contending burst so that the contention-free part of the burst is not dropped. Recourse

to electrical buffering is probably the most reliable scheme, but it can increase the end-to-end delay

and increase the equipment cost because of the buffer requirement. In that case, loss would occur

because of buffer overflow.

The contention resolution schemes can be combined to mitigate their shortcoming and increase

the resolution rate [GKS04, SR09], but it remains that no guarantee can be provided.
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4.3.2 Pro-active Mechanisms

Pro-active mechanisms attempt to reduce the contention probability. They usually operate at edge

nodes, since they take the major decisions (burst length, departure date, wavelength, routing, offset

time). Major pro-active mechanisms rely on routing (load balancing) and congestion control, but

we will also mention original proposals relying on scheduling and signaling.

Load Balancing

Load balancing consists in routing the traffic so as to minimize a given metric. It is often de-

composed into two phases: First, a route computation phase determines one or more routes for

each source/destination pair. Then, a route selection phase which picks up a route among the pre-

computed ones. GMPLS is the protocol of choice to describe the routes in the control plane. With

this framework, the entire route is chosen at the source. In [QiaOO], the OBS implementation of

GMPLS is described. The so-called Labeled Optical Burst Switching (LOBS) is considered as a

default component of OBS in the major part of the OBS literature.

The routes can be recomputed periodically in order to adapt to traffic variations ([HHM05,

TVJ03, WSLW05]), whereas the route selection (if several routes are available) is usually done

on demand for each burst, depending on resource availability and network feedback ([YR06]). The

drawback of online operations is that they are based on feedback regarding the network state (usually

the loss probability [LGC03a] or resource utilization [PAM+OS]) as measured over a previous time

interval. In addition to traffic and processing overhead, the network feedback entails inertia in the

on-line decisions, that limits their efficiency to deal with fast variations. In [PAM+ 05], the routing is

decided locally at each node. The link status is broadcast in a limited area so that the. information

of each node is more likely up-to-date.

In stable environments, off-line solutions may be accurate. The problem is that they cannot rely

on actual measurements and are driven by performance metric approximations. The efficiency of

the load balancing relies on (1) the accuracy of the approximation and (2) the quality of the solution

(i.e., the efficiency of the resolution). For instance, the problem can be modeled accurately by a
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non Linear Program, but the resolution of such problems is complicated and hardly leads to the

optimal solution. The resolution can be strongly simplified if the approximation formula is linear,

but in that case, the model is less accurate. For example, the loss probability can be assumed to

follow the resource utilization [Cou05] or the number of competing flows [BMlO]. To improve the

accuracy of the approximation, one can use a linear interpolation of the metric approximation [TR05]

(this option discloses a trade-off between the size of the problem and the approximation accuracy).

Accurate non-linear loss approximation formula can be used in heuristics (e.g., [PCG+05]). In that

case, each solution is a better evaluation of the real performance, but the process may not reach the

optimal solution.

Intermediate Node Initiated Signaling (INI)

The contentions result from the one-way signaling protocols. Neglecting the reservation acknowl-

edgment allows the improvement of the reactivity. In [KVJ03], the Intermediate Node Initiated

signaling (INI) is proposed. With INI, the reservation is acknowledged by an intermediate node.

This solution is a tradeoff between one-way and acknowledged protocols: Any burst is ensured to

reach the initiator node, but does not have to wait for the whole round trip delay. The farther the

initiator is, the more reliable the transmission is, but the longer the burst waits for the acknowledg-

ment. An important advantage of this technique comes from the fact that the reservation up to the

destination is done while returning to the source. This way, the header can collect information on

the availability along the path to adjust the scheduling of the burst.

Congestion Control

OBS does not provide any delivery control, so the reliability of the transmission is the responsibility

of the transport layer (mostly the TCP protocol). In TCP, reliability is achieved through retransmis-

sions that need to be coupled with congestion control in order to prevent the network from turning

into a congestion state. In IP networks, TCP segment losses are due to buffer overflows and reflect

a congestion state, but in OBS networks, transmission is triggered without acknowledgment so that

burst losses can occur due to contention, even if the network is far from being congested. Thus, a
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loss does not give a hint on the congestion occurring in the network. Since a burst contains several

TCP segments, several sources may be strongly affected by a burst loss because their window (which

specifies the transmission rate) may be unnecessarily reduced, affecting the global throughput of the

network. Moreover, as a burst may contain several segments from the same TCP connection, the

impact of a burst loss is even stronger. In [GK09], authors showed that the impact can be reduced

by increasing the number of Aggregation Queues. This way, the number of segments of a given

connection within a burst is reduced and so is the impact on the TCP flows. But this does not

solve the problem. We want TCP to be aware of the congestion state of the network thanks to finer

feedbacks. This is called the "false congestion detection problem" [YQL04]. In [YQL04], the authors

compare three common TCP implementations (RENO, new RENO and SACK) and demonstrate

the impact of OBS on TCP throughput. As a response, a new TCP, called Burst TCP (BTCP), is

proposed to prevent burst losses in non-congested state from affecting the TCP-window.

In [SHZ07], TCP-ENG consists in explicitly notifying the source when a loss occurs under low

load. The source behavior will act as for a triple acknowledgment in TCP. This solution is efficient

and also easy to implement.

• OBS layer: Edge nodes monitor the loss rate of paths. A given threshold allows distinguishing

between congested states: If a loss occurs, BEN (Burst Explicit Notification ) is sent to the

TCP sender.

• TCP layer: At each RTT, the sender knows about the loss. If no acknowledgment is received,

then a loss occurred. If instead, a BEN is received, then the sender knows that the loss is

not due to congestion and will react according to the triple acknowledgment equation. The

elegance of the method lies in the fact that TCP is only slightly modified.

Finally, the BAIMD protocol [SHZ07] proposes to adjust dynamically the congestion control

rates to negate the side-effects of burst losses on TCP. This approach has been shown to be efficient

and does not involve any specific communication between OBS nodes and the TCP senders.
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Scheduling

In native OBS, bursts are sent based on local information. The edge node has a particular influence

on the performance in an OBS network. As we discussed in [CHJ09b], the transparency of the

OBS data plane entails that the traffic profile in the core network is completely defined at the burst

emission. In particular, the assembly process, the choice of the burst emission date and the choice

of the wavelength are the responsibility of the edge nodes.

In [LQ04], the authors propose to limit the burst overlapping in the core network from the

Medium Access Controller. The protocol reduces the number of wavelengths used simultaneously by

bursts of a given connection. As a result, the wavelength availability increases and the contention

probability decreases. This solution, however, impacts the emission delay.

4.4 Loss-less OBS

A crucial step toward OBS maturity is the capability to provide loss-less transmissions with a

mechanism that preserves the reactivity of OBS. In this section, we discuss the solutions found

in the literature. As we already mentioned in this chapter, no reactive solution can offer strict

guarantee of transmission yet. Loss-less solutions thus rely on pro-active decisions. Indeed, each of

them can be adapted from the OCS world. We will thus discuss the potential benefits of deploying

OCS-like solutions with OBS equipment in terms of throughput and reactivity. The discussion will

be illustrated on the scenario depicted by Figure 4.3.

4.4.1 Wavelength-Routed OBS (WR-OBS)

A major difficulty in OBS networks is that the edge nodes take important decisions based on local

information, e.g., scheduling and wavelength assignment. In WR-OBS networks, a particular node -

the "Central Control Node" (CCN) - maintains a global view of the network. For each burst, edge

nodes request resources from the CCN, which computes the routing and wavelength assignment, and

the departure time of the burst, so that it -will not contend in the core network. The signaling is
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initiated by the CCN which notifies the involved nodes of the arrival date of the burst-

In WR-OBS networks, any operation on the data plane is initiated by the CCN. This is mandatory

to ensure that it keeps a correct view of the network and computes valid solutions. This architecture

avoids the contentions, but the systematic recourse to the CCN imposes a latency to any operation.

This latency can be significant, not only because of the transmission delay on the control plane, but

also because of processing overhead in the CCN.

This architecture is particularly unsuited to manage link failures. Though the failure notification

only consists of the notification sent to the CCN, nodes are not allowed to take local decision and

reactive mechanisms are unusable. Moreover, the resources dedicated to the control plane and the

CCN must provide a strict availability and provide efficient transmission. At the end, considering

the strict availability requirement, the sensitivity to the delay and to the large traffic overhead may

significantly increase the capacity dedicated to the control plane.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that such centralized architectures open serious security breaches

and compromise the robustness of the network.

Lenirai
ti Control Node G*

WDMUser l·-
A User

User

^ User

OBS:ntíde

Figure 4.9: WR-OBS Network Architecture
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The next two solutions reduce the control plane overhead by allocating long term resources.

4.4.2 Circuit-Oriented Transmission at a Wavelength Level

Wavelength switching in the OBS framework amounts to reserving a wavelength for the duration of

the considered connection, just as light-paths are established in OCS networks. The OBS framework

can handle the signaling with slight modifications in the control plane [QWL06]. Once the circuit

is established, the data are transmitted the same way as in OCS networks (no need for OT or

aggregation). Thus, in a static scenario, this solution is equivalent to an all-optical OCS network.

Nevertheless, with the OBS equipment, the circuit establishment latency (expressed by RTT/2 +

max.{RTT/2, d}) may be reduced, in which case the reactivity would be enhanced. In addition, the

control plane described in [QWL06] opens the possibility of polymorphism: Circuit switching and

burst switching can be handled simultaneously with a single set of equipment. This is \^aluable to

deal with failure since the restoration mechanisms are much more efficient in OBS networks (see

Section 4.5).

The shortcoming of wavelength provisioning in OBS is the introduction of a coarse transport

granularity. This solution indeed restricts a wavelength to a single flow and consequently wastes

some resources. In Section 3.2, we showed that the transparency can be sacrificed to solve this

issue in OCS networks: At some nodes, several incoming signals are converted to the electrical

domain and re-emitted on the same output port. This solution can be adapted to OBS networks,

with the difference that the information required for multiplexing is supplied by the control plane,

whereas in OCS networks, it is induced by the SONET hierarchy, and imposes framing processing

and synchronous transmission.

4.4.3 Circuit Oriented Transmission at a Sub-wavelength Level: Syn-

chronous OBS

The framework proposed in [QWL06] describes the signaling of a circuit of sub-wavelength capacity.

TDM is achieved via the reservation of a sequence of bursts during which the connection can emit.
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This solution preserves the transparency of the data plane: No framing process is required as opposed

to SONET transmission.

The transparency removes the SONET hierarchy and the circuit can be assigned any capacity. In

contrast to SONET, multiplexed bursts can be separated in the optical domain, avoiding signal con-

version. This is not only attractive for cost and delay consideration, but also for the flexibility, since

the performance does not depend on equipment location (as opposed to SONET/SDH architectures,

see Section 3.2.2).

Nevertheless, in the electrical domain, the streams can be re-organized, highly simplifying the

framing and synchronization procedure. With SONET, the stream can be setup with local infor-

mation. In an all-optical network, it is much more complicated. In [YLC05. YLC06), the benefits

of periodic reservation (Synchronous OBS - SOBS) are investigated, but data losses are observed.

Indeed, loss-free transmission with SOBS must be supported by a centralized architecture similar

to WR-OBS. As a result, the same drawbacks re-emerge, except that SOBS reduces the traffic and

the processing overhead on the control plane.

4.4.4 Optical Multiplexing Avoidance

Circuit switching at the wavelength level avoids sub-wavelength multiplexing to prevent contention.

Nevertheless, the description of the contention in Section 4.2.1 discloses loss-free multiplexing pat-

terns. In our example depicted on Figure 4.3, connections C$ and C^ can be safely multiplexed.

Note that in that case the configuration is not contention-free. However, at the time a contention is

discovered (in the control plane), the bursts are still in electrical domain and can be rescheduled.

In addition, connection C-¿ can be multiplexed with C4, provided bursts of C\ have a strict

priority over those of Ci- This way, the contending bursts of Ci can be rescheduled to let the output

port available for bursts in transit. This configuration is similar to the multiplexing achieved with

light-trails (see Section 3.3, [GC03a]). Nevertheless, with OBS equipment, the switches do not have

to be pre-configured and two successive bursts can be switched on different output ports (provided

they are separated by the few nanoseconds required to reconfigure the switch). Thus, with OBS
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equipment, loss-free multiplexing is not restricted to linear structures (paths), but can be extended

to trees. In other words, clustered light-trails (see Section 3.3.5) can be deployed within an OBS

network. Indeed, as this solution involves switch reconfigurations - and consequently fast switching

equipment -, it must be seen as an OBS solution.

4.5 Restoration in OBS networks

The reactivity of OBS offers the potential to deal with failures in a reactive way with a limited

impact on the service ([KB03]). The restoration process is divided into three phases (illustrated by

Figure 4.10): (1) the steady state before failure, (2) the recovery phase during which the path is

re-computed, and (3) the steady state after failure. The second step is the most critical. In [SME06],

the authors discuss those three phases and investigate basic deflection routing effects. In [KKY+06],

routes are computed at the failed link extreme points. This way, the re-computation process begins

earlier and the recovery time is decreased. Note that the source cannot choose a completely different

path in that case. In [XTKE+04], it is suggested that local deflection offers the lowest blocking

probability, but the alternate paths are computed in advance.

All restoration schemes involve deflection during the recovery step. In that situation, the traffic

is unbalanced and part of the network may become congested. Spare networks can be set to improve

the survivability, but they are, however, not mandatory ([SME06, XTKE+04, KKY+06]).

Restoration is highly reactive, but it modifies the routing configuration and consequently, it may

break the routing restrictions imposed by the loss-less solutions presented in Section 4.4. An efficient

restoration scheme thus must be complemented with a reliable contention resolution scheme.
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Figure 4.10: OBS Restoration Phases

4.6 Conclusion: Open Issues in OBS

OBS exhibits attractive features to design a dynamic optical layer, but the reactivity compromises

the guarantee of successful transmissions. Preserving the reactivity of OBS imposes recourse to

contention resolution mechanisms, which rely on additional immature equipment or are of mitigated

efficiency. However, they cannot provide any guarantee. The loss probability can be further reduced

with pro-active mechanisms, but they mitigate the OBS reactivity.

Achieving loss-less transmission in OBS networks is a very challenging issue. The challenging

nature of the problem led to the consideration of hybrid systems where bursts cohabit with circuits.

Polymorphism has been envisioned from the hardware point of view. Hybrid switches are endowed

with two switching fabrics, a cheap one based on MEMS, handling stable connection-oriented traffic,

and another one dedicated to bursty loss-tolerant applications.

Another solution consists in avoiding contentions with routing restrictions similar as those that

ensure loss-free transfers in OCS networks. In [QWL06], circuit switching is achieved jointly with

burst switching within a single basic OBS equipment. One can reasonably expect this architecture

to be more expensive than hybrid hardware, but it enhances the flexibility of the network since

an internal link - connecting an input port to an output port - can handle either a circuit or

a burst, without any specific management. This solution is close to the light-trails, except that
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they are deployed over an OCS network. Indeed, light-trails perform OBS over OCS and share

several attractive characteristics with OBS, but they partially sacrifice its flexibility. Here, loss-free

transmission can be ensured by routing restrictions. We showed in Section 4.4.4 that, in addition

to the cost consideration, the fast switching capabiity of OBS devices can improve the resource

utilization. In Chapter 5, we evaluate the benefits of OBS equipment versus pure light-trails.

All the loss-less solutions found in the literature rely on the off-line computation of the rout-

ing configuration, similarly as in OCS networks. Those solutions are not fully reactive since they

face the same shortcoming as OCS networks regarding re-routing, which is requested in case of

significant traffic variation or in case of link failure. To preserve the reactivity of OBS, the trans-

mission guaranty must not depend on pro-active mechanisms. The reactive contention resolution

mechanisms can not ensure loss-free transmissions. In Chapter 6, a careful observation of the OBS

networks demonstrate that the emission process can significantly reduce the contention probability

(and consequently the loss probability). Our observations point out the benefits of traffic grooming.

Static grooming solutions are investigated in Chapter 7 to confirm the conclusions of Chapter 6.

The solutions considered are enabled by recourse to electrical processing, which reduces the loss

probability, but mitigates the benefits of traffic grooming on the delay. In Chapter 8, we propose to

use traffic grooming to compensate the effect of electrical buffering, accessed dynamically by con-

tending bursts. We propose the CAROBS framework that dynamically exploits traffic grooming in

the optical domain. With this framework, the effects of traffic grooming are accentuated and, due

to its dynamic nature, it can be configured to solve contentions in electrical domain with no or with

a limited impact on the equipment cost and on the delay.
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Chapter 5

Loss-Less Transfer in All Optical
Networks

The rigidity of the current optical layer is largely caused by its coarse granularity that imposes

the use of synchronous transfers, unsuited to bursty traffic. In Section 3.3, we described how

asynchronous all-optical multiplexing can be achieved in OCS networks. Prom the equipment and

switching point of view, this solution, named light-trails, can be deployed over an OCS network.

Indeed, a light-trail is deployed over a light-path featuring Light-trail Access Unit (LAU - see

Section 2.1.4). LAUs enable "drop and continue" switching so that the sender is connected to any

downstream node of the light-path. In addition, assuming adapted signaling protocols, the light-

path can be accessed by any node along the light-path. Finally, a light-trail defines a directed bus,

to which simultaneous access is avoided with in-advance signaling similar to the JET protocol used

in OBS networks.

Therefore, a light-trail can be viewed as a hybrid architecture providing OBS over OCS transmis-

sion. Indeed, transmission over light-trails can be deployed within an OBS network. Thus, previous

contributions that demonstrate the benefits of light-trails over native light-paths (e.g., regarding

the throughput and the reactivity of the network) also demonstrate the benefits of OBS over an

all-optical OCS network.

In Chapter 4, we illustrated the benefits that can be earned by transposing the light-trails

into an OBS network. The objective of this chapter is to measure those benefits on large scale
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scenarios. In Section 5.1, we present the loss-free multiplexing patterns for \^arious architectures.

In Section 5.2, we describe a generic formulation of the loss-less provisioning problem. The model

- published in [CHJ09a] - can easily include alternate isolation patterns so as to describe various

architectures (e.g., wavelength switching, SOBS, light-trails, OBS). The scalability of this first ILP

formulation has been improved with advanced resolution schemes published in [CJH09b], and also

reported in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, our resolution schemes are evaluated and used to compare

the provisioning capability of loss-less solutions in all-optical networks. Conclusions are drawn in

Section 5.4, where the limitations of transparency are discussed.

5.1 Loss-free Multiplexing

5.1.1 Flow Isolation: General Case

Route Ti is isolated from route r, , denoted by r¿ > r¿, if no burst of r¿ can be lost due to bursts of

Tj. By extension, denoting by Ci the connection supported by a route r¿, and Bi one of its bursts,

Ti > Tj implies C» > Cj and J3¿ > Bj . They are mutually isolated, denoted by r¿ o r¿ , if r¿ t> Tj and

Ti <3 Tj (the negation is denoted by r¿ m tj).

In Section 4.2, we described the contention in OBS networks and observed that a contention

only involves bursts arriving on different input ports and requesting the same output port. Thus,

contentions between r¿ and r¡ can only occur in the nodes where r¿ and Tj converge. If r» and Tj

are link disjoint or are carried on different wavelengths, then they never converge and consequently

TiOTj. In addition, two routes that merge at their source node are mutually isolated since both can
access electrical buffers.

If only Tj starts in the merging node, then Tj > r¿, because the bursts on Tj that are to be lost

(i.e., that "lost" the contention) will be rescheduled instead. In this configuration, mutual isolation

can be achieved by ensuring absolute priority to r,. In that case, any contention results in the

rescheduling on r¿ and all contentions are solved. The absolute priority can be ensured with the OT

isolation or with preemptive reservation. Those two mechanisms are described in the remaining of

this section.
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5.1.2 Offset Time Isolation

The offset time can be exploited to disclose an additional isolation pattern, as described in Section

4.2.3.

We denote by OT? the remaining OT value of a burst on route r» at node v. For given routes r¿

and Tj, we define A^1.. = min (OT?. - OT"), where V is the set of nodes where routes r¿ (carrying
Bi) and r¡ (carrying Bj) merge. By convention, ?°^.. = oo if r¿ and Tj are link-disjoint or if V is
reduced to the first node of r¿.

In Section 4.2.3, we have illustrated the isolation via the OT priority: r¿ O r¿ if A^7. . > bj,
where bj is the size of the bursts on route Tj. Figure 5.1 illustrates this case: C\ competes with Ci

at node 2. Denoting by if the number of hops on route r¿ from node 2 to the destination of the

associated connection C¿, and assuming the OT is computed following the basic formula (see (1) in

Section 4.1.1), A^Ti = [i\ — i\) ? d (where d is the header processing time at each node) and Ci
is isolated from C\ if A°£rj > 6i .

^T
C2

Figure 5.1: General Isolation Case: Simple Bus Topology

The isolation of a connection from another one thus depends on the length of their routes and on

the length of the bursts. The use of small bursts favors the isolation (but increases the overhead).

Indeed, if d > 6i, then Ci > C\ if the remaining path on r2 is at least one hop longer than the

remaining path on r\ (as measured starting at the node where the contention occurs). Now, if

2d > b\ > d, then the remaining distance on r2 must be two hop longer than the remaining distance

on r\.

The assumption of short bursts, although it conforms to the suggestion of [YQ99], is worth to

be discussed at the light of recent contributions. The use of small bursts reduces the aggregation

delay and improves the efficiency of some contention resolution mechanisms (e.g., with FDLs, see

O

0
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[Gau03]). In addition, with small bursts, the operator might exploit the observation reported in

[GK09]: Spreading the incoming load among a larger number of aggregation queues reduces the

impact of the synchronized loss on the goodput of TCP sources.

Opposite arguments can be set forth. In particular, longer bursts reduce the signaling overhead

and smooth the traffic (see [CHJ09b. CHJ09c, CJH09a]). In addition, as any two successive bursts

must be separated by a guard time to let the switch change its configuration, increasing the size

of the bursts reduces the number of guard time insertion and can improve the resource utilization.

In [SHM+05], the header processing time d is around d?µß, whereas the reconfiguration time is

evaluated around 50 ns in [GLW+05]. Thus, if b = d, the guard time amounts 0.1% of the burst

size. With 10 Gbps ports, the burst size would be 0.5 Mbit (around 150 IP packets as measured in

[MCOO]).

5.1.3 ALAP Reservation Protocol

If Ci benefits of the offset time priority over C7, its bursts always "win" the contentions. However, if

the contentions occur at the source of Cj, they are solved by rescheduling Bj. This solution assumes

a careful and strict control of the OT of each burst and postponing the burst must be done carefully.

In the example on Figure 5.2, three bursts compete for the same output port. Bursts B1 and B3

are streamlined bursts in transit, whereas B2 is an ingress burst (i.e., still in the electrical domain).

We denote by 6¿ the duration of Bi, by OTi its offset time and by r¿ its route. In addition, the

header of B¿ is denoted by Hi. We assume that OTs are configured in such a way that .B1 and B3

are isolated from B2- Burst B2 is aggregated at time t2. The output port is requested from time

t'2 = í2 + OT2 to time t'2 + b2. As the output port has already been reserved by Hi for an overlapping

time slot, B2 must be delayed in electrical buffers. Possible decisions are as follows:

• No Electrical buffering: B2 is dropped (see Figure 5.2(A)).

• Electrical buffering with immediate reservation (As Soon As Possible (ASAP) Reservation

Protocol): At time t2, the contention is observed and the next available time slot is computed

(it begins at tirne t'2 + d). If the reservation is instantaneously done, then the actual OT is
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Figure 5.2: Burst Insertion in OBS

increased by d (see Figure 5.2(B)). If the emission of the header is postponed as well, then the

original OT is restored for the transmission (see Figure 5.2(C)). However, it remains that on

the first link, the reservation has been done OT2 + d time units before the emission, although it

was expected to be done only OT time units in-advance. This local favor breaks the isolation

of B3: At H$ arrival, the resources are already reserved for B2 and Bz is dropped despite

B3>B2.

• Electrical buffering with postponed reservation (As Late As Possible (ALAP) Reservation

Protocol): In case of contention, the resource reservation is postponed by the same duration

as the burst (Figure 5.2(D)). In our example, B2 is delayed by d time units and the resource

reservation is re-attempted d time units later. Consequently, the resources are still requested

OT2 time units before the scheduled burst emission date and the isolation of B3 is respected:

H3 arrives before the next reservation attempt of B2 and the resources are available for B3.

Then, B2 will contend again and will be postponed again by d2 units of time. Finally, no burst

is lost.
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The ALAP burst insertion protocol reserves the resources for an ingress burst as late as possible

(see Algorithm 1). The benefit is that an ingress burst, involved in a contention, will be more likely

the latest signaled and electrical buffering can solve the contention. In particular, it preserves the

predefined Offset Time and the possible isolation configurations of bursts in transit.

Algorithm 1 ALAP reservation protocol
Burst B of size b is ready at time ¿ready
Compute OT; íres <— ¿ready J ¿send <— ¿ready + OT
repeat

if at time ires, resource is available on [¿send !¿send + b] then
reserve the resource

else
look for the next available interval [i^nd > ¿send + ^l
¿send «- ¿send 5 ¿res <~ ¿send ~ OT ; sleep until íres

end if
until reservation done.

The ALAP reservation protocol avoids undeserved privilege to ingress bursts, with the conse-

quence that a burst might need several attempts before the resources are granted. This extra delay

is the price to be paid in order to reduce the loss of bursts in transit. Indeed, the postponed reser-

vation can be viewed as a retransmission of the ingress burst, which should be preferred to the

retransmission of the burst in transit. The ingress burst did not use any transport capacity and has

not waited for its offset time yet. In contrast, the delay imposed by the retransmission of the bursts

in transit includes the OT and the loss notification. In addition, the resources they used before the

contention are wasted.

We propose to evaluate the impact of the ALAP protocol on the emission delay. Our simulations

involve a source of traffic whom bursts contend with transit bursts. The ingress node runs ALAP

and the measured average insertion delay of ingress bursts is reported on Figure 5.3. The x-axis

represents the proportion of ingress traffic among the overall load. The surplus of insertion delay

due to the ALAP protocol is negligible if the ingress traffic dominates the transit traffic. Otherwise,

the increase of the extension delay remains reasonable for an overall load below 0.6 Erlang.

The ALAP protocol allows the preservation of the OT priority. Thus, combining OT priority

with the ALAP reservation protocol can ensure mutual isolation between two connections.
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Figure 5.3: Impact of ALAP on Burst Insertion Delay

5.1.4 Preemptive Access

An alternative to OT priority is the resource preemption. This solution has been envisioned to

access light-trails in OCS networks (see [GC03a] or Section 3.3.3). It can be directly adapted to OBS

networks since it appeals to the same signaling protocol. Instead of ensuring that the latest signaled

burst is the ingress one with the OT priority, preemption consists of forcing the retransmission of

the ingress burst though it may have already been signaled. This way, the emission is interrupted so

as to free the resources for the burst in transit. A possible shortcoming is that if the ingress burst

has already been signaled, its header may have reserved some resources further on the path. Some

of the resources will be used by the contending burst, but part of them are wasted, especially if the

preempted burst goes farther than the transit one. Trailer mechanisms proposed in the context of

burst segmentation [VJ03] can be used to cancel the reservation, but they do not avoid resource

wastage in the mean time.
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5.2 Loss-less Provisioning: The RWA-OBS Problem

The RWA-OBS problem consists in the computation of routes, wavelengths and possibly OTs to

serve the maximum amount of flow without loss, in an OBS network. In this section, we first state

the problem and then, we propose a generic ILP formulation that can be tuned to describe various

isolation scheme.

5.2.1 Statement of the Problem and Notations

RWA-OBS is a provisioning problem. For a given traffic matrix, it aims to compute the routing

configuration that maximizes the overall amount of served traffic without loss, i.e., so that two

routes ri and r¡ cannot be used simultaneously, unless r¿orj.

L is the set of links and TC^ is the transport capacity of the wavelengths on link i (assumed to

be equal). We denote by F the set of flows indexed by /. A flow is an aggregate of all connections

that share the same origin and destination. For a given flow /, let o/ and d¡ be its the origin and

destination, ò/ its bandwidth and s/ the fraction of 6/ that is granted with loss-free guarantee. W

is the set of wavelengths and A is the set of possible values for the OT extension factor. An OBS

route r is associated with a wavelength Xr and an OT extension factor ar- On route r, the Offset

Time is defined by lr ? d ? ar, where lr is the number of hops on r, d is the header processing time

and ar € A is the OT extension factor. fr refers to the flow that has the same origin and destination

as route r. Rk, ? a is a set of k routes from o/ to d¡ on wavelength ? with EOT factor a. We note
Rh the. union of all such sets related to flow /. As a result, the number of OBS routes considered is

\W\ ? \A\ ? \F\ ? k. For any two considered routes, the isolation relation is tested off-line, so that

each route is assigned a set of isolated routes. Only isolated routes can be used simultaneously.

5.2.2 ILP Model

zOB1 = max S sfbf (9)
fSF
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subject to:

Uíw = ^T 6/(r) ?t < TQ i e L, w e W (io)

Xr < yr r G R (11)

Vt + Ur' < 1 ? ?' e iî , r ? r' (12)

^ yr < 1 c£ e Ci (13)

E ^r > Sf / € F (14)
í-6-R/

Xr G [0,1] (15)

2/rG{0,l} (16)

Sf e [0, 1] (17)

where xr represents the fraction of flow / routed on route r. yr is linked to xr by (11) so that yr

equals one if route r is used, zero otherwise. Constraints (14) set the variables s/ to the fraction

of flow / served with loss-less guarantee. The capacity constraints (10) prevent the wavelength

overload. Constraints (12) prevent non isolated routes from being used simultaneously.

Constraints (13) are added to improve the LP relaxation. We consider the route conflict graph

where a node is associated with a route and two nodes are linked if the associated routes are not

isolated. A clique ci is a complete sub-graph (any two nodes of the sub-graph are connected) and

Cl is the set of all maximum cliques. The isolation constraints allow the use of no more than one

route per clique. Figure 5.4 illustrates the improvement of the LP relaxation earned by the clique

formulation. This conflict graph exhibits two cliques. Consequently, no more than two flow can be

served, by using one route of each clique (2 or 3 and 4 or 5). In that example, route 1 should not

be used since it belongs to both cliques. Without (13), the LP relaxation affects 0.5 to each route

(Figure 5.4(a)) whereas (13) avoids the use of route 1 (Figure 5.4(b)).

The problem can be tuned via the definition of the isolation operator o to describe various
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Figure 5.4: Isolation Formulation and LP Relaxation

architectures. Wavelength switching imposes that no two flows use the same wavelength of a link.

Thus, two routes are isolated if they are link disjoint or if they use different wavelengths. OCS light-

trails are described by defining isolated routes as those which never converge nor diverge. With

OBS equipment, divergence is allowed and light-trees can be considered. Conflicting access to the

medium can be prevented either with the OT isolation, or with adapted medioum access protocols.

Note that the grade of service depends on the multiplexing possibilities. Thus, an upper bound

of the problem can be reached by considering that all routes are isolated, whereas a wavelength

switching architecture provides a lower bound (no multiplexing within a wavelength is allowed).

5.2.3 Iterative Resolution

The number of considered routes directly impacts the optimal value of the problem: Considering

more paths and more OT extension factor values improves the solution, but severely increases the

resolution time. The scalability of the RWA-OBS problem is specially compromised by the symmetric

nature of the pproblem: the permutation of the wavelength assignement leads to equivalent solutions.

To improve the scalability of the RWA-OBS model, we propose an iterative greedy heuristic (IGH)

that consists in iteratively increasing the set. of considered paths (Algorithm 2). At each iteration,

one new route per flow is added in the model, the problem is solved starting from the solution of the

previous iteration and the variables related to the used routes are frozen. Note that the symmetrical

nature of the problem can be broken by iterating the resolution along the wavelength, i.e., solving

over an increasing of wavelengths.

After the last iteration, one can either unfreeze all the variables and solve the problem (which
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means solving the initial problem with a good initial solution) or solve the problem only considering

the route that has been used at a given iteration.

Algorithm 2 Iterative Resolution of RWA-OBS
Compute Rh for each flow /.
repeat

insert a new route on ? into Rftw for each flow /
solve RWA-OBS
freeze and tag the routes used

until No route can be added OR all flows are served
unfreeze all tagged routes
freeze all untagged routes (suboptimal solution)
solve RWA-OBS from the current solution

5.2.4 Column Generation Formulation

The iterative resolution described in Algorithm 2 accommodates the scalability issue due to the

number of paths. However, the RWA-OBS problem suffers from its symmetrical structure: There is

a huge number of equivalent solutions, all deductible from each other up to a wavelength permutation.

It is known that such problems are getting quickly not scalable when, e.g., the number of wavelengths

increases in the case of our study. Nevertheless, turning to the large scale optimization formulation,

there is a way to set a model where the number of solutions is greatly reduced, and such that they

are not equivalent up to a permutation of some indexing.

Master Problem

In order to set such a model, let us define a RWA-OBS configuration as a set of routes that can be

established on the same wavelength, i.e., routes that are mutually isolated. Let C be the set of all

possible configurations, indexed by e e C. Note that, for scalability reasons, the set R of considered

routes will be limited to the first k shortest routes, for each pair of source and destination nodes

with positive demand. The model can be written as follows:

zOB1 = max Y~] Sfbf + e jTj fa
f€F c€C
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subject to:

Y,ze<W (18)
cec

*/-SS#?G<0 f€F (19)
c€C reR

J2<fïh = <Pc ce C (20)
r

?= < zc ceC,reR (21)

2c e {0, 1} c 6 C (22)

s/ e [0,1] /GF (23)

a£ e [0, 1] re R (24)

where /£ is the maximum fraction of demand b/ served by route r, on configuration c. We call

x% the fraction of /° actually activated, s/ is the fraction of flow / that is accommodated (19).

Configuration c is activated if 3r such that x% ? /£ > 0 (21). In that case, zc = 1. As each

configuration is activated on a different wavelength, the number of activated configurations must

remain lower than W (18).

Pricing Problem

The number of valid configurations is the number of stable sets in the conflict graph. To accom-

modate this scalability problem, we will solve the LP relaxation of the master problem (referred

to as the LP master problem) with a subset of configurations. Two approaches can be envisioned

to build the subset: Either we proceed with an off-line enumeration of the configurations, or we

generate them on-line. If we go ahead with off-line enumeration, only a subset of configurations can

be generated, among the most promising ones, meaning we need a criterion to identify those. The

on-line generation - that is the direction we will move along - relies on the use of column generation

techniques to govern an efficient on-line configuration generation. The auxiliary problem (pricing)

inserts a new configuration to the incumbent set of configuration used by the master problem only
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if it improves the current value of the objective function, i.e., if it is a so-called augmenting config-

uration. The pricing problem, in charge of the generation of "augmenting" configurations, aims to

maximize the sum of the reduced costs of each flow. The objective can be written as follows:

Z = max —uo + /_, ufSf + e( /_^ ¿^ xrbf)
feF feFreRf

where u0 and u¡ are the dual variables associated with constraints (18) and (19) respectively. The last

term operates as a secondary objective that adds as much traffic as possible.to the best configuration.

For example, a route isolated from every route should appear in every configuration, regardless of

the associated reduced cost.

The set of constraints is the same as in -the original model described in Section 5.2.2, but the set

of routes is restricted to a single wavelength (its cardinality thus decreases down to \F\ ? |?| ? k).

Expression of the constraints is as follows:

xr < Vt r € R (25)

S S bfXr > TQ te L (26)
/ reRf,rBi

J2 Vr < 1 citCt (27)
red

S Xr = Sf f e F (28)
reRf

S1 e [?,?] /e F (29)

Z/r e {0,1} reR (30)

xr e [0, 1] reR (31)

Branching

The column generation stops when an optimal solution of the LP master problem is found, i.e.,

when the pricing problem cannot generate a configuration that would improve the objective \'alue of
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the LP master problem. We then soh'e the restricted ILP master problem, i.e., the master problem

described in Section 5.2.4 with the set of generated configurations leading to the optimal solution

of the LP master problem. Nevertheless, there is no guaranty that the optimal ILP solution of the

RWA-OBS problem can be deduced from the set of configurations involved in the optimal solution

of the LP relaxation: A gap between the optimal values of the LP and ILP problems can appear if

the optimal solution of the LP problem is not integer feasible. Indeed, in order to solve exactly the

ILP, one needs to use branch-and-price techniques [BJN+98] as the optimal solution of the restricted

master problem (ILP) is only a lower bound of the optimal ILP.

This phenomenon can be illustrated by the conflict graph depicted on Figure 5.4. Therein, a node

represents a route and two nodes are linked if the corresponding routes are not isolated (i.e., if they

cannot be used simultaneously) . Let us assume that routes 2 and 4 serve the flow / and routes 3 and

5 serve the flow /'. Only one wavelength is available. The optimal grade of service, 2 in both LP and

ILP versions of the problem, can be obtained with the configuration c = [0, 1, 1, 0, 0]. Nevertheless,

the LP optimality can be reached with other sets of configurations as, e.g., c = [0,1,0,1,0] and

d = [0, 0, 1,0, 1] (with zc = zc' = 0.5). This latter solution violates the integer constraints and, with

those configurations, the optimal value of the ILP problem is one.

WTe thus propose to add constraints in the master problem so that its solution remains integer

feasible, i.e., so that no more than |W| configurations are used at a time. The extra constraints are

managed via a Tabu list containing W-I active configurations and W + 1 inactive ones. At each

iteration, the content of the Tabu list is swapped: The earliest inserted configuration is discarded

(and is no more subject to any utilization constraint), the most promising configuration c (i.e., the

one that carries the largest amount of traffic) not in the Tabu list is enqueued in the list (and its

utilization variable zc is set to 1), the \W\th configuration switches from state active to state inactive.

Table 4 illustrates the Tabu list management with |W| = 3. za and zb are frozen in state "active".

When zc is inserted, it is set "active". The Tabu list content is swapped and za is frozen in state

"unused". za cannot be used until it is discarded from the Tabu list (at the insertion of zg).
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O Zb = I
Zb = I
Zn = I

Zg = O I Zb = O Zc = O Zd = Q Ze = 1 Zf = 1
Z6 = O zc = Q Zd = O Ze = 0 Zf = 1 Zg = 1

Table 4: Tabu Illustration with Three Wavelengths

Algorithm 3 Column Generation Tuning
repeat

Solve the master LP relaxation
if number of configurations used > W then

add the most useful configuration in the Tabu list
Solve the master LP relaxation

end if
Solve the pricing
Add the new configuration in the master problem

until Time limit exceeds
Unfreeze all configurations
Convert master problem to ILP
Solve the master ILP

5.3 Experimental Results

In this section, we report numerical results obtained on the NSF network (Figure 5.5(a)) and the

New Jersey LATA network (Figure 5.5(b)) . We assume b < d as discussed in Section 5.1.2. The load

is equal between each pair of nodes and expressed as a ratio of the wavelength transport capacity

(10 Gbps).

(a) The NSF Network Topology (b) The New Jersey LATA Topology

Figure 5.5: Network Topologies
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5.3.1 Multiplexing and Grade of Service

The grade of guaranteed service - i.e., the fraction of flows granted with loss-less guarantee - is

directly related to the degree of multiplexing - the number of routes that can be used simultaneously.

For a given topology, the degree of multiplexing decreases when the load of the flows increases,

because of the capacity constraint. In particular, if the data-rate of the flows is equal to the transport

capacity of the wavelengths, then multiplexing within a wavelength is impossible, and the grade of

service will be the same for all architectures.

The grade of service obtained in that case is equal to the grade of service of wavelength switched

networks, since in those networks, the contentions are avoided by discarding multiplexing beyond the

wavelength. In that case, no two routes sharing a wavelength on a link can be used simultaneously,

regardless of the load of the flows. However, with lightly loaded flows, the loss-free multiplexing

patterns presented in this chapter can be exploited.

Figure 5.6(a) and Figure 5.6(b) report the grade of service obtained respectively on the NSF

network and on the LATA network, depicted on Figure 5.5. In an all-optical OCS network, multi-

plexing can be achieved over linear light-trails (i.e., over paths), referred to as OCS-LT in the figures.

With the fast switching capability of the OBS equipment (OBS-LT), the multiplexing is extended to

clustered light-trails (i.e., over trees). It is unavoidable that clustered light-trails outperform linear

light-trails, but they require more expensive equipment. We propose here to explore the performance

aspect of the question by comparing the achieved grade of guaranteed service in both cases. We

also report an upper bound, obtained by relaxing the isolation constraints. Thus, any two routes

are mutually isolated and the multiplexing degree is maximum.

With high load, the capacity constraint reduces the multiplexing possibilities and the upper

bound is reached by both OBS and OCS. With lightly loaded flows, the multiplexing is improved

because the capacity constraint is less restrictive. In this situation, the difference between the

architectures can be observed, especially with a small number of wavelengths. Let us first assume

that the isolation over the light-trails is ensured by a reactive mechanism such as the premptive

access described in Section 5.1.4 (OBS-LT). With the possibility to deploy light-trails over trees,
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OBS enhances the grade of service of OCS by 10% in the NSF network. This improvement is

probably not imperssive enough to justify the investment on fast switching equipment. However, in

the LATA network, the improvement increases up to 20%. This is due to the higher connectivity of

the LATA network, that consequently exhibits much more tree structures, so that clustered light-

trails can be exploited more intensively.

If the preemptive access is disabled, then the isolation must be ensured via the Offset Time (OBS-

LT-CF). With this OT restriction, the multiplexing possibilities - i.e., the number of isolated routes
- is reduced. In addition, to prevent unacceptably long OTs, we set A = {1,2} (the multiplicative

extension factor of the OT is not larger than 2). The degradation of the performances is observed

in the same instances where OCS is outperformed bu OBS. In the NSF network, the OT restriction

strongly affects the provisioning capability, with up to 30% of reduction. The worst case on the

LATA network is less dramatic (20%), because of the stronger connectivity of the network. In the

LATA network, the OT restriction puts OBS networks at the level of OCS networks with preemptive

access.

5.3.2 Resolution Scheme Comparison

The exact model presented in Section 5.2.2 is heavy and requires large computation time. In this

section, we compare the computation time and the quality of the solutions obtained with the itera-

tive greedy heuristic (IGH) and the column generation approach (CG-RWA-OBS). Table 5 reports

the computing time and the gap between the heuristic values and the optimal value obtained with

the exact ILP formulation. From the results, we can identify "easy instances" and "hard instances".

Instances with a flow load of 0.5 Erlang are more difficult to solve because the symmetry of the

problem is increased. If the load is equal to the wavelength transport capacity, then the wave-

length capacity constraints prevent multiplexing and constraints (12) and (13) can be relaxed. On
the opposite, the capacity constraints are useless if the load is equal to 0.1 Erlang. The instances

with W = 4 are also difficult because they are the largest instances where the full provisioning is
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\w\ Load (Erlang)
0.1 0.5

ILP (s)
2
4
6
8

10

36
89,161
5,274
9,094

20,133

> 2 weeks
> 2 weeks
> 2 weeks

123,300
106,531

1
174

6,820
5,703
8,236

IGH (s)
2
4
6
8

10

3
7

22
9

12

458
683

6,628
2,200

752

1
3
5
7

19

Gap

2
4
6
8

10

2.4%
7.5%
0.6%

0
0

5.0%
6.1%
5.1%

1.1
0

0
1.0%
0.8%
3.4%
3.1%

CG (s)
2
4
6
8

10

6
5,349

319
6
6

24,290
67,878
76,822

447
56

1
2
2
3

3,223

Gap

2
4
6
8

10

0
1.2%
0.5%

0
0

1.2%
0
0

1.1%
0

0
0
0

0.75 %
.70 % , 0

Table 5: Resolution Scheme Comparison

impossible. The exact solution of the ILP formulation is highly dependent on the number of wave-

lengths. Indeed, the optimal solution of the difficult instances could not be obtained in reasonable

time. IGH clearly outperforms the ILP formulation in terms of computing time but the quality of

the IGH solution may not be satisfactory, especially for "hard instances" (with a 5% to 7.5% gap).

CG-RWA-OBS improves the quality of the solution, often up to the optimal solution. Computation

times are comparable with easy instances, and although CG-RWA-OBS requires longer computing

times for "hard instances", they remain reasonable, especially when compared with the exact ILP

model.
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5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented and compared loss-less all-optical architectures. In OCS networks,

synchronous transfer is impossible ail-optically. Thus, we considered the deployment of light-trails.

We showed that the transposition of light-trails to OBS networks allows the enhancement of the

grade of service close to the upper bound. Those architecture assume that contentions are solved

re-actively by giving absolute priority to the optical burst. With this solution, some resources may

be reserved in vain. This can be avoided by exploiting the OT priority. Nevertheless, a very large

OT may be required and we propose to include a limit on the OT in our model to control the

trade-off between the delay and the grade of service.

The original formulation we proposed in [CHJ09a] suffered of a poor scalability and long resolu-

tion time. In [CJH09b], we proposed an iterative heuristic and a column generation formulation to

struggle with the shortcoming of the initial formulation. The heuristic can quickly provide accept-

able solutions, but the column generation should be preferred since it leads to near-optimal solutions

at the expense, in the worst case, of a reasonable increase of the resolution times.

The asynchronous transfer is well suited to bursty traffic. Nevertheless, the solution proposed

here is not fully reactive because it is based on off-line routing computation. To avoid the rigidity of

off-line solutions, we propose to explore a reactive solution supported by a translucent architecture.

Recourse to electrical buffering can be used to modify a burst in time, space and spectral domain and

is thus highly effective to solve contention. However, losses can still occur due to buffer overflows.

Therefore, the main issue addressed by translucence is the buffer occupancy. In Chapter 6, a careful

observation of the traffic in OBS networks suggests the relevance of traffic grooming to balance the

impact of signal conversion. This is confirmed in Chapter 7, where we rpesent the traffic grooming

in translucent OBS networks. In Chapter 8, we propose the CAROBS transmission scheme that

intensively exploits traffic grooming, and we demonstrate that CAROBS, used in a translucent

architecture, can provided loss-free transmission, without mitigating the assets of OBS regarding

reactivity.
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Figure 5.6: Grade of Loss-less Service
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Chapter ß

A Further Observation of OBS
Networks

6.1 Observation of the Loss Process in OBS Core Networks

OBS networks are quite apart from previous architectures. First, their bufferless packet-oriented

nature is unprecedented. Second, the in-advance one way signaling protocol has been specifically

designed and impacts the loss process. In this section, we investigate the traffic in a core network

to identify favorable patterns and drive the design of a reliable OBS network.

6.1.1 OBS Transparency Property

The first important feature can be expressed by "flows of different connections never mix". In a

network with buffers, mixing different flows modifies their characteristics. Indeed, multiplexing

different flows, which usually "smooths" their characteristics, has absolutely no effect in an OBS

core network.

In an OBS network, the switches are pre-configured so that the data plane is switched ail-

optically. The bursts thus cut through without being delayed. Such an operation entails that: (i)

The gap between two successive bursts is not affected by a node traversal and each sequence of

bursts remains unchanged when going through a node - except that some bursts can be discarded
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due to unresolved collisions ; (ii) Only the distance between two nodes determines the delay a given

burst encounters and the number of traversed switches does not matter.

The implication is significant. Consider, for instance, the tree topology represented in Figure

6.1(a). Under the assumption that any outgoing link has enough wavelengths to solve every con-

tention (i.e., the number of overlapping bursts is always lower than the number of wavelengths),

the traffic observed on link R —> D is identical to the traffic observed on a derived star topology

where each leaf is directly connected to R with the same path length. Indeed, if two bursts overlap

somewhere in the tree, they will overlap until the last link R —> D. As the travel time is not modified

in the star topology, they also overlap in the star topology. Conversely, if two bursts overlap in the

star topology, then they also overlap somewhere in the tree, up to the last link.

Now if, at some given time, the overlapping bursts outnumber the number of wavelengths, one

(or more) burst must be dropped. In the star topology, loss occurs exclusively at R whereas it can

occur at any node in the tree. The bursts are thus not dropped in the same order and the loss

probability is not necessarily the same.

Let us investigate the accuracy of the star approximation derived from the tree represented in

Figure 6.1(a). Each leaf sends identical traffic to node d (Poisson arrival of bursts of constant size

arriving with exponentially distributed inter-arrival times t¿). In the "uniform scenario", the overall

load is uniformly distributed among all sources whereas in the "unbalanced scenario", the load is

distributed so that the load of source i is expressed by o¡ = 2 ? a¡_i. The bursts are processed in

the order of their arrival and each link has W = Z wavelengths. Figure 6.1(b) reports the overall

loss probability of both scenarios on the tree, and the derived star topologies. The initial overall

load of 8 Gbps is tuned by a multiplicative coefficient (a).

The star topology is shown to provide an accurate estimation of the loss probability obtained

with the tree topology in both balanced and unbalanced scenarios. A very small gap appears under

very high load (i.e., when the loss probability is unacceptably high). Except for those scenarios of

limited interest, the star topology can be used as an accurate approximation. It can considerably

simplify the studies and reduce the duration of the simulation, as it reduces the number of iterations
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of the fixed point method [RVZW03].

tree uniform
star uniform

tree unbalanced
star unbalanced
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(a) A 3-stage binary tree
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(b) Loss Probability on Tree and Star Topologies

Figure 6.1: Illustration of the Transparency in OBS Networks

Those results corroborate the statement that the transparency of the data plane preserves the

statistical characteristics of the traffic in a core network. As a result, the traffic therein observed

is completely defined at the emission. This observation is very attractive and drove our study. In

the remainder of this section, we propose to identify impacting parameters and favorable core traffic

profile in order to formulate recommendations regarding the emission process.

6.1.2 Loss Independent Arrival Property (LIA)

The bursts aggregated by a source of traffic are emitted by a network access point without knowledge

about the fate of the previously sent bursts. The only information would come through acknowl-

edgments, arriving at arbitrary intervals, which are too large to be of any help for real time traffic

management. In particular, a source that sends bursts, keeps on sending bursts even if some of them

are rejected in the core network due to collisions.

Because of the transparency property, such a behavior remains unchanged in the core network:

The arrival of a burst submitted by an input port to a set of output ports is independent of the

state of the output ports and the fate of the previous bursts. In addition, the bursts submitted
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by a given input port cannot overlap since they have been served by the same output port in the

previous node. As a consequence, the traffic arrival in an OBS core switch can be described by the

diagram on Figure 6.2. The input port either submits a burst of average duration l/µ or waits t

time units before submitting the next burst. Due to statistical multiplexing, several connections can

be superimposed and an input port can submit bursts from a large number of connections. Hence,

the burst submission process of an input port is a mix of several arrival processes.

We denote by ? = l/t the birth rate of an idle input port and ?= 1/(t + l/µ) the corresponding

arrival rate. The burst submission will remain the same, whether the burst is dropped or served.

In the example, burst B1 is dropped, but this event has no impact on the next arrival. In the

sequel, an input port is referred to as active for the whole duration of the burst, whether the burst

is successfully transmitted or not. This behavior differs from the one described by Engset models

(see 4.2.2), where a source switches to state "idle" as soon as a burst is rejected.

When we observe a group of N input ports, a direct consequence of the above remark is that,

under the simplified model we assume for the traffic, the number of active ports is distributed

according to a binomial law:

P(n)=i^)an(l-a)N-n, (32)
where a stands for the load offered by a source:

1
a =

µ(1/µ + t) 1 + tµ

Note here that, in accordance to the LIA property, the behavior of the source is not related to

dropping process of the system, as opposed to Engset models (see Section 4.2.2).
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Figure 6.3: LCH+ Model

6.1.3 OBS Core Network Traffic Model (LCH+)

Traditional models assume that requests (packets, requests for connection, etc.) arrive according

to a Poisson process where Erlang models applies. In an OBS core network, however, any node

multiplexes a finite (usually small) number of incoming links and Erlang model must be replaced by
models that take advantage of the finite number of sources such as the streamline effect [PCG+05]
or the Engset model (see, e.g., [FH04, Sys86]). Those models, described in Section 4.2.2 do not
reflect the "loss independent arrival" property (LIA). The model proposed in [ZYL04b] can be easily
adapted to reflect the independent arrival property, but describes Poisson processes. As far as we
know, only the "Lost Call Held" model (LCH) [Sys86, Vit95] combines the finite number of sources
and the LIA property, but, unfortunately, it describes a system where segmentation is performed

[VZJC02]. We describe below a variation (LCH+) that discards the burst segmentation. We assume
exponentially distributed burst sizes and define the load of source i by a¿ = 1/(1 + ?µ?) and its
birth rate while in idle state by ?» = l/r¿ according to Section 6.1.2.
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Because of the independent arrival property (LIA), the state of an input port is independent of

the state of the system. In addition, the transparency assumption implies that if a burst is served,

the input port and the output port remain both active as long as the input port keeps on receiving

data (i.e., for the whole duration of the burst). Those two properties imply that an input port is

active for the whole duration of its burst, whether it is served or dropped.

Figure 6.3 describes the model of an outgoing link with W output ports (servers) and S identical

input ports (sources). In state (i,j), i servers are busy (and associated with i input ports currently

receiving data) and j bursts are being dropped (i.e., j input ports are currently receiving data to

be dropped). Consequently, i + j sources are active and S — (i + j) sources (qualified as idle) can

submit a new burst (the birth rate is (S - i - j)X). If a wavelength is available (i < W), the next

burst is served and the system switches to state (i + l,j) (the input port is connected to a server

and remains active for the duration of the burst). Otherwise (i = W), the burst is dropped and the

next state is (W, j + 1). Here again, the input port remains active as long as it keeps on receiving

bursts, although they are dropped (as opposed to an Engset system where an input port would stay

idle).

When an input port stops receiving data, it becomes idle (i + j is decreased by one) . If its burst

has been dropped (rate ]µ), a "dropped input port" becomes idle and the next state is (i,j — 1).

Otherwise (rate ?µ), a "served input port" becomes idle and a server is released, leading to state

(i -l,j). Such a behavior differs from the LCH model where a server that becomes available can

serve the remaining of a burst being dropped (the system switches to state (i,j - 1) if j > 0 and to

state ¿ — 1,0 otherwise).

The solution of the LCH+ model provides the probability P¿¿ for the system to be in state (i,j).

A client is rejected if it is submitted while the system is in any state (W, j). The loss probability is

the ratio of the rejection rate over the total submission rate:

N-W-I

S (N-(W + i))Pw,i
LCH+ (a, N, W) = w y_iV-1 (33)

S, S (N-(w + i))PWli
¦u,=0 t=0
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6.1.4 Impact of a Finite Number of Incoming Flows

Consider an optical link I with two wavelengths at lOGbps. Let an overall incoming load of 4 Gbps

be equally distributed among S input ports requesting I and following the behavior described in

Section 6.1.2. The loss probability predictions reported on Figure 6.4 validate the relevance of the

LCH+ and Engset models whereas the streamline formula [PCG+ 05] quickly converges toward the

Erlang-B loss formula that overestimates the loss.

This simple experiment illustrates that, at equal load, it is beneficial to reduce the number of

sources. In the context of our study, i.e., a core node, a source is an active input port. Assuming

full wavelength conversion, permutation of the wavelengths in the wavelength assignment leads to

an equivalent configuration and, if we systematically select the available wavelength with the lowest

index, the number of sources seen by an optical link I equates the maximum number of overlapping

bursts requesting I. This value is referred to as the overlapping degree of link I and is denoted by

O/.

Observation 1: At constant load, as in classical queuing models, a smaller number of streams

improves the performance.

6.1.5 Impact of the Burst Size

We consider two streams S\ and S2 of load oj and <z2 in a system with one wavelength (W = 1).

The overall load A stays constant, equal to 2 Gbps, but the contribution of each connection varies

(x-axis represents — ). The parameters used for this experiment are chosen so as to magnifi-
ai + 02

the phenomena - and are not representative of typical configurations.

Several sets of experiments are plotted on Figures 6.5(a) and 6.5(b). For each experiment, frj = 1

and 62 is increased. The values of 62 are reported on the corresponding curve on Figure 6.5(a) where

the overall loss probability is depicted. The line styles of Figure 6.5(a) are preserved in Figure 6.5(b)

where the loss probability of each connection is represented.

With equal burst sizes, the worst case is obtained for the balanced configuration where a? = a¡.

Unbalancing the traffic reduces the loss probability of the dominant stream and increases the one of
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the soft stream, resulting in the reduction of the overall loss probability.

The size ratio has no significant impact on the individual source loss probability, but clearly

influences the overall performance. At equal load, the arrival rate decreases as the burst size ratio

increases. Thus, the overall dropping probability is more impacted by the stream with the shortest

bursts. A consequence of this variation is that the worst case moves away from the configuration

with equal loads.

Observation 2: The worst case loss probability increases with the gap between 62 and 61.

Observation 3: For any fixed value of &1/Ö2, the actual size of the bursts has no influence on the

loss probability.

6.2 Emission Process in OBS

The observation of the traffic in the core network presented in the previous section motivated the

study of the emission process. Indeed, the transparency property gives the exclusive responsibility

of the traffic profile to the emission process. The emission process consists of the aggregation process
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and the access to the medium (including scheduling, OT decision and wavelength selection). In this

section, we describe the burst emission and identify configurations that can reduce the overlapping

degree in the core network.

6.2.1 Aggregation

Aggregation takes place in aggregation queues (AQs) managed by ingress nodes. Each AQ is assigned

a particular combination of traffic characteristics - usually an optical egress node and possibly a

class of service - and stores the incoming IP packets that match with those characteristics. Once

the aggregation is completed, the packets in the AQ are grouped into a burst sent to the MAC layer

so that they are all signaled by a single header.

The burst is triggered either once the AQ reaches a given size or after a timer expires. The former

criterion supplies bursts of equal size but the aggregation duration increases for low loaded AQs.

The latter criterion bounds the aggregation duration, but low loaded AQs generate small bursts and

increase the signaling overhead. A combination of both criteria is commonly accepted as a reasonable

compromise [CLCQ02]. Several variations have been proposed to improve the aggregation process

(e.g., [HWMA03]) but all basically conform with the described mechanism.

Delay considerations apart, several contributions recommend to set the same burst size for all

the sources (e.g., [YCQ02, LQXX04]), as confirmed by Observation 2 in Section 6.1.5. We assume

here that all bursts have the same size Np, where ? is the size of the packets arriving according to a

Poisson process and JV is the number of packets. The service rate is denoted by µ = C/[Np) where

C is the transport, capacity of the wavelengths. The mean aggregation duration is equal to JV/? and

the bursts are submitted to the MAC layer at a rate ? = ? /JV following an Erlang-N distribution,

with a Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) expressed as follows:

N-I

f{x., N,X) = l-J2 e-Xx(\x)n/n\. (34)

Figure 6.6(a) plots the CDF of an Erlang-N distribution with packet arrival rate A = 1 and various

burst sizes JV. Two bursts overlap if their inter-arrival is shorter than their duration (l/µ = Np/C).
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i.e., with probability /(l/µ,?, ?). Figure 6.6(b) plots such a probability regarding N and the load

of the AQ. It reports that the overlapping probability decreases with larger N. In other words,

building longer bursts smooths the traffic. This statement is confirmed by Figure 6.6(c) that plots

the overlapping degree (CIe) measured on a simulation of the aggregation process. The overlapping

degree is measured as the maximum number of wavelengths simultaneously used by an edge node.

Figure 6.6(c) also reveals a very interesting property: For a given load, ü¡> is reduced if less AQs are

involved. For example, let us consider a load of 1.6 Erlang that fills bursts of 10 packets (N = 10).

If the load is handled by a single AQ, up to three bursts will overlap at the exit of the aggregation

process. Now, if the load is spread among several AQs, the resulting overlapping degree increases to

4, 4 and 16 with respectively 2, 4 and 8 equally loaded AQs.

We now propose an experiment to confirm the Observation 1 - i.e., the relation between the

overlapping degree and the loss probability. The simulation involves two ingress nodes connected to

a core node v. Each ingress node generates a load of 1.6 Erlang competing for four wavelengths in

v. Incoming packets are uniformly spread among 1, 2, 4, 8 or 16 AQs that generate bursts of size N

packets. The burst, once aggregated, is scheduled on the first available period. Figure 6.7(a) plots

the loss probability and confirms its correlation with the overlapping degree. Concentrating AQs

systematically reduces the loss. Accordingly to the behavior of the Erlang-N distribution, increasing

the size of the bursts also helps reducing the loss rate, but the effect decreases when increasing N.

The aggregation delay reported on Figure 6.7(b) illustrates the impact of the aggregation param-

eters on the aggregation process. Increasing N naturally increases the aggregation delay linearly.

On the opposite, reducing the number of AQs speeds-up the aggregation process and reduces its

delay. This is due to the fact that the resulting AQ will be more loaded. Thus, merging AQs is

highly beneficial because it directly reduces the overlapping degree, but also it allows the increase

of the length of the bursts while keeping similar delays in order to accentuate the benefits.
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6.2.2 Medium Access

The MAC layer is in charge of the wavelength assignment and the scheduling of newly aggregated

bursts. Denoting by íREAdy the time at which the burst is aggregated and by OT its offset time, the

medium access controller looks for an available wavelength, from time íREAdy + OT, for the whole

duration of the burst.

In the mean time, the burst is stored in electrical buffers and the emission can be postponed if

no wavelengths are available, or in order to control the profile of the emitted traffic. Especially, the

MAC layer can serialize the emission of the bursts to limit the overlapping degree to a maximum

value ümax. In that case, a burst is not scheduled as long as Qmax or more bursts are being emitted.

The overlapping degree in the MAC layer is indeed defined by the aggregation process and the MAC

can further smooth the traffic. In [LQXX04], emission serialization has been shown effective to

reduce the contention probability.

This method, however, impacts the time spent in the MAC buffers and, consequently, the buffer-

ing capacity requirements. Figure 6.8 plots the average medium access delay regarding the load of

the AQ and the overlapping restriction Omax for N = 10. It suggests the relevance of using aggre-

gation to smooth the traffic. For example, with Qmaji = 2, bursts generated by a single AQ loaded

at 1 Erlangs will spend about 0.1ms in the MAC whereas they will spend 0.7ms if the load is spread

among two equally loaded AQs restricted to one wavelength each.

6.3 Recommendations Regarding the Aggregation Process

The transparency property ties the traffic profile in the core network to the emission process: The

traffic emitted by the edge nodes preserves its statistical properties all along its journey in the core

network. A careful observation of the performances of an OBS core node highlighted the importance

to reduce the overlapping degrees in the core network.

The study of the emission process led to the identification of two parameters related to the

overlapping degree: (1) the length of the bursts, and (2) the number of aggregation processes. Thus,
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traffic smoothing can be done by merging several AQs together. The so-called "AQ-grooming" also

improves the aggregation process and reduces its duration. The main difficulty lies on the fact that

AQs are defined according to the topology, since, at each node, at least one queue is required for

each destination. Consequently, the AQ grooming may lead to mixed payload supplied by different

AQs, imposing demultiplexing operations in the core network.

In OCS networks, multiplexing the traffic of several flows within a light-path is referred to as

"traffic grooming". In the next chapter, we describe how multiplexing and demultiplexing can be

operated in electrical domain in the context of OCS networks. Then, we adapt this architecture into

an OBS network.
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Chapter 7

Traffic Grooming through Electrical
Domain

In Chapter 6, we demonstrated the importance of the emission process in OBS networks: Because

of the data, plane transparency, the traffic profile in the core network is completely defined at its

emission. The observation of the traffic in the core network has highlighted the benefits that can be

expected by merging several AQs: The improvement of the aggregation process and traffic smoothing.

Mixing heterogeneous traffic of different AQs (i.e., with different egress nodes) within a burst can

be assimilated to "traffic grooming". "Traffic grooming" has been initially proposed in the context

of OCS networks. Therein, it consists in multiplexing heterogeneous traffic (i.e., with different egress

nodes) within a single wavelength. The groomed traffic is only discriminated in some nodes where

demultiplexing occurs to separate the data with different egress nodes. Besides those nodes, the

groomed traffic is served without any reconfiguration of the optical layer. The "de-grooming" is

complicated in optical domains, hence, it is commonly done in electrical domain.

Recourse to electrical processing of the data plane, however, has certain shortcomings, reflected

by the increase of the end-to-end delay. Therefore, with translucent architectures, the benefits

of traffic grooming must be put into perspective with the impact of electrical processing. In this

chapter, we first present the OCS architectures that perform traffic grooming. Then, we adapt those

architectures into an OBS network. Finally, we discuss the tradeoff between electrical processing

and traffic grooming.
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7.1 Traffic Grooming in OCS Networks

In an OCS network, the finest granularity managed by the optical devices is the wavelength. The

data are transmitted along a so-called light-path, which connects two nodes on a given wavelength.

"Traffic grooming" in OCS networks refers to multiplexing several flows, i.e., data with different

ingress node and/or egress node, within a light-path.

7.1.1 Synchronous Traffic Grooming with SONET/SDH

The SONET protocol is a widely deployed standard. A light-path is split into several segments

connected by advanced equipment that can process the signal in the electrical domain. On a segment,

the signal is transported ail-optically, i.e., switched at the wavelength level. The end-nodes of the

segments operate in the electrical domain and can switch at a sub-wavelength granularity to carry

out multiplexing and demultiplexing.

The performance of the network highly depends on the efficiency of the end-nodes to operate

multiplexing and demultiplexing, i.e., the efficiency to discriminate the sub-flows transported on

an incoming signal. With the SONET/SDH protocols, the traffic is identified via a "clock". The

transmission is synchronous, and each timeslot is dedicated to a single connection. The end-nodes

only have to agree on the arrangement of the frames prior to the transmission in order to be able to

discriminate them.

As the multiplexing is operated in electrical domain, the involved traffic is indeed re-emitted at

that point, and scheduled so as to avoid the contentions. Back to the example described in Figure

4.3, a solution is depicted on Figure 7.1. Grooming equipment are installed in nodes C and E to

perform multiplexing and demultiplexing operations, respectively. With this configuration, all the

requests can be served on the same wavelength.

This architecture hardly handles dynamic traffic, because the logical connectivity is determined

by the configuration of the switches and consequently, any change of the logical connectivity is subject

to significant latency. Let us assume the arrival of a new connection between D and E. As D is not

equipped with SONET/SDH interfaces, it cannot access the wavelength dedicated to the light-path
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L2 and the new connection initiates the establishment of a new light-path on a second wavelength

from D to E. As a result, the transmission is delayed by the latency of light-path establishment.

Moreover, the new light-path will be restricted to traffic starting at node D.

The shortcoming of SONET/SDH is caused by the fact that only the end-nodes of a segment are

logically connected. Intermediate nodes cannot access the resources because they cannot optically

synchronize their emission with the transiting flow. To sidestep this issue, the resource utilization

must be known by the intermediate nodes. This mandates "in-advance" signaling protocols. This

solution, referred to as light-trails, is discussed in the next section.

7.1.2 Asynchronous Traffic Grooming with Light-trails

A light-trail transforms a light-path into a directed bus (see Section 3.3): Once a light-path is

established, it can be accessed asynchronously by any of its nodes to transmit to one or more

downstream node(s) on the light-path. A network provisioning transmission over a light-trail can

be viewed as an "OBS over OCS" network. The transmission is done through OCS equipment, but

it is not circuit oriented. A Light-trail Access Unit (LAU, see Section 2.1.4) is added to the nodes

to enable asynchronous access to the light-trail in an OBS fashion. From the OCS perspective,

light-trails are likened to traffic grooming since they can carry several flows without optical switch

reconfiguration.

The establishment of a connection over a light-trail consists in setting signal blockers appropri-

ately to let the signal reach the destination. Conflicting accesses to the medium can be avoided with

signaling mechanisms similar to the JET protocol.

An important advantage of light-trails over SONET/SDH is the "drop and continue" feature: At

any node, the signal can be retrieved and either blocked or forwarded. This enables multiplexing
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flows that travel along the same path. A particular attention must be paid on the access to the

medium in order to prevent conflicting transmissions (see Section 3.3.3). The problematic part is

the multiplexing of converging flows, that can be provided through recourse to electrical processing.

This is illustrated in Figure 7.2 which describes the provisioning of the scenario proposed in Figure

3.1 using light-trails over SONET/SDH. In node C, the incoming flows contend for link C —> D,

but the contention can be avoided assuming the incoming bursts are rescheduled from the electrical

domain. Light-trails L2 and L4 are established from C to G and F respectively. Node C sends the

traffic of C2 and C4 on L4, whereas the traffic of Cz is carried by L2. Finally, the traffic of C\ can

use either L2 or L4. The set of light-trails provides a full connectivity between any two nodes (in

one direction). Thus, any new connection could be multiplexed on the existing light-trails.

7.1.3 Conclusion

Light-trails open the possibility to perform all-optical traffic grooming in OCS networks, by trans-

mitting bursts over light-paths. Thus, traffic grooming is achieved at the level of the wavelength.

An OBS network manages the transmission of bursts. After each burst, the switch is reconfigured

to serve the next burst. Thus, traffic grooming must be achieved at the level of the burst, especially

if it is intended to exploit the benefits discussed in Chapter 6.

7.2 Aggregation of Heterogeneous Bursts

In this section, we describe how the aggregation process can be improved by mixing heterogeneous

traffic in a burst. The described mechanisms are illustrated on the example depicted in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3: A Sample Topology to Illustrate Traffic Grooming
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Figure 7.4: Traffic Grooming at the Application Level

7.2.1 Aggregation Process

From the application point of view, the aggregation process can be seen as traffic grooming since,

at a given hierarchical level, the aggregation process mixes several packets that share similar char-

acteristics, but possibly generated by distinct processes. The aggregation process typically groups

data with the same destination. Figure 7.4 illustrates the aggregation in Node A of the example

depicted in Figure 7.3. Node A manages three AQs (one for each flow), which trigger their bursts

independently.

With a pure size-based aggregation, the average time spent in AQi (associated with connection

d) is equal to B/ai, where ai denotes the load of connection d and B the size of the bursts. In

Chapter 6, we showed that increasing B improves the traffic smoothing, but increases the aggregation

delay. The aggregation delay can be bounded by triggering bursts before they reach the expected

size B, according to a timer. However, in that case, lightly loaded AQs generate small bursts.

Traffic grooming in the aggregation consists in mixing traffic from different AQs within a burst.

In the remainder of this section, we describe how traffic grooming can be used to avoid the emission

of small bursts and speed-up the aggregation process.
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7.2.2 Collaborative Aggregation Processes

In [FZJ05], the small bursts triggered by lightly loaded AQs are complemented with the payload of

some other AQs. The resulting burst is composed of several sub-bursts supplied by different AQs,

thus, possibly with different egress nodes. The burst is sent to the destination of the first sub-burst,

in accordance to the classical OBS scheme. Therein, the first sub-burst is discarded from the burst

and the remainder of the burst is forwarded toward the next destination node. The demultiplexing

operation will be described in Section 7.3

The process is illustrated in Figure 7.5, that illustrates the aggregation in Node A of the scenario

presented by Figure 7.3: Once the timer of AQ2 expires, its content is complemented with the

content of ^4Qi or ^4Q3 to lengthen the resulting burst, sent to Node B (the destination of C2).

Thus, the aggregation process of AQi and AQ3 is preempted and the aggregation delay is reduced.

In addition, as the emission of the traffic emanating from different AQs is serialized, the overlapping

degree of the emitted traffic is reduced.

However, whereas this solution is significantly effective in case of lightly loaded AQs, the benefits

are mitigated Avhen the load increases because traffic grooming only occurs in case of time-based

triggered bursts, i.e., in case an AQ is unable to fill-up a burst before the timer has expired.

7.2.3 Aggregation by Pools

In order to increase traffic grooming, and to extend it to highly loaded scenarios, the size-based

triggering should take into account collaborative burst filling. Aggregation by pool proposes to

associate the triggering events to a set of AQs instead of a single AQ (Figure 7.6): AQs are grouped

into aggregation pools (APs). An AP triggers a burst once the combined load of its AQs reaches
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the maximum burst size. The classical aggregation process is improved here because several AQs

contribute to the filling of the burst. The burst is filled up more quickly and, if the burst triggering

is time-driven, then the collaboration of several AQs increases its size (as in [FZJ05]).

In the example depicted in Figure 7.6, node A manages two APs: APe contains AQi and AQ2,

and APd contains AQ3. Although neither AQi nor AQ2 fulfill the size-based criterion, they can

trigger their payload without waiting for the time-based criterion since, together, they can fill-up

the burst.

The efficiency of traffic grooming depends on the AP definition. A larger number of AQ in-

cluded in each AP increases the load of the AP and consequently improves the aggregation process.

Nevertheless, the resulting burst will include more sub-bursts and, as a result of this increased het-

erogeneity, the number of demultiplexing operation will increase. Those operations can mitigate the

benefits of traffic grooming. This issue is discussed in the next section.

7.3 Demultiplexing Operations

The payload emanating from different AQs must be discriminated somewhere in the core network.

Thus, the generation of heterogeneous bursts imposes burst demultiplexing. The node where demul-

tiplexing takes place is decided at the emission and depends on the content of the burst.

7.3.1 Simple Discard

In [FZJ05], the demultiplexing is done in the destination nodes of each sub-burst. The burst is
converted toward electrical domain and the sub-burst that reached its destination is transmitted to

the IP sink while the remaining of the burst is re-emitted, possibly with handling local sub-bursts
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of ingress traffic. This policy imposes that all sub-bursts travel together up to their respective

destination. Consequently, in the example depicted in Figure 7.3. if a burst contains a sub-burst of

each connection, then the traffic destined to node E will use a longer path since it must travel with

the traffic of connection C3 to node D before reaching node E. In addition, each time a sub-burst is

discarded, the remaining sub-bursts are delayed by signal conversion and re-emission. Nevertheless,

the numerical results reported in [FZJ05] demonstrate the benefits of traffic grooming on the end-

to-end delay, which is reduced when the number of sub-bursts included in the bursts increases. The

most significant impact, however, lies on the loss probability, which is strongly reduced because a

burst that discards a sub-burst accesses electrical buffering and, consequently, is protected from

contention.

With such a translucent architecture, recourse to electrical buffering reduces the loss probability

and its impact on the end-to-end delay is counterbalanced by traffic grooming. Conseqxiently, it is

relevant to enhance traffic grooming in order to increase the acceptable recourse to electrical buffering

(i.e., the amount of payload that can be converted without impacting the end-to-end delay). With

the solution described in this section, traffic grooming possibly increases the distance traveled by

the payload. This drawback is solved in the next section.

7.3.2 Burst Re-aggregaiion

To avoid the extension of the path, in [CHJ09c, CJH09a], we considered the intermediate re-

aggregation in the core network. Figure 7.7 represents an OBS core node capable of performing

burst re-aggregation. It operates as an edge node and as a core node.

Ingress data are placed in the aggregation module, until the queue contains enough data to fill

up a burst. Bursts arriving from optical ports either cut-through the switch toward the next node

or they are converted toward electrical domain and submitted to the disaggregation module. The

payload that reached its destination is sent to the IP sink and the remainder is submitted to the

local aggregation process, just as ingress traffic. That traffic is thus mixed with ingress traffic and,

by contributing to the local aggregation process, increases traffic grooming.
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The re-aggregation allows to separate sub-bursts that must be forwarded to different output

ports. In our example, a burst composed of sub-bursts of C\ and C2 does not have to reach both

nodes D and E. Rather, it is de-aggregated in node C (or B) and the sub-bursts are re-emitted

independently.

The described node is very similar to a classical OBS node that acts both as an edge and

a core node. The only hardware modification is the connection between the disaggregation and

the aggregation module. The impact on the equipment cost only depends on additional electrical

buffering capacity requirements. On the one hand, the buffers handle more traffic, but on the

other hand, the traffic spends less time in the aggregation queue. This tradeoff must be discussed

simultaneously with the delay, which faces the same compromise.

On the scenario depicted in Figure 7.8, we assume traffic from nodes v\ and v2 to nodes V3 and

V4. Cij denotes the connection from u¡ to Vj. With end-to-end aggregation (Figure 7.8(a)), each

ingress node manages one AQ per destination and the bursts compete in switch Si to reach 52- If

re-aggregation is featured in 52 (Figure 7.8(b)), ingress node Vi only maintains one AP that mixes

packets of C¿,3 and C¿,4 in bursts sent to 52- Note that contention can still occur in node S1. The

surviving bursts are disassembled in S2, that maintains one AP per destination, regardless of the
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origin.

The benefits of traffic grooming are expected in the reduction of the overlapping degree on links

connecting Si. Let us set N = 10 and the connection load of 0.4. According to Figure 6.6(c),

the maximum number of overlapping bursts arriving in Si (denoted by Qs1) is eight (two for each

connection). With re-aggregation featured in 52, aggregation grooming reduces the number of APs

to 2, and Qs1 to six (three per incoming flow of Si). As loss occurs when the overlapping degree

outnumbers the wavelengths, traffic grooming is expected to reduce the loss probability (as previously

illustrated in Section 6.2.1).

7.4 Evaluation of the Trade-off between Translucence and Traf-

fic Grooming

Our primary objective here is to investigate the antagonist effects of re-aggregation and traffic

grooming and to discuss the resulting trade-off. In this section, we describe a simple sequential

greedy strategy to plan the grooming operations. This simple strategy aims to intensify the traffic

grooming, but does not ensure loss-less transmission.

7.4.1 Grooming Configuration Used

We call Tl the set of nodes where re-aggregation takes place. We assume this set is built off-line.

AQs A\ and A\ managed by node v' are included in the pool APv''Vr if vr e Tl and A\ and A\
are associated with the same path between v' and vr. In other words, if node vr e (R) . all the AQs

of any node v' whose path includes vr and share the same sub-path from v' to vT are merged in the

same AP, denoted APv'<Vr.
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The bursts of APv''Vr are sent toward vr, where re-aggregation occurs. This definition of the

pools aims at maximizing the number of AQ included in each AP so as to minimize the aggregation

delay. With this pool definition, any node performing intermediate re-aggregation will systematically

re-aggregate all incoming bursts.

Locating the re-aggregation processes is a key issue. Loss-less configuration can be obtained with

the tools developed for the GRWA problem in the context of SONET/SDH networks (see Section

3.2.2). However, whereas the objective of "classical" GRWA tools is to maximize the number of

granted connections with a limited access to the grooming operations, we showed that in OBS

networks, the traffic grooming must be accentuated in order to increase its benefits. In the scope

of this chapter, we propose to perform re-aggregation in the nodes that are used by the largest

number of AQs. This approach tends to minimize the resulting number of APs, and conforms to

the conclusions of Chapter 6. This simple greedy strategy is used in the next section to discuss the

trade-off between traffic grooming and electrical processing.

7.4.2 Numerical Results

We use the EONET topology and the traffic matrix found in [BGH+04] with C = 10 Gbps. The

overall load is tuned with a multiplicative coefficient a. Full wavelength conversion is featured in

every node using equipment described in [LTL+06a] so that the conversion delay can be neglected.

We assume that opto-electrical conversion is performed at the same rate as the transport capacity

0.1 ms.Mb-1. The header processing time is set to 50µd ([SHM+Od]). Incoming packets have equal

sizes (1 Mb) and arrive according to a Poisson distribution. The routes are computed with the

model proposed in [Cou05] that aims to minimize the bottleneck load. Finally, we set the number

of wavelengths per link W to 30.

Figure 7.9(a) reports the loss probability with R e {0, 1}. First note that, as observed in Section

6.2.1, increasing the burst length N reduces the loss probability: With R = O, increasing N from

five packets to 10 packets and then to 20 packets successively reduces the loss probability from

16.4 ? IO"4 to 4.1 ? 10"4 and 3.1 ? IO-4 with a = 0.9. The benefit is mitigated with higher loads,
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but remains significant (from 0.023 to 0.017 and 0.013 with a = 1.1). The re-aggregation (R = 1)

further reduces the loss probability. With N = 10, the loss probability is reduced by 25% under

high load and 80% under low load. This reduction is largely attributable to the electrical buffering

availability in the re-aggregation capable node, where no burst is dropped.

The impact of the re-aggregation on the delay results from the dis-aggregation and the medium

access procedures, that are performed more often. Thus, the corresponding delays increase (Figure

7.9(e) and Figure 7.9(d), respectively). Note that the contribution of the MAC delay becomes

significant under high load (a > 1.2), but is less impacted with longer bursts, because the reduction

of the overlapping degree increases the wavelength availability. With re-aggregation, additional

aggregation procedures are requested as well. However, as a result of aggregation by pool, the

overall aggregation delay is reduced, though it is performed more often (see Figure 7.9(c)). The

aggregation delay is shown to be the most significant factor on the end-to-end delay and it drives

the fluctuations of the end-to-end delay (Figure 7.9(b)). Therefore, the use of re-aggregation in one

node significantly reduces the loss probability, and the effects of electrical processing on the delay are

completely compensated by the reduction of the aggregation delay, attributable to traffic grooming.

Traffic grooming enabled with one re-aggregation node compensates the extra delay imposed

in this node for electrical processing. Let us now discuss the evolution of this trade-off with more

grooming capacity. Figure 7.10 reports the loss probability and the end-to-end delay for an increasing

number of R translucent nodes. Increasing the re-aggregation capacity improves the access to

electrical buffering and consequently systematically reduces the loss probability.

Wrhile increasing R, a larger number of AQs can be merged, but, above a given capacity (R = 3 in

our experiments), the benefits of traffic grooming are overridden by the effects of electrical processing,

because of the multiplication of the re-aggregation procedures.

7.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we described an OBS architecture that exploits traffic grooming. This architec-

ture operates multiplexing and demultiplexing in the electrical domain, like SONET/SDH systems.
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However, whereas traffic grooming in OCS networks is mainly helpful to reduce the transport gran-

ularity (and consequently increase the bandwidth usage), in OBS networks, it highly improves the

aggregation delay. Although the impact of electrical processing on the end-to-end delay is a serious

threat, our experiments showed that the reduction of the aggregation delay counter-balances the

effect of signal conversion, which, however, significantly reduces the contention probability.

Loss-less transmission can be provided, similarly as in SONET/SDH systems, by multiplexing

merging flows from the electrical domain. The re-aggregation can be performed with nearly-basic

OBS equipment and the configuration of the grooming operations, although it is based on the global

routing table, involves only the source. This may be a true advantage over SONET/SDH systems,

which imposes end-nodes synchronization prior to transmission. In addition, the asynchronous

nature of OBS is preserved and ensures a better reactivity to traffic variations.

However, loss-less transmission is based on a global routing configuration of the network. It

compromises the dynamism and the reactivity of OBS in cases where re-routing is required. In

the next chapter, we present the CAROBS transmission scheme, which exploits traffic grooming

dynamically, and without recourse to electrical buffering. With CAROBS, grooming is not performed

in electrical domain and the end-to-end delay is significantly reduced. The benefits of CAROBS can

be spent in dynamic and on-demand access to electrical buffering to solve contention.
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Chapter d

CAROBS: Reliable Burst
Transmission with Dynamic Traffic

Grooming

In the previous chapter, we proposed a static architecture that enables traffic grooming with inter-

mediate re-aggregation. Though the electrical processing involved in the intermediate re-aggregation

affects the end-to-end delay, we showed that this shortcoming can be compensated by traffic groom-

ing. As a result, the architecture is shown efficient to reduce the loss probability - thanks to the

electrical processing -, without impacting the end-to-end delay.

In other words, traffic grooming indirectly provides a delay budget that can be spent on re-

aggregation. In this chapter, we propose a framework for dynamic and all-optical traffic grooming.

We demonstrate the significant benefits of the so-called CAROBS architecture. Then, we propose

to use re-aggregation as a reactive solution to contention.

Experiments show that CAROBS can compensate the effects of re-aggregation to solve 100% of

the contentions without impacting the end-to-end delay, nor the equipment cost. The priceless asset

of this architecture is that it remains completely reactive and can be deployed with standard OBS

equipment. Thus, it can be combined with any other pro-active or reactive mechanisms to further

improve the performances.
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8.1 Transparent Traffic Grooming in OBS Networks

Traffic grooming in optical domain consists in modifying the content of a burst - either inserting

or discarding a fragment of the burst - without recourse to electrical processing. Those operations

will be referred to as optical MUX/DEMUX operations respectively. Optical DEMUX denotes the

segmentation of an optical signal into a number of sub-signals to be switched differently. On the

opposite, an optical MUX combines signals from different input ports toward a given output port.

Those operations can be achieved naturally within the OBS framewOrk: As the bursts are signaled

in advance, switch reconfigurations can be pre-programmed. Nevertheless, the signal arriving during

the configuration update is lost and successive units to be de-multiplexed must be separated by the

reconfiguration time.

With SOAs, the reconfiguration time <5S is in the order of nanoseconds [EBS02] and the resource

wastage is absorbed for units as small as few micro-seconds. Thus, the use of optical MUX/DEMUX

is reasonable in OBS networks.

In the literature, optical traffic grooming proposals are restricted to the data plane. They aim

at arranging the bursts so as to minimize the number of switch reconfiguration. In [SQ04a], core

nodes are equipped with FDLs, that are used to reduce the gap between two successive bursts that

travel along a common set of links. Therein, traffic grooming operates in the core network.

In [LQ04], the scheme is extended to the edge nodes where several bursts traveling on a common

sub-path are sent in a row. As in native OBS, the content of an AQ is assembled in a burst, either

once it reaches a given size or once a timer has expired. In the framework found in [LQ04], such

events can entail the triggering of additional bursts, all emitted in a blast. The bursts are switched

the same way in the first several nodes, but are all signaled independently. From the control plane

point of view, those bursts are seen as distinct units, but they request the same switch configuration

in the first few switches. The benefits of traffic grooming are actual: On the one hand, the burst

serialization reduces the overlapping degree in the core node, on the other hand, the preemption of

the aggregation process reduces the aggregation delay.

The CAROBS framework proposed in this chapter intends to accentuate the benefits of traffic
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grooming. Firstly, traffic grooming is explicitly taken into account during the aggregation process,

secondly, the control plane is informed of the grooming decision, which enables optical multiplexing.

8.2 The Emission Process in CAROBS

In CAROBS, the traffic is not mixed within a burst. Traffic grooming rather operates in the control

plane: Several bursts, called "car-bursts" in this context are sent in a row, as distinct units, in a

virtual unit called "burst-train". The cars are signaled by the same header, associated with the

train.

This scheme is a hybrid between the solutions found in [FZJ05] and [LQ04]: As in [LQ04] (and

unlike in [FZJ05]), the multiplexed cars (i.e., the content of each AQ) remain separated in the data
plane, but, as in [FZJ05] (and unlike in [LQ04]), they are signaled by a single header. The separation

in the data plane enables optical demultiplexing and the joint signaling enables optical multiplexing

traffic grooming in the core network.

8.2.1 Aggregation in CAROBS

The aggregation process is based on aggregation pools (see Section 7.2.3). Figure 8.1 describes

the process in the CAROBS framework. AQs are grouped into APs and each AQ generates a

so-called car-burst (denoted by c[sc,ec] where sc and ec are the starting and ending times of the

car), submitted to the train assembler of the AP. The train assembler organizes the cars within a

train, which is submitted to the medium access controller, which computes the OT of the train and

schedules the departure date. Note that the cars are separated by a guard period equal to the switch

reconfiguration time. This gap is mandatory to enable optical demultiplexing, as detailed later in

Section 8.3.1.

A key aspect of the aggregation process is the design of the APs. It dictates the degree of traffic

grooming, but also the complexity of the de-grooming operations. Increasing the population of an

AP intensifies traffic grooming, but it may complicate the management of the train in the core

network.
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Figure 8.1: Aggregation Pool

Several AP definitions can be envisioned. Assuming that a route is assigned to each AQ, we

characterize different types of pools by the topology induced by the set of paths of the involved AQs.

For instance, a path-pool contains AQs such that all the destination nodes are along the same path,

whereas a tree-pool contains AQs, whose routes diverge but never converge.

Considering the topology depicted on Figure 8.2(a), Figure 8.2(b) illustrates the path-pool aggre-

gation of node vq. The node manages two pools: pool Pz with destination W3 that contains AQs with

destination v\,V2 and v% ; and pool P4 with destination U4, filled with traffic destined to v\ and U4.

Note that AQi with destination ui belongs to both pools. The train assembly is either initiated by

a pool, once it can be supplied enough payload by its AQs, or by an AQ, once the waiting time has

exceeded a pre-defined limit. In our example, any pool that initiates train assembly (size-based cri-

terion) receives the content of AQi · In the case where AQi initiates the train triggering (time-based

criterion), then the train assembly involves the most loaded pool ^1Q1 belongs to.

With tree-pools, all AQs belong to the same pool. Such a configuration accentuates traffic

grooming, however it entails a splitting of the train at node v\ and an additional header must be

created. With path-pools, DEMUX operations only deal with cars that reached their destinations.

Thus, a train is never split. The impact of pool definition is worth further investigation, but in this

thesis, we will only consider the path-pools to keep the control plane simple.

8.2.2 Signaling in CAROBS

Optical demultiplexing of a train is enabled by the fast switching devices of OBS. Indeed, from the

data plane point of view, each car is seen as an independent burst and can be handled by a custom
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Figure 8.2: Pool Definition

configuration, independently of the other cars in the train. However, all the cars in a train are

signaled by the same header. The train header contains the information related to each car and the

node deduces the appropriate configuration to be set for each car.

Figure 8.3 depicts the train header. It is composed of two sections. The "train section" includes

the information related to the train, and common for every car: The wavelength that carries the

train (WL), the gap between the header and the head of the train (i.e., the offset time - OT), and
the destination of the train (Dest.).

The "car section" contains the information specific to each of the "N" cars of the train. For

each car, the header stores its destination, the distance to the head (Ac), the size, and, optionally,

additional fields. Thus, denoting by C the data rate of the wavelength used by a train, the arrival

date sc and the termination date ec of a car c can be computed as follows:

sc = tH + OT + AJC

ec = sc + sizedC

Note that if the head car is discarded from the train, or if a car is inserted at the head of the train,

the OT of the train and Ac of each car must be updated. In addition, if a car is inserted at the tail,

its destination must be stored in the train section.
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8.2.3 Offset Time Computation

The offset time 0T£ of a car c at node ? is the gap between the header arrival date, denoted by t",

and c arrival date, denoted by t% {OTfj = t% — f"). It is set at the emission and consumed at each

node by the header processing time d?: With d? denoting the propagation time of the next link,

t»+1 = % + d?+d? whereas tcv+1 = ?°?+d?.

In order to ensure that a car c never catches up its header, the source node must assign it an

Offset Time OTc larger than the overall processing time otc required up to the destination of c

(oic = Ie ? d? , where ?c denotes the number of hops to reach the destination of c) .

In CAROBS, the OT is computed for a train, but it must conform to the OT constraint of all

its cars. The Offset Time OTT of train T is equal to the OT of the head car C0, and, denoting by

Ac = sc — sCo the gap between the head of the train and the head of car c, we have t% = i£° + Ac.

As a result, if the OT of train T is OTT, then each of its cars c is assigned, implicitly, an offset time

OTc equal to OTT + Ac- Finally, the OT constraints in a train can be expressed as follows:

0TT > max (of - A0) (35)

The cars whose value (otc — A0) is maximum are called the dominant cars. They are not assigned

extra offset time (EOT), i.e., otc = 0TC.

For the example depicted in Figure 8.4, considering that the time unit is the duration of an IP

packet and the header processing time is equal to four time units, OTT — max (otc — A0) =C6Ci,C2,C3

max {8, 9, 10}. The dominant car is C3 and c\ and c^ are assigned an extra offset time (EOT).

Figure 8.5 illustrates the same process, but the cars are not sorted the same way. In that case,
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Ci imposes the train departure time and increases the value of the OT. Indeed, the minimum OTs

are obtained by sorting the cars according to their OT requirements (as in Figure 8.4). This way,

cars from short connections are transmitted while cars from longer connections wait for their OT.

As a result, the EOT of each car is reduced and so is OTT .
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Figure 8.5: CAROBS OT Computation (Unsorted Cars)
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8.2.4 Curbed Train Assembly (CTA)

In Section 8.2.3, we described the OT computation policy in CAROBS. We showed that the OT of

each car is ruled by its position in the train and that its EOT is minimum if the cars are sorted by

increasing OT requirements. We propose here to constrain the size of the cars to reduce further the

OT.

In the example of Figure 8.6(a), all the cars are dominant. This configuration is attained if

0TC = otc = OTT + Ac, i.e., if the duration of each car amounts the difference of its OT with

the OT of the following car (minus 6s). If the size of a car is reduced, then the preceding cars are

assigned a larger OT (Figure 8.6(B)). In contrast, if a car is enlarged, then the OT of the succeeding
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cars is increased (Figure 8.6(C)).
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Figure 8.6: Impact of Car Size on the OT

We propose here to assemble the trains so as to avoid EOT. The proposed Curbed Train Al-

gorithm (Algorithm 4) is designed to chop the cars to limit Ac to the difference between the OT

requirements of car c and the head car. In Figure 8.7, we assume that d? and 6s respectively amount

to the duration of four packets and one packet. The cars are triggered once the pool contains nine

packets. We consider a configuration with eight packets in the pool. The next packet arrival pro-

vokes the triggering of the cars. If the next packet arrives in AQ2 (Figure 8.7(B)), then each AQ

submits a car of length three and the searched configuration is attained. If the next car is stored

in AQi (Figure 8.7(A)), then AQ2 cannot fill the gap with the following car, imposed by the OT

requirement. In that case, the length of ci, launched by AQi, is increased so as to complement

C2. This solution is not possible if the packet is buffered in ^4Q3 (Figure 8.7(C)). In that case, the

content of AQz is not included in the train.

The last illustration suggests a possible shortcoming of the assembly process since the emission

of a car is conditional on the load of the previous AQs. It may entail short trains and seems

to disadvantage the traffic of longer connections. This problem can be solved by postponing the

triggering, either by triggering according to a larger occupancy, or with finer criteria related to the

actual occupancy of each AQ. For example, the train may be triggered only once each AQ can submit

long enough cars.

In the next section, we present the core of a CAROBS network. The in-advance signaling of a

sequence of cars enables car insertion in a transit train. The resulting "core grooming" - precisely

described in Section 8.3.2 - offers an effective alternative to drain the traffic of the AQs that belong

to a small number of APs.
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Algorithm 4 CTA algorithm
AQs are sorted by increasing path length I
for i G [0, #AQ] do

down <— Ii ? d?
up <- (€i+i) ? d? - 0s
idlejperiod <— {up — down) ? C
if {AQi.size() < idie_period} then

s <— idle_period

else
s' <— idle_period — AQi.sizeÇ)
append a car of size s from AQi- \ to the last inserted car
s <— AQi.sizeÇ)

end if
add a car of size s from AQi in the train
down <— down + (s + s')/C + d?
if down = up then

up <— ¿i+i ? d?
else

return the train
end if

end for

8.3 CAROBS in the Core Network

CAROBS takes advantage of the in-advance signaling of OBS to perform optical multiplexing and

demultiplexing. As described in Section 8.2.2, the header signals a train, i.e., a sequence of cars,

and the node can handle each car independently. In Section 8.3.1, we describe the switching in

CAROBS. Then, the core grooming is described in Section 8.3.2.

8.3.1 Core Switching

The core node behavior is illustrated in Figure 8.8. The train header contains the arrival time, the

duration and the destination of each car of the train (1). The information is retrieved after signal
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conversion and supplied to the SOA manager (SOAm) (2), responsible for configuring the switch.

For each car, the SOAm stores a switch configuration and the arrival time of the car. Once the

current car is fully transmitted, the SOAm sets the switch for the next car. With path-pools, the

configuration either forwards the car toward the next node (the car stays in the train) or toward

signal converters if the car burst has reached its destination (it is then disaggregated and exits the

optical core network) or if it faces adversity (contention, insufficient signal quality ...).

Thanks to the "in-advance" signaling, the SOAm can preempt the local aggregation process and

plan car insertion in the train (3), thus achieving core "grooming. The updated information of the

train (taking into account car removals and insertions) is transmitted to the header processing unit

(4). The header is updated with the information of the cars composing the train (5) and sent toward

the next node (6). At the train arrival (7). the SOAm configures the switch on time to discard and

insert cars in the train in transit toward the next node (8).

1 2 5 6
fUHl· [o/e]— Header Processif ; Header Generation—(e/o) "KM

SOA Management

J ADD
Aggregation

MAC
isaggregatio

DROP

¦(O/E Conversion) pE/O Conversion)

Switching (SOA)

Figure 8.8: CAROBS Switching

8.3.2 Core Grooming

In a core node, some cars may be discarded from the train, either if they have reached their desti-

nation or if they cannot be transmitted on the output port. In Figure 8.9, the head car of the train
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is discarded in node v\. The resulting train exhibits idle periods at the head and in the tail. Let us

assume that we want to keep the cars sorted by increasing OT requirement. The head of the train

is always the closest to its destination. Eligible AQs for head insertion are thus only those whose

destination is the same as the head car or closer. For each AQ, the longest car that can be inserted

is c[iH + Ie, sco — <5S]. Thus, if the head car is one hop away from its destination, the inserted car

must have the same destination and its duration is equal to the EOT of Cq minus <5S. If so, the

reconfiguration time <5S can be neglected because no reconfiguration is required between the cars.

Denote by Cn the last car of the train. A car cm can be appended to the tail of the train if

¿cm > ¿cn and if EOT7n = eCn - tH - Ie™ ? d? > 0.

Once the eligible AQs for head or tail insertion are identified, the corresponding cars are created

and sent to the MAC buffer. The car conversion is then scheduled in order to be synchronized with

the train transit. Note that two successive cars must be separated by the switch reconfiguration

time 5s (few nanoseconds with SOA switches).

<£>
?? GGG?

¦+(v.

d tM

Figure 8.9: Core Grooming

8.4 Performance Evaluation of CAROBS

We performed experiments on the EONET network. Fibers offer 50 wavelengths at 10 Gbps. The

original traffic matrix found in [BGH+04] is adjusted by a factor a. Packets of constant size (100

kb) are supplied to AQs according to a Poisson distribution. The aggregation timer is set to 0.5ms

and the maximum train size is 10M6.

Our reference scenario uses the native OBS-JET (referred to as "OBS" in figures). We evaluate

the performance of CAROBS without segmentation (i.e., a contention entails the drop of the whole

train, referred to as "CAROBS") and with segmentation (only the contending cars are counted,
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referred to as "CAROBS (S)").

The simulation is split in windows and the average contention probability is collected once for

each window. The duration of the windows amounts to the time to reach the steady state. As

we are interested in the performances of the network during the steady state, the first window is

not considered. With this technique, a single run provides many measurements of the contention

probability and Figure 8.10 reports the average of the contention probability of all the windows.

After each window, the confidence interval is computed for a confidence level of 95% (see [BB06] for

more details on the computation of confidence intervals). Thus, we have three criteria to stop the

simulation: the duration, the number of generated packets and the accuracy of the measurement.

In this experiment, we stopped the simulation as soon as the confidence interval is reasonably

small, or when the duration is unacceptably long (10 hours on 2.2GHz processors). A couple of

hours and few millions of packets are sufficient to reduce the confidence interval below 2% without

segmentation, even with contention probabilities getting close to the worst case (50%). However, with

segmentation, we could not reduce the confidence interval below 5% with high load (the simulations

ran during 10 hours and involved around 30 millions of packets).

The slight reduction of the contention probability earned by CAROBS without segmentation

(15%, see Figure 8.10) confirms that traffic grooming smoothes the traffic. With segmentation, the

reduction reaches up to 40%. This improvement is mainly attributable to the segmentation of the

train, but also to the intensification of the core grooming: A discarded car opens an idle slot in the

train and offers more opportunities of car insertion to further nodes.

The core grooming intensification due to segmentation is validated by Figure 8.11(a) and Figure

8.11(b). Figure 8.11(a) shows that the aggregation delay obtained with OBS is reduced by 40% by-

using CAROBS without segmentation. Further reduction of an additional 20% is observed when

segmentation is performed. Indeed, the core grooming preempts the aggregation process. Figure

8.11(b) shows that the medium access delay (i.e., the time between train triggering and train launch)

increases with CAROBS (up to 10%), mainly because of the EOT assigned to some cars. As the core

grooming does not impact the offset time of the train, the effect of extra offset-time is less obvious
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Figure 8.10: Impact of CAROBS on the Contention Probability

with segmentation (intermediate nodes have more opportunity to insert cars in trains in transit).

When the load increases, the use of segmentation entails a larger delay, however always shorter than

with classical OBS. Indeed, as the loss probability decreases, the resource utilization increases and

consequently, the access to the medium is more congested. With CTA, the trains are assembled in

a way to avoid EOT, as reflected by the reduction of the medium access delay.

Combining the reduction of the aggregation and the medium access delay leads to a significant

reduction of the end-to-end delay when CAROBS is used with CTA (Figure 8.11(d)). In addition,

as the payload occupies memory during the aggregation process and the wait for medium access,

the CTA reduces the memory occupane}'. The sum of the maximum memory usage of each node

measured during the simulations is reported on Figure 8.11(c). CAROBS reduces the memory

requirement as compared with the classical OBS. This reduction is mitigated by the use of segmen-

tation because in that case, the loss probability is reduced and consequently increases the effective

load in the network (especially under heavy load). The impact of CTA is clearly reflected in that

situation: Although the loss probability is not impacted by CTA, the memory requirement decreases

by approximately 15%. This is the direct consequence of the reduction of the emission delay.

Those observations demonstrate the potential of CAROBS: Without any additional equipment,

CAROBS reduces the loss probability, the end-to-end delay and the memory requirement. As CTA
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reduces the OT, it further improves the end-to-end delay and the memory requirements, without,

impacting the loss probability.

8.5 CAROBS in Translucent Mode: A Reliable and Dynamic

Solution

8.5.1 Limitations of Translucent Architectures

Electrical buffering is often conceived as a set of queues where the converted bursts are stored, waiting

for their re-emission. Such an architecture raises two main shortcomings. Firstly, it imposes the

installation of dedicated memory. Secondly the stored bursts compete with ingress bursts triggered

by the aggregation module and with transit bursts in the optical domain.

The memory occupancy is a crucial aspect since it determines the contention resolution capacity

of the system. Indeed, a contending burst will be dropped if the buffers are full (buffer overflow).

In an OBS network, electrical buffers are required for two purposes. Firstly, edge nodes manage the

aggregation process and must be equipped with enough memory. Then, once a burst is triggered, its

departure time is computed and the burst is stored by the MAC layer. The time spent in the MAC

layer amounts at least the offset time of the burst, but it also depends on the transport resource

availability. Thus, the memory requirement is directly connected to the time spent in the edge

nodes, i.e., to the aggregation and medium access delay. Thus, reducing the memory requirements

consists in reducing the emission delay and the drawbacks of signal conversion can be faced jointly.

The architecture depicted on Figure 7.7 is thus well suited to provide electrical buffering. Instead

of accessing dedicated buffers, the contending payload is submitted to the local aggregation process.

Combining the electrical buffers assigned to contention resolution and those used for aggregation

avoids the installation of dedicated memory. In addition, the converted payload contributes to the

local aggregation process and consequently reduces its duration, with a beneficial impact on the

end-to-end delay and on the memory requirement.

However, the memory requirements are directly impacted by the amount of converted payload,
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Figure 8.12: Impact of Re-aggregation

i.e., by the contention rate. Figure 8.12(a) and Figure 8.12(b) respectively report the end-to-end

delay and the memory requirement of an all-optical OBS network in the scenario used in Section

8.4. The flag "R" denotes the use of re-aggregation to solve contention and "C" the availability

of full wavelength converters at each node. When the load increases, the access to the medium is

more congested and the bursts spend more time in the MAC buffers. Consequently, the memory

requirement increases. With re-aggregation ("OBS(R)"), the amount of data intended to access

the medium increases and consequently, the delay and the memory requirements highly increase.

The cost of re-aggregation remains reasonable for low load, i.e., when the contention rate is fairly

small. Nevertheless, increasing the load drastically increases that cost to an unacceptable level.

Thus, though it allows contention resolutions, straightforward and systematic recourse to electrical

buffers is of disputable relevance. The joint use of alternate contention resolution mechanisms prior

to re-aggregation reduces the amount of data involved in the re-aggregation process and decreases

the cost of re-aggregation. The results reported in Figure 8.12 show that wavelength converters

("OBS (R+ C)") can thwart the drawbacks of re-aggregation for a < 1.

Featuring wavelength converters at each node drastically increases the cost of the network. In

[SR09], a limited wavelength conversion capacity is installed at each node to mitigate the impact

on the network cost. The performance of this solution is determined by the tradeoff between the

equipment cost and the recourse to electrical buffering.
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8.5.2 CAROBS in Translucent Mode

The numerical results reported in the previous section demonstrate the correlation between the emis-

sion delay and the memory occupancy. They also demonstrate that the reduction of the contention

rate helps reduce the emission delay and consequently improves the memory availability.

The CAROBS transmission scheme appears as an adapted complement to the re-aggregation

since it reduces the time spent in AQs and smoothes the traffic, resulting in a lower contention

probability. In addition, the core node treats each car sequentially and the dropping process is

managed at the level of the cars, naturally leading to a transparent segmentation process, which

reduces the volume of data involved in the re-aggregation process.

Indeed, operating in translucent mode is very similar as operating in native transparent mode.

The only difference lies in the treatment of the contending cars. Whereas they are dropped in the

transparent mode, we propose here to convert them to electrical domain and to submit them to the

local aggregation process, just as the ingress traffic.

With this architecture, no memory is dedicated to contention resolution. The contention resolu-

tion rather uses the basic facilities. However, the contending payload increases the payload emitted

at each link and the memory requirement in the MAC will increase. On the other hand, traffic

grooming reduces the time spent in the AQs, and consequently the memory occupancy. In addi-

tion, car insertions in transit trains preempt the aggregation process and further balance the cost of

contention resolution.

8.5.3 Performance of CAROBS in Translucent Mode

Our experiments complement those reported in Section 8.4. Therein, CAROBS operates in trans-

parent mode and results in a high dropping probability, though it is reduced as compared with a

basic OBS network. In Section 8.5.1, we showed that re-aggregation has a dramatic impact on the

memory requirements and the delay, and that wavelength converters can considerably mitigate those

drawbacks. Our concern here is to position CAROBS as an alternate complement to re-aggregation

to replace the use of expensive wavelength converters. In this section, CAROBS is implemented
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with the CTA algorithm. On the figures, the flag "R" denotes the use of re-aggregation to solve the

contentions and the flag "C" denotes the use of wavelength conversion.

We assume that the memory budget is unlimited and measure the memory requirements (Fig-

ure 8.13(b)) and the end-to-end delay (Figure 8.13(a)) resulting from 100% contention resolution.

Results obtained in Section 8.5.1 - without, traffic grooming - are reported on those figures and are

used as reference scenario.

CAROBS reduces the cost of re-aggregation (i.e., its impact on the end-to-end delay and on the

memory requirement) by 50%. With the CTA policy, the OT of the cars is reduced and consequently

the time spent in electrical buffers and the memory requirements decrease. As a result, CAROBS

with the CTA train assembly completely compensates the cost of re-aggregation for a < 0.8, though

the contention rate can reach up to 36%. In other words, the loss-less transfer is achieved with the

same memory requirements and end-to-end delay. For higher load, CAROBS cannot fully counter-

balance the effects of re-aggregation and the cost increases. When OBS is equipped with wavelength

converters, the loss probability is highly reduced and the memory requirement and end-to-end delay

are increased. This is because the bursts that reach the destination spend more time in the network

as compared with those that are dropped. The memory requirement and end-to-end delay are indeed

similar as those measured with CAROBS in translucent mode, though the latter configuration is

loss-less.

Indeed, CAROBS can be considered as a cheap alternative to wavelength conversion to face

the effects of translucence. In translucent mode, with a < 0.8, CAROBS entails the same re-

aggregation costs as wavelength converters, though it does not impact the CAPEX. Anyway, if

wavelength converters were installed, then CAROBS remains helpful and further reduces the cost

of re-aggregation, at a lower level than any native OBS configuration.

8.6 Conclusions

CAROBS enhances the solution found in [FZ.105] because traffic grooming is operated in the optical

domain and, thanks to aggregation by pools, it is also efficient in highly loaded scenarios.
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Aggregation by pool is also an improvement as compared with the transparent traffic grooming

proposed in [LQ04]. Therein, a burst can preempt the aggregation process so as to follow the

previously sent burst, but the aggregation premption is less systematic and rather opportunistic.

Moreover, CAROBS performs grooming of the control plane as well, and enables the insertion of

cars in transit trains to accentuate the benefits of traffic grooming.

CAROBS thus highly exploits traffic grooming to reduce the end-to-end delay and memory re-

quirements. We have proposed to spend those benefits to counter-balance on-demand re-aggregation

procedures, enabled for contending payload. The re-aggregation enables electrical buffering and its

capacity to solve the contentions depends on the capacity and availability of the buffers. As CAROBS

strongly reduces the time spent in aggregation queues and improves the availability of the electrical

buffers, it counter-balances the cost of re-aggregation so that 100% of the contentions are solved

without impacting the delay nor the memory requirement, even in quite congested states.

The proposed architecture is expected to fulfill the objectives of this thesis since it reactively

solves the problem of contention in a genuine OBS framework, thus preserving the assets of OBS

regarding the reactivity.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Possible Extensions

9.1 Summary of the Thesis

The deployment of Passive Optical Networks between the users and the Metropolitan Area Networks

(MANs) aims to provide the transport capacity required by the next generation traffic, and is

expected to drastically modify the traffic profile in the MANs. Progressively, the common services

will quickly migrate to the Internet, and new applications will emerge. The high variability of the

traffic, resulting from the variety of the applications, will probably be preserved by the passive

equipment deployed in the access. Thus, following the extension of the optical network, MANs will

receive a heavy load of highly variable traffic.

This evolution threatens the integrity of the MANs because of the static provisioning of the

current circuit oriented network (OCS). Indeed, OCS is restricted to static optical configuration due

to the low speed of its switches. The latency to change the configuration addresses several issues.

In the scope of this thesis, our concern is related to the efficiency of TDM, especially in dynamic

contexts. Multiplexing several flows within a wavelength is referred to as traffic grooming. Currently,

two architectures provide traffic grooming. The first one, SONET/SDH, is widely deployed and relies

on electrical processing to synchronize the emission of several flows without contention. The second

one offers an asynchronous access to a wavelength, provided that an adapted signaling protocol is

available.
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When the optical fiber has been extended to the MAN, the lack of flexibility of the network, has

been addressed and led to a fairly intensive study of packet oriented transmission over optical fibers

(OPS), with the objective to design a dynamic and fully reactive optical layer. The lack of buffering

in the core network - required during the header processing in charge of the routing decisions - has

been accommodated a decade ago, with the proposal of Optical Burst Switching. Similarly to OCS,

OBS sidesteps core buffering by setting the optical equipment prior to the data arrival. However,

whereas in OCS networks, the latency induced by the circuit establishment jeopardizes the reactivity,

OBS has been designed to minimize the latency in order to increase the reactivity. Consequently,

the resource reservation is not acknowledged, and the contention problem is raised. This problem is

a critical obstacle to the maturity of OBS, and, although it has been much written about, it remains

a wide open issue, particularly challenging while focussing on the reactivity of the optical layer.

OBS is highly flexible. On the one hand, it can be highly reactive with short bursts and a

one-way signaling protocol. On the other hand, the signaling can easily be modified to secure the

transmission, while mitigating the reactivity. Ultimately, OBS can operate in circuit mode, with

an enhanced multiplexing potential and reactivity (as compared to OCS solutions) resulting from

the fast switching devices. For instance, in OCS, two flows can be merged via electrical processing.

Similarly, contention can be avoided via electrical buffering. Recourse to electrical buffering however

increases the end-to-end delay and we proposed to perform intermediate re-aggregation in order to

achieve traffic grooming at the level of the burst. The traffic grooming reduces the aggregation delay

and can compensate the effect of translucence on the end-to-end delay, while taking advantage of

electrical buffering to prevent contentions. Nevertheless, this architecture relies on a pre-planned

access to electrical buffers and consequently does not fulfill our objective.

A priceless property of OBS is the availability of information regarding future traffic. The offset

time is quite exclusive to OBS and it has been quickly exploited, at first, for service differentiation.

Thanks to the offset time, the nodes accumulate many information that can be helpful to drive some

decisions. Whereas usual systems take decision based on previous e\'ents, an OBS node has some

knowledge on the event to occur in the future. This opens up the possibility to plan the switch
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Operation prior to a burst arrival. This is the essence of the CAROBS transmission scheme. Several

bursts, called cars in CAROBS, are sent together within a so-called train, The cars, although they

do not necessarily have all the same destination, are signaled by a single header that supplies the

required information to the intermediate nodes so that they can demultiplex the cars of the train. In

addition, a node can synchronize the emission of a car so that it is inserted within a train expected to

transit in the near future. Thus, CAROBS ail-optically and dynamically exploits traffic grooming.

The process significantly reduces the delay and memory requirement so as to compensate for the

expense of contention resolution via electrical buffering.

9.2 Further Research: Impact of CAROBS on the End-to-end

Performance

As observed on a given hierarchical level, the reactivity of CAROBS is an attractive property.

Nevertheless, it is worth evaluating how the deployment of CAROBS in the MAN would impact the

end-to-end performance.

9.2.1 Integration in the Protocol Stack

In OBS networks, contentions can occur even under low load and may entail data loss in the cases

where the available contention resolution mechanisms fail. In that case, the congestion controller

of the Transport Control Protocol (TCP) assumes the network is congested and reduces the load

of the sources concerned. This assumption is not necessarily relevant in OBS networks. In Section

4.3.2, we presented several mechanisms devised to improve the performances of throughput of TCP

over OBS.

With CAROBS in translucent mode, OBS is endowed with a reliable reactive response to the

contentions and the losses are caused by buffer overflows. This is much closer to the TCP assumption,

but the system is not equivalent to IP networks. It would be meaningful to investigate the "TCP-

friendship" of CAROBS.
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9.2.2 CAROBS in the WAN?

Nevertheless, it is fairly reasonable to assume that, following MAN upgrades, the bottleneck will keep

on climbing the network hierarchy. Currently, there is no obvious argument to urge the deployment

of a dynamic architecture in the WANs. Therein, the traffic stability is protected by the large number

of connections multiplexed within each flow, despite the fact that the reactivity of CAROBS may

preserve the traffic variability up to the WAN. The impact of transparency in the access motivated

this thesis, but in long-haul networks, the variability of the traffic is absorbed.

Nevertheless, though the traffic may remain stable, the reactivity of CAROBS may be helpful to

deal with failure and signal impairment. Let us discuss those two issues.

CAROBS for a Reactive Fault Management

In OCS networks, extra resources must be allocated to the services that do not tolerate service

perturbation. This waste of bandwidth can be saved with restoration mechanisms, but in that

case, the service is perturbed, or even interrupted, during the connection re-routing, provided the

alternative resources are indeed available.

The restoration mechanisms are much more adapted to OBS networks, since the traffic is served

burst by burst. The restoration mechanism is basically the same as in OCS networks, except that

the traffic emitted before the re-configuration completion, lost in OCS networks, can be deflected

to turn around the cut link. The traffic perturbation thus only relies on the ability to handle the

deflected traffic.

With CAROBS, the trains are explicitly requested to transit via a given set of nodes. This

restricts the choice of alternate routes and may mitigate the restoration process. An efficient alter-

native may be to take advantage of the link failure to enhance the traffic grooming by submitting the

trains to re-aggregation instead of deflection routing. This way, all the cars affected by the failures

are assigned to new trains emitted on an alternate path.

To maintain the network throughput after a failure, spare capacity might be required on each

link. This solution can be evaluated by comparing the extra capacity required by OBS and OCS to
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maintain a given throughput in case of failure.

Dynamic Signal Management with CAROBS

All along its transmission, the signal accumulates impairments, which can compromise the trans-

mission in the case the receiver is unable to retrieve the information from the signal. This is an

important concern in long-haul networks. In OCS networks, MEMS-based equipment have a very

limited impact on the signal, but this issue however remains of interest and is usually handled by

the use of evenly spaced signal regenerators along the path.

In OBS networks, this appears critical because the signal is split several times at each switch, each

split resulting in a strength reduction by half. In Section 8.2.2, we described the train header and

illustrated the possibility to include optional information for each car. In particular, an estimation

of the Q-factor of the car would enable signal management: If the signal is estimated too weak to

reach the next node, then the car is dropped from the train, converted to the electrical domain and

submitted to the local aggregation process, just as a contending car. After the aggregation process,

the content of the car will be re-emitted and carried by a brand new signal.

Several approximations of the Q-factor can be found in the literature, but a clever alternative

may be to measure the Q-factor of the converted cars and store them with respect to the traveled

path and the used wavelength. This way, the Q-factor of a car may be estimated by consulting the

data-base with a look-up on the traveled path and the used wavelength.
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Appendix: Résumé étendu

This appendix is the work of Thomas Coutelen and it has been read and appro\red by his super-

visors Brigitte Jaumard and Gérard Hébuterne.

Cette annexe est le travail de Thomas Coutelen. Elle a été lue et approuvée par ses directeurs

de thèse Brigitte Jaumard et Gérard Hébuterne.

10.1 Introduction

Evolution du trafic

De nos jours, Internet occupe une place prédominante dans notre société et le réseau a progres-

sivement modifié nos habitudes dans de nombreux domaines. Fondamentalement, sa fonction prin-

cipale demeure rechange d'information. Cependant, l'information est désormais supportée par de

nombreuses applications. C'est certainement le déploiement de nouveaux services, combiné avec

la migration de services courants, qui a réellement convaincu les usagers. L'information statique

textuelle est progressivement remplacée par du contenu multimédia, éventuellement en temps réel

; VoIP (avec vidéo) remplace progressivement la messagerie instantanée et rechange de courriers

électroniques.

Les nouvelles applications sont sujettes à des contraintes de qualité de service parfois strictes

et certaines d'entre elles requièrent un traitement particulier. Par exemple, certaines applications

seront très sensibles au délai, et d'autres à la perte de données. De plus, un autre critère de

satisfaction devient de plus en plus présent : la disponibilité du service. En effet, la croissance

du taux de pénétration de l'Internet a profondément bouleversé le fonctionnement de l'économie.
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Une interruption de service compromet non seulement le fonctionnement de certaines applications

critiques, mais elle peut aussi avoir un impact colossal sur l'économie. Le rôle prépondérant de

l'Internet dans le quotidien des usagers et les enjeux économiques qui y sont liés imposent aux

opérateurs d'assurer la disponibilité de la bande passante et la fiabilité du service en tout temps.

Evolution du réseau

Pour s'adapter à la croissance de la demande, le réseau a été amélioré itérativement et hiérarchique-

ment. Présentement, il peut être divisé en trois niveaux : le réseau dorsal, les réseaux métropolitains

et les réseaux d'accès. A chaque niveau de la hiérarchie, un réseau interconnecte plusieurs réseaux

du niveau inférieur et leur donne accès à un réseau du niveau supérieur. Le trafic servi à un niveau

est donc une superposition du trafic des réseaux inférieurs, et le volume de trafic augmente lorsque

l'on monte dans la hiérarchie.

L'architecture d'un réseau est à la discrétion de son administrateur, qui planifiera celui-ci en

considérant le profil du trafic, le volume à servir, la taille, le tout sous des contraintes budgétaires.

La fibre optique s'est imposée comme le médium de prédilection pour le transfert de masse. Elle

a tout d'abord été déployée en haut de la hiérarchie, dans les réseaux dorsaux. Puis, dans les

années 90, l'augmentation du trafic a poussé les opérateurs à étendre le réseau optique aux réseaux

métropolitains. L'émergence d'applications multimédia lourdes a ensuite mis en évidence le sous-

dimensionnement des réseaux d'accès. La réponse actuelle, pour palier au problème, est l'installation

de la fibre optique entre l'usager et les réseaux métropolitains.

Pour réduire les coûts d'installation et de fonctionnement, les réseaux d'accès sont passifs. Les

réseaux dorsaux et métropolitains actuels reposent sur des équipements de commutation mécanique,

basés sur des systèmes de miroirs, dont la configuration est de l'ordre de la milliseconde.

Une telle architecture impose la commutation de circuits : le réseau est configuré avant l'émission

des données, ce qui assure une excellente fiabilité. Cependant, toute décision à vif impose des per-

turbations de trafics parce que la reconfiguration du réseau impose un temps de latence relativement

long.
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La variabilité du trafic, la multiplication des classes de services, combinées avec l'augmentation

du volume de trafic mis en jeu menacent l'intégrité du réseau. Notamment, après le déploiement de

réseaux optiques passifs à l'accès, les réseaux métropolitains seront alimentés avec un trafic variable.

Dans les années 90, le déploiement de la fibre optique dans les réseaux métropolitains avait déjà

soulevé le besoin d'une couche optique dynamique, capable de s'adapter aux variations de trafic et

de se reconfigurer rapidement. L'absence de mémoire optique avait néanmoins freiné la migration

de la commutation de circuits vers la commutation de paquets, et les solutions réalistes pour la

mise en place d'une couche optique dynamique et fiable consistaient à améliorer la réactivité de

la commutation de circuit tout en préservant sa fiabilité. Aujourd'hui, le déploiement de réseaux

optiques passifs à l'accès suggère de reconsidérer cette question.

Malgré des efforts soutenus durant les deux dernières décennies, la technologie actuelle souffre

largement de la lenteur de ses équipements optiques. Dans le cadre de cette thèse, nous considérons

une technologie alternative proposée à la fin des années 90 : la commutation optique par rafales

(Optical Burst Switching, OBS). Elle est en fait une déclinaison de la commutation optique de

circuits. Cependant, elle opère plusieurs ordres de magnitude plus rapidement grâce à l'utilisation

de commutateurs ultra rapides. Avec de tels équipements et une signalisation adaptée, l'OBS permet

d'exploiter un multiplexage statistique en réduisant la durée des circuits à l'échelle de paquets,

simulant ainsi la commutation de paquets, beaucoup plus flexible que la commutation de circuits.

Objectif de la thèse

L'objectif de cette thèse est de proposer une architecture dynamique pour la couche optique qui

soit capable de satisfaire les contraintes de service les plus fortes en termes de pertes, c'est-à-dire,

de proposer un service fiable (sans perte). Si OBS offre une excellente réactivité, il est souvent

présenté comme une solution inadaptée en présence de trafic contraint, que ce soit en termes de

pertes ou de délais. La réactivité d'OBS s'oppose donc à la fiabilité d'OCS. Cette thèse a donc pour

objectif de proposer une architecture permettant de contourner le compromis entre la fiabilité et la

réactivité. Notre approche consiste à résoudre le problème de contention dans les réseaux OBS tout
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en préservant, autant que possible, leur réactivité.

Organisation du document

Dans la section 10.2, nous présentons les bases des réseaux à commutation de longueurs d'onde,

ce qui nous permet de reformuler l'objectif de nos travaux. Pour atteindre notre but, nous devons

nous pencher sur les architectures qui maximisent les capacités de multiplexage, tout en assurant

un taux de perte nul. Nous montrons que l'utilisation de commutateurs rapides, tels que ceux

utilisés dans les réseaux OBS, permet d'augmenter le potentiel de multiplexage sans perte et donc

l'utilisation des ressources. Dans la section 10.3, nous considérons une architecture translucide,

dérivée des solutions actuelles déployées dans les réseaux à commutation de circuits. L'architecture

proposée permet de redéfinir les fonctions d'aggrégation vers un mode collaboratif permettant de

compenser les inconvénients de la com^ersion de signal. Dans la section 10.5, nous envisageons

cette architecture translucide comme solution réactive au problème de contention et nous proposons

une variation d'OBS exploitant intensément !'aggregation collaborative, de façon à compenser les

effets générés par la résolution de toutes les contentions. Finalement, nous concluons et présentons

quelques extensions dans la section 10.6.
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10.2 La commutation dans les réseaux tout optiques

Les réseaux à multiplexage de longueurs d'onde

La fibre optique offre un potentiel colossal en termes de capacité de transport. La bande passante

utilisée dans les réseaux optiques peut être segmentée en plusieurs canaux pouvant être commutés

indépendamment dans le réseau. Le multiplexage spectral offre une excellente capacité d'évolution

et fournit des débits colossaux. En notant W le nombre de longueurs d'ondes différenciées sur une

fibre optique, un commutateur optique comprend un démultiplexeur de longueur d'onde qui sépare

les W canaux de chaque fibre entrante. Chaque canal est ensuite dirigé vers un port de sortie par

un système de miroirs (cf figure 10.1). A la sortie du commutateur, un multiplexeur regroupe les

canaux envoyés vers la même fibre sortante.
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Figure 10.1: MEMS commutateurs

Cette technologie présente l'avantage de ne pas interférer avec le signal optique, mais la con-

figuration du commutateur, visant à affecter un port d'entrée à un port de sortie, est relativement

lente (de l'ordre de la milliseconde). De ce fait, les reconfigurations doivent être évitées autant que

possible, ce qui favorise la commutation de circuits à long terme.

Un chemin optique doit être établi avant la transmission des données. Ce chemin est alloué à

un flot entre deux noeuds du réseau. Ainsi, tout au long du chemin optique, un port de sortie
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est affecté au port d'entrée et à lui seul. La configuration des commutateurs définit une topologie

virtuelle représentant la connectivité logique des noeuds, c'est-à-dire qu'elle relie les noeuds qui sont

connectés par un chemin optique.

Typiquement, la topologie logique est obtenue en résolvant le problème de routage et d'affectation

de longueur d'onde. Il consiste à établir des chemins optiques disjoints pour chaque flot. En d'autres

termes, si deux flots utilisent la même fibre, ils doivent voyager sur des longueurs d'onde différentes.

Ainsi, chaque port de sortie ne peut être associé à plus d'un port d'entrée. Cela évite tout accès

concurrent aux ressources et assure donc la fiabilité des transferts.

Dans l'exemple de la figure 10.2, chaque connexion voyage sur une longueur d'onde distincte, ce

qui évite les conflits. Le principal problème de cette solution est la granulante : étant donnée la

capacité de transport de chaque longueur d'onde, la commutation par longueurs d'onde peut aboutir

à une faible utilisation des ressources.

Le problème de granulante est assez complexe et profondément ancré dans la réseautique optique.

En fait, il est essentiellement imposé par des contraintes technologiques liées à la précision des

équipements, mais aussi, par exemple, au dimensionnement des commutateurs.

Dans l'exemple de la figure 10.2, toutes les connexions partagent une fibre. Ainsi, dans un réseau

à commutation de longueur d'onde, chacune d'entre elles est prise en charge par une longueur d'onde

spécifique. L'isolement des flux sur des longueurs d'onde dédiées est nécessaire dès lors que les flux

sont commutés différemment quelque part sur leur trajet (connexions Cz et C4 au noeud E) ou qu'ils

sont en compétition pour un même port (e.g., connexions C\ et C3) au noeud C.

© *®mDB

Figure 10.2: Illustration du problème de contention
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Les réseaux commutés par rafales

Pour améliorer les performances des réseaux à commutation de longueur d'onde, il est nécessaire de

pouvoir regrouper plusieurs flux distincts dans une seule longueur d'onde. En d'autre termes, il faut

pouvoir diriger plusieurs ports d'entrée vers un même port de sortie, tout en empêchant les accès

simultanés. Les réseaux OBS offrent un potentiel de multiplexage, mais l'accès aux ressources n'est

pas garanti, à priori.

Principe

Le trafic est regroupé dans plusieurs files d 'aggregation qui sont indépendantes les unes des autres.

L'émission est régie par un protocole de signalisation qui permet de palier au problème de stockage

dans le réseau coeur. Le protocole de signalisation le plus populaire est le protocole JET (Just

Enough Time : juste assez de temps), illustré par la figure 10.3. Un entête de réservation est envoyé

sur une longueur d'onde dédiée afin d'annoncer une rafale, dont l'émission est retardée durant un

certain laps de temps appelé Offset Time (OT, retard d'émission). LOT doit être au moins égal

au temps total d'exécution des routines du plan de signalisation. De cette manière, l'entête précède

toujours les rafales de données, et chaque noeud du réseau de coeur peut être adéquatement configuré

au moment où les données arrivent. Ainsi, le plan de données reste tout optique dans le réseau de

coeur et les besoins de mémoire sont repoussés dans les noeuds de bord.

ft
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Figure 10.4: Service du scénario de la figure 10.2 avec des wagons optiques

Le problème de contention dans les réseaux OBS

Une contention est observée lorsqu'un entête demande l'accès à un port déjà réservé. Une contention

ne peut donc mettre en jeu que des rafales arrivant de ports d'entrée différents, mais voyageant sur

la même longueur d'onde. Ainsi, dans l'exemple de la figure 10.2, si chaque connexion émet ses

rafales sur des longueurs d'onde différentes, alors les contentions sont évitées.

Le problème de contention apparaît lorsque l'on tente d'exploiter le multiplexage statistique :

plusieurs connexions peuvent utiliser la même longueur d'onde pour partager les ressources. En cas

de contention, seule la première rafale signalée survit ; les autres sont perdues. Ainsi, le processus

de rejet est lié au plan de contrôle.

Cette propriété est exclusive aux réseaux OBS et peut être exploitée pour différencier des services

prioritaires. La priorité d'Offset Time peut être exploitée pour favoriser les rafales en transit sur

les rafales locales. De cette manière, la réservation pour une rafale locale ne précède jamais la

réservation pour une rafale en transit, et la contention peut être résolue en retardant l'émission

de la rafale dans les mémoires électriques. Finalement, les configurations problématiques pour le

multiplexage statistique sont celles qui mettent en jeu plusieurs signaux en transit. Ainsi, pour

une solution sans perte, notre exemple nécessite deux longueurs d'onde si les équipement OBS sont

considérés.

Wagons optiques

Le concept de wagon optique a été introduit pour permettre un groupage optique et asynchrone.

L'architecture classique basée sur des MEMS est modifiée par l'ajout d'un module d'accès au canal

qui permet de stopper et/ou de laisser passer un signal entrant. Comme dans un réseau OCS tout,

optique, chaque port d'entrée optique est associé à un seul port de sortie optique et vice versa, mais
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le module d'accès au canal connecte aussi les ports optiques aux ports d'entrée/sortie électriques.

De ce fait, le chemin optique peut être utilisé comme un bus unidirectionnel et n'est plus limité à

des transferts entre les noeuds de bouts : tout noeud peut envoyer des données vers n'importe quel

noeud situé en aval sur le bus.
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Figure 10.5: Module d'accès au canal pour des wagons optiques

Le multiplexage de deux signaux optiques et le démultiplexage vers deux ports optiques sont

certes impossibles, mais cette architecture permet les multiplexages et démultiplexages entre un

signal en transit et un signal local. Chaque noeud désirant émettre des données doit préalablement

vérifier la disponibilité du bus. Cette tâche est rendue possible par un protocole de signalisation « en

avance » similaire au protocole JET (originalement défini dans le cadre des réseaux OBS, cf. section

10.2 ) et par Pinstalation d'un module spécifique (cf figure 10.5) : les données sont précédées par un

entête, et chaque noeud connaît à l'avance l'utilisation du bus. Si un signal est arrivé à destination,

alors le bloqueur est activé et le bus devient libre en aval de ce noeud.

Cette solution peut être vue comme une solution hybride entre OBS et OCS puisque l'émission

des données utilise les protocoles de la commutation optique de rafales mais que le signal est commuté

avec du matériel dérivé de OCS. L'utilisation de MEMS impose les contraintes des réseaux commutés

par circuits et empêche la convergence et la divergence des flots. Finalement, cette solution restreint

les contentions au cas mixte (entre un signal optique et un signal local) et exploite la mémoire
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Figure 10.6: Provisioning Scenario of Figure 10.2 with Light-trails

électrique pour résoudre les contentions. Ainsi, le scénario illustré par la figure 10.2 peut être résolu

avec trois longueurs d'onde (cf. figure 10.6).

Conclusion

Nos résultats démontrent l'intérêt d'utiliser des commutateurs rapides qui augmentent la flexibilité

par rapport aux meilleures configurations en mode circuit tout optique. Néanmoins, les réseaux

actuels utilisent des architectures translucides pour améliorer les performances.
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10.3 La commutation dans les réseaux translucides

La solution actuelle : SDH/SONET

La solution actuellement déployée pour le groupage de flots dans les réseaux optiques repose sur une

architecture translucide et exploite le multiplexage temporel via une transmission synchrone. Avec

SONET/SDH, la capacité de transport est segmentée en plusieurs canaux composés d'intervalles de

temps. Chaque flot est associé à un canal. De cette manière, chaque flot peut émettre à certaines

dates, durant des périodes qui lui sont dédiées exclusivement. Dès lors, une longueur d'onde re-

groupe plusieurs canaux, donc plusieurs flots. Tant que le flux de la longueur d'onde n'a pas à être

démultiplexé (c'est-à-dire que chaque canal est commuté de la même manière), la commutation est

opérée dans le domaine optique au niveau de la longueur d'onde. Dans le cas contraire, i.e., si les

canaux doivent être séparés ou si un canal est inséré, le signal est converti en signal électrique et les

données sont réémises sur de nouveaux canaux.

En d'autres termes, un chemin optique est découpé en plusieurs segments optiques commutés par

longueurs d'ondes, et raccordés par des noeuds SDH/SONET capables d'interpréter les signaux de

plus faible granulante. La capacité des canaux est fixée et suit une hiérarchie standardisée. VCAT

a été proposé pour réduire la granulante de la hiérarchie de SONET/SDH. Ensuite, LCAS est

apparu pour permettre une négociation dynamique de la capacité d'un canal. Ces deux protocoles

permettent de résoudre les problèmes de granulante.

Dans l'exemple illustré par la figure 10.2, avec des noeuds SONET/SDH installés en C et en E

(cf. figure 10.7), toutes les connexions peuvent utiliser la même longueur d'onde. En effet, l'accès

concurrent au lien qui relie CaD est evité par la réémission des données en transit. Au noeud

E, le passage dans le domaine électrique permet de séparer les connexions qui doivent être prises

en charge différemment : les canaux sont séparés et les données sont réémises à partir du domaine

électrique.

Le recours au domaine électrique permet le multiplexage (sans conflit) et le démultiplexage, mais

il repose sur un équipement avancé et dispendieux, dont le déploiement a un impact important sur les
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Figure 10.7: Service du scénario de la figure 10.2 avec des équipements SONET

performances du réseaux. La planification des réseaux SDH/SONET est donc statique par nature.

De plus, la segmentation de la capacité de transport pour utiliser une transmission synchrone peut

être inefficace pour servir des trafics variables. Finalement, les opérations dans le domaine électrique

peuvent dégrader les performances (délais) et doivent être exécutées avec parcimonie.

Une architecture translucide pour les réseaux OBS

Dans un réseau OBS, le processus de réémission intermédiaire peut être exécuté par le biais de

la réaggrégation des rafales entrantes. Cette opération ne nécessite qu'une modification mineure

de l'architecture des noeuds; elle consiste à connecter le module de desaggregation au module

d'aggrégation. Cependant, le plan de contrôle doit lui aussi être ajusté pour qu'une rafale des-

tinée à la réaggrégation soit signalée comme tel. Finalement, il suffit de considérer les extrémités

des segments comme des destinations et de notifier ces noeuds du traitement des rafales (soit elles

seront soumises au processus d'aggrégation, tel du trafic entrant, soit elles sortiront du réseau).

Avec un tel noeud, les rafales ne sont plus directement en compétition pour le port de sortie, et

les contentions sont évitées. L'exemple illustré par la figure 10.2 peut alors être résolu avec une seule

longueur d'onde, mais, en opposition à la solution SDH/SONET (figure 10.7), le recours au domaine

électrique n'a lieu qu'au noeud C. Il est d'ailleurs important de limiter les opérations d'aggrégation

et d'accès au lien afin d'éviter l'augmentation du délai bout-en-bout.

La réaggrégation permet non seulement d'éviter les contentions des rafales, mais elle permet

aussi de mélanger des données de plusieurs flots dans une même rafale. L'aggrégation conjointe est

présentée dans la prochaine section.
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10.4 Aggregation conjointe

!/aggregation conjointe permet de réduire le délai d'aggrégation et Ie taux de chevauchement des

rafales émises. Nous allons tout d'abord présenter le fonctionnement et ensuite, nous analyserons

les bénéfices.

Principe

Une rafale peut avoir un contenu hétérogène si sa destination est capable de désaggréger la rafale

(opération standard) et de reclasser son contenu dans ses files d'aggrégation.

Ainsi, dans l'exemple illustré sur la figure 10.9, chacuns des noeuds sources (1 et 2) peuvent

combiner leurs deux files d'aggrégation et générer des rafales à destination du noeud 4, où elles

seront désaggrégées. A ce moment, le noeud 4 pourra combiner le trafic provenant de 1 et de 2 en

considérant les destinations.

Dans cet exemple, la configuration optimale consiste à réaggréger au noeud Si afin d'assurer un

transfert sans perte. Néanmoins, la configuration choisie permet de mettre en évidence une propriété

intéressante de !'aggregation conjointe.
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Figure 10.9: Aggregation conjointe avec r'e-aggrégation

Impact de !'aggregation conjointe sur l'émission du trafic

En combinant plusieurs files d'aggrégation, la charge des files résultantes est augmentée et celles-ci

sont remplies plus rapidement. Ainsi, !'aggregation conjointe permet de réduire le délai d'aggrégation.

Mais la propriété la plus intéressante est liée à l'agencement des rafales émanant du processus

d'aggrégation. Les rafales sont émises suivant un processus Erlang-N (N étant le nombre de paquets

dans la rafale) dont la distribution cumulative est représentée par la figure 10.10(a). On remarque

que les inter-arrivées sont plus grandes si la taille des rafales augmente. La figure 10.10(b) illustre

l'impact sur la probabilité de chevauchement : plus les rafales sont longues, et moins elles ont de

chance de se chevaucher. Cela signifie que le processus d'aggrégation permet de polir le trafic. Si

l'on considère !'aggregation conjointe, la figure 10.10(c) montre que pour une charge donnée, si les

rafales sont aggrégées par un plus petit nombre de files, alors elles se chevaucheront moins.

Impact de !'aggregation conjointe sur les performances bout-en-bout

Nous proposons d'évaluer l'impact de l'architecture translucide et de !'aggregation conjointe sur

une topologie réelle. Bien entendu, il existe des solutions sans perte, notamment les solutions

utilisables dans les réseaux SONET/SDH. Néanmoins, ces solutions sont basées sur une planification

dépendante du trafic et de la topologie et elles réduisent la flexibilité du réseaux.

Nous nous intéressons ici aux performances dans une configuration non-optimale où des con-

tentions peuvent apparaître. Sur la figure 10.11, nous reportons le taux de perte et le délai bout-en-

bout mesurés par simulation du réseau EONET avec un nombre variable de noeuds de ré-aggregation

(R). montre que l'utilisation de la réaggrégation permet de réduire largement le taux de contention

(reflété ici par le taux de perte). L'ajout de points de réaggrégation augmente l'accessibilité de
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la mémoire optique et accentue donc les bénéfices. Ce qui est particulièrement intéressant, c'est

que le délai généré par une utilisation raisonnable de la réaggrégatioon peut être compensé par

!'aggregation conjointe.

Conclusion

L'utilisation d'une architecture translucide dans un réseau OBS permet d'augmenter le potentiel de

multiplexage. L'aggrégation conjointe proposée dans cette section se base sur la sélection à l'avance

de noeuds privilégiés où les rafales sont recombinées à. l'abri des contentions. Nous montrons ici

empiriquement le potentiel d'une telle solution. L'aggrégation conjointe permet de compenser les

effets d'un passage dans les mémoires optiques. Dans la suite de cette thèse, nous envisageons la

réaggrégation comme solution réactive au problème de contention dans OBS.
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10.5 Une solution réactive au problème de contention

Nous proposons d'utiliser la mémoire électrique présente dans les modules d'aggrégation pour ré-

soudre les contentions. En d'autres termes, les rafales en contention seront soumises à la réaggréga-

tion.

Problématique

L'accès aux mémoires électriques est souvent laissé de côté lorsque 1 on considère les solutions

potentielles au problème de contention. Les arguments touchent les mesures de performance (prin-

cipalement le délai) ou les coûts (dimensionnement, installation et prise en charge de mémoire

additionnelle). En réalité, et, inexorablement comme toutes les solutions réactives, la solution a

un certain potentiel de résolution. Ici, les pertes peuvent survenir lorsque les tampons mémoire

débordent.

Un avantage est que cela rapproche OBS des modèles de réseau classique (IP). La viabilité du

réseau, ou plutôt son aptitude à servir un traffic donné dépend du volume de données soumis à

la reággrégation (i.e., le taux de contention) et du temps passé dans les files d'aggrégation (i.e.,

l'occupation des tampons).

Dans cette thèse, nous proposons d'étudier la pertinence et la viabilité d'une telle solution.

Par consequent, nous ferons l'hypothèse que les noeuds ont une capacité mémoire infinie et nous

mesurerons le délai et la capacité mémoire requise pour résoudre 100% des contentions. En d'autres

termes, nous mesurerons ce que nous appelons les coûts de réaggrégation pour atteindre la. fiabilité

dans un réseau OBS totalement réactif.

La figure 10.12 montre les coûts pour le réseau EONET. Le délai et la nécessité mémoire aug-

mentent de façon intolérable lorsque toutes les contentions sont résolues via la réaggrégation. Néan-

moins, si la réaggrégation est combinée à la conversion de longueur d'onde, alors la réaggrégation

est moins solicitée, ce qui réduit les coûts.

Pour absorber les coûts de réaggrégation, il faut réduire le taux de contention et le temps passé

dans les files d'aggrégation. Nous proposons donc d'exploiter !'aggregation conjointe, qui a un impact
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positif sur ces deux critères.

CAROBS : une solution pour le groupage dynamique dans OBS

Principe

CAROBS exploite !'aggregation collaborative telle que présentée dans la section 10.4. Néanmoins,

pour minimiser l'accès au module de réaggrégation, les sous-rafales - appelées wagons dans ce con-

texte - sont séparées par quelques nanosecondes (le temps nécessaire pour reconfigurer les commu-

tateurs) et signalées par un entête commun. A l'arrivée de l'entête, les noeuds de coeurs peuvent

ainsi adopter une configuration différente pour chaque wagon signalé, ce qui permet de décrocher

des wagons du train. Les espaces laissés vacants par les wagons retirés peuvent ensuite être comblés

avec du trafic local en interrompant les processus d'aggrégation.

CAROBS est donc particulièrement bien adapté pour satisfaire les objectifs d'un réseau OBS

translucide. Tout d'abord, il permet de réduire le temps d'aggrégation grâce à !'aggregation col-

laborative. Contrairement à la solution présentée dans la section précédente, le démultiplexage est

effectué dans le monde optique, ce qui permet de conserver les bénéfices de !'aggregation collabora-

tive et de réduire le volume de données transmis au module d'aggrégation. Finalement, l'insertion de

wagons locaux dans les trains en transit est une méthode opportuniste pour décharger les tampons

mémoires.

Performances de CAROBS

Nous proposons d'expérimenter CAROBS en mode tout optique. De ce fait, le recours à la réaggré-

gation est prohibé. L'objectif est d'évaluer l'impact de CAROBS sur le délai et les besoins mémoires

sans les contrebalancer par la résolution des contentions. Le traffic injecté dans le réseau (nous

simulons le r'eseau EONET) est ajusté au moyen d'un coefficient multiplicateur (a).

Tout d'abord, la figure 10.13 montre une réduction d'environ 40% du taux de contention dans

un scénario mettant en scène un réseau EONET congestionné. Cette observation est encourageante

puisqu'elle démontre que CAROBS peut permettre de réduire le volume de données à réaggréger.
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CAROBS, dans sa version améliorée, permet de réduire le temps passé dans les tampons, et donc

le coût de réaggrégation (délai et capacité mémoire requise).

CAROBS en mode translucide

Dans cette section, nous reprenons les expériences précédentes mais au lieu d'être perdue, une rafale

en contention sera soumise au processus de réaggrégation. Notre objectif reste d'investiguer la

viabilité de notre solution. Nous considérerons donc des mémoires infinies et mesurerons les coûts

en termes de délai et de besoins mémoires.

Les figures 10.15(a) et 10.15(b) montrent qu'une grande partie des coûts de réaggrégation sont

raisonnables avec CAROBS pour des taux de contention atteignant jusqu'à 40% (a = 1, cf. figure

10.13). En installant des convertisseurs de longueurs d'onde à chaque noeud, le taux d'accès à la

réaggrégation diminue, de telle manière que les bénéfices de CAROBS restent effectifs.
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(c) Besoin de mémoire électrique (d) Délai bout-en-bout

Figure 10.14: Impact de CAROBS sur les métriques liées au délai
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(a) Délai bout-en-bout avec CAROBS translucide
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10.6 Conclusions et travaux à venir

Conclusions

Notre objectif est de proposer une solution dynamique capable d'assurer des contraintes strictes de

qualité de service, principalement la garantie de succès des transmissions. Les solutions actuelles,

orientées circuit offrent la fiabilité nécessaire, mais sont peu réactives. Une première approche

consisterait à bâtir autour de la fiabilité de ces solutions et à améliorer leur réactivité. Cependant,

l'utilisation de commutateurs lents compromet sévèrement cette approche. Nous nous sommes donc

tournés vers les réseaux OBS, nettement plus réactifs par nature, mais incapables, en natif, de

garantir un taux de perte nul.

La plupart des opérateurs et constructeurs sont très réticents face à une migration vers FOBS.

Dans cette thèse, nous avons montré que les arguments techniques peuvent tourner en faveur de

l'OBS puisque toute configuration viable dans un réseau OCS le serait aussi dans un réseau OBS.

En fait, la flexibilité d'OBS peut être exploitée même dans un contexte statique, ce qui en fait un

candidat crédible.

Dès lors, nous avons considéré OBS comme une solution viable car capable de fournir des garanties

de transfert. Comme dans les réseaux OCS, le recours au domaine électrique offre un large potentiel.

Nous avons proposé une architecture translucide. Dans un scénario statique, cette architecture

peut être utilisée pour empêcher les contentions, mais elle permet surtout d'exploiter !'aggregation

collaborative.

L'aggrégation collaborative s'avère un moyen efficace pour modeler le profil du trafic à notre

avantage : le temps de latence et les variations de trafic sont réduits. Nos expériences ont, suggéré

la capacité de compenser les effets de la réaggrégation avec l'aggrégation collaborative. Nous avons

donc mis au point CAROBS, un mode de transmission déployable sur un équipement OBS classique

qui exploite l'aggrégation collaborative sans passer par le domaine électrique. CAROBS est com-

plètement dynamique, en plus de réduire considérablement les délais d'aggrégation et conséquement

l'utilisation des mémoires électriques.
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Avec CAROBS, l'utilisation des mémoires électriques comme solution réactive au problème de

contention devient viable et attrayante : un taux de contention de 40% peut être pris en charge par

les modules de réaggrégation sans que le délai, ni les besoins mémoires ne soient significativement

accrus.

Cette solution préserve les propriétés d'OBS et peut être utilisée comme fondation pour un réseau

fiable et dynamique, à laquelle on peut greffer toutes les contributions et améliorations, qu'elles soient

réactives ou pro-actives.

Extensions possibles

Cette thèse propose une architecture et vise à démontrer sa viabilité. Nos conclusions ouvrent la voie

à une multitude de travaux. Notamment une comparaison rigoureuse en termes de performances avec

les réseaux SONET/SDH semble inévitable. Il faudra alors considérer différents aspects. En partic-

ulier, la gestion des pannes, pro-active et coûteuse dans les réseaux commutés par circuits, pourrait

éventuellement être remplacée par des mécanismes réactifs, beaucoup moins coûteux, déployés en

amont de CAROBS translucide.

De plus, la comparaison que nous avons suggérée pour des scénarios statiques devrait être finalisée

avec un travail sur GRWA-OBS, le pendant OBS de GRWA. En effet, en intégrant les spécificités

d'OBS ou en supportant CAROBS translucide, le taux d'acceptation pourrait être largement accru.

Finalement, pour conclure cette liste non-exhaustive, il nous semble important d'évaluer son

impact sur le profil du trafic fourni aux réseaux adjacents, possiblement commutés par circuit.
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